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INTRODUCTION

This volume is based primarily on papers that were presented
at the XIV Congress of the International Association of
Gerontology in Acapulco, Mexico in June 1989 in a number of
sessions that addressed critical issues related to worklife options
for older persons. The papers were written against the
background of certain overriding trends that find expression in
many of the papers.
Recent decades have witnessed a dramatic decline in the
employment of older age groups throughout the developed
world and the emergence of a range of policies at the firm as
well as at the societal level to encourage early retirement.
Although the tide of public policies and sentiments has recently

turned, this has not yet been reflected in actual trends in
employment. Some countries have taken steps to expand
employment opportunities, and concern has been voiced in

those countries where labor shortages have produced a need to
lure older workers to remain or return to the work force. The
options for employing these workers are being reconsidered, and
a range of more flexible forms of employment is currently being
tested.
The change in the nature of labor markets and the increased
drive for more flexibility in the workplace and less permanent
work arrangements have also affected the opportunits facing
older workers.

In the developing world, various forms of pension arrangements
are beginning to be developed in response to concern over the
decline in the ability of extended families to adequately support

the elderly. These trends have important implications for the
importance of work as a source of income in old age; they also
interact with the overall pattern of economic development.
The papers in Section One, as described in the introduction by
Xavier Gaullier, address the phenomenon of early retirement as

it finds expression in a number of countries, with a particular
emphasis on the impact of public policies on this phenomenon.
During the last twenty years the situation of older workers has
changed radically.
Early retirement has risen in many
countries, as have numerous other early pathways out of the
labor market, such as unemployment and disability. The

situation of older workers remaining on the job has also
changed:
Opportunities for training or promotion have
disappeared, and the seniority system has declined; new
obligations to switch to different types of jobs and the
development of mid-career crises have emerged.
As a
consequence, outside activities and lifestyles (family life, leisure)

have been transformed. Gaullier views the phenomenon of
early retirement as part of a broader process in whh the
meaning of life in later years is being redefined.

In addition, Gaullier stresses that the phenomena of early
retirement and of employment opportunities for older workers
need to be understood within the broader context of overall
changes in the organization of the labor force. Moreov, r,
Gaullier believes that the problem of older workers should be
addressed as a facet of a general human resource policy that
takes individuals' growth and development into account. He
advocates that a policy of modernization without exclusion
should be imi,lemented in an attempt to build the companies of
tomorrow from the workers of today. Gaullier also notes the
very dramatic change in the attitude of French policymakers
from a policy of exclusion to one of promoting opportunities for
older workers.

In this series of papers, various policy changes are described,
and their interaction with actual developments in the labor
market is analyzed. Laczko describes developments n Bricain,
Loftus describes those in the U.S., and Morrison expres,:es the
conflicting forces and ambiguities still present in current
policies.

The Wa:ker paper, which concludes this section,
illustrates how structural changes in the economy impact on
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the opportunities of older workers. It describes how the
development of increasing economic insecurity among older
wo.kers is socially manufactured, and neither inevitable nor
natural. All of the papers emphasize that changing macro-level
policies is not enough. Actual trends will be affected both by

the nature of the changing labor market and by the actions
undertaken at the firm level.
Section Two takes a regional perspective, addressing the issue of
older workers in Asia and the Pacific. The papers in this section

raise the issues associated with employment in developing
countries with different cultural norms and approaches to the
organization of work life.

As highlighted in the introduction by John McCallum, this is
the most rapidly aging region in the world. The aging process is
accompanied by rapid industrialization and economic growth.
This region is also extremely diverse culturally and
economically. Three very different cases are presented: Japan,
which is one of the most developed countries; the Philippines,
whose economic development has lagged behind; and Fiji, which
has a small and highly vulnerable economy. In all three
contexts, however, late-life employment plays an important role

in maintaining the incomes of the elderly. In Japan, Naoi
documents how late-life transitions in the nature and terms of
employment are institutionalized. In the Philippines, Domingo
emphasizes that there are almost no pension arrangements for

most older workers. The case of Fiji, as reported by Plange,
illustrates how the well-being of the elderly and their

employment opportunities can be affected by political and
economic upheaval.

One of the major underlying factors affecting the prospects for
older workers is the pace aud nature of technological change.
As pointed out in the introduction by Harvey Sterns, the papers
in Section Three address the nature of technological change and
its direct and indirect effects on the prospects of older workers.
The papers by Harootyan and Charness address the

1
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implications of technology for skill requirements, and indicate
that investments in training will be necessary in order to adjust
to the demands of technology. They also address some of the

efforts to assess older workers' capacity to upgrade their
knowledge and skills, as well as the latest developments in
techniques that are effective with older workers. What is known
about the link between age and productivity is also reviewed.

Two additional papers by Straka and Beauchesne-Florival
address developments within specific countries and focus on the
general response of employers to technological change, as well

as providing some specific examples. They point out that the
consequences can often be quite negative for older workers, and
that very focused changes must be made in employers'
approaches in order to avoid these negative effects.

The concluding section attempts to place the issue in the
framework of the need to reconsider the organization of work,
leisure and education over the life cycle. In the introduction,
Jack Habib and Charlotte Nusberg provide a framework for
thinking about the possible rationales for reorganizaticl. They
conclude that in a labor-surplus economy, reorganization of the
life cycle may be a major way to facilitate employment at the
upper end of the age spectrum. In a labor-scarce economy there
may be interest in expanding employment at all ages. However,
this may not be attainable unless training and respite receive
some attention at earlier ages.
The papers in this section address various aspects of the broad
framework presented. Rehn, one of the pioneers in this area,

describes the efforts to implement some of these concepts,
particularly in Sweden. Fred Best, who has made important
contributions to the development of these concepts in the
United States, reviews the interest in flexible life scheduling in

the 1960s and 1970s, and speculates about prospects for the
future. In the paper by Jacobson, the issue is placed in the
broader perspective of changes in the structure of the
employment relationship. Hendricks and Cutler address the role

t)
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of leisure in light of this new perception of the life
cycle.
If we are to address worklife options for older
workers more
effectively as we move toward societies in which
20-40 percent
of the population is expected to be
over age 65 by the middle of
the next century, much more concerted
action will be
We hope the collection of papers in this volume will required.
contribute
to a rethinking of the options available and
stimulate efforts to
expand them.

Jack Habib
Charlotte Nusberg

_
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Section One: Early Retirement Policies
and their Implications
for Workers in Mid-life

WORK, AGING AND THE LIFE CYCLE: AN
INTRODUCTION TO EARLY RETIREMENT
POLICIES AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR
WORKERS IN MID-LIFE
Xavier Gaullier*

Old age and aging are in major upheaval in industrialized
nations. Gerontologists are hard pressed to keep up with these
changes. Studies .often lag behind ongoing events, dealing only
with limited and restricted aspects of the question.

The papers within this section explore early retirement within
this rapidly changing perspective. The studies I and the other

authors have conducted show that early retirement is not a
small-scale, short-term problem, but rather one that calls for
rethinking of the basic concepts of gerontology: work and
employment, free time and retirement, old age and the life
cycle, and even the notion of gerontology itself.'

Early retirement has developed in industrialized nations in a
variety of ways and to a different extent in the last 15 years**
as testified to by the papers presented here, but, in most cases,
it is simply seen as retirement which begins a little earlier. In

other words, there is no realization that the classic model of
aging :n industrialized nations does not reflect the current
context. This classic model can be defined by five points:
* Xavier Gaullier is a senior researcher with the Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique in Paris, Rance.
** In France, for example, the country which has had the most extensive range

of early job exit schemes, forms of early retirement can start 10 years
before the legal retirement age (at 50). In most cases, early retirement is
imposed and is financed by government unemployment fund:, never by
retirement funds. The labor force participation for men between the ages of
55 and 64 is one of the lowest for all the industrialized countries: 50% vs.
76% in Sweden.
3

Work, flying and the Life Cycle
1.

Linearity of occupational career with permanent, full-time
employment beginning at the end of schooling and
extending up to retirement fairly late on in life;

2.

a career that associates aging as a progressive "deficiency"

with. a seniority system that protects the older worker
(salaries that increase with age, the "last hired, first fired"
principle, end-of-career transfers 4,:o less demanding
positions);
3.

full-time retirement at a specific age, with income mainly
from a retirement fund, and a lifestyle made up of rest, free
time and family during the relatively short period of time
before loss of autonomy and death;

4.

a three-stage life

5.

a discipline, gerontology, which deals to a greater extent
with old age (the elderly) than with aging and assumes the

education (youth), productivity
(maturity), and inactivity (old age);
cycle:

three-stage life cycle as a given
particularly prevalent in Europe.

- a point of view

However, the changes which have taken place in the career exit
and the latter part of the work career are profound.

Individuals are now terminating their occupational careers over
a period of 10 to 15 years (from the ages of 50 to 65 in France)
through normal retirement, early retirement, unemployment or
becoming a "discouraged" worker, and disability. Each of these
paths of labor force withdrawal entails a specific social status,
bearing its own implications for ihe individuals involved. The
concept of retirement for all at a specific age has vanished. The
one-to-one correspondence between retirement and the end of
employment no longer holds.

Changes have also taken place prior to career exit. What
characterizes occupations now is their instability: transfers
from company to company or assignment to new positions, end
of promotions and training, and the development of part-time
4
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jobs, temporary jobs and self-employment. The older worker is
underrated, and the benefits of seniority become impediments
to keeping a job through higher personnel costs. The concepts
of work, career, and seniority have lost their original
significance.

Changes have also taken place in the period following career
exit. Individuals who no longer have jobs but who are still
young and fit may, despite the absence of a regular job, hold a
variety of volunteer or paid "activities" for long periods of
time, which provide income and social status. This has resulted
in changes in the concepts of NVO1 productivity, and free time,
in addition to new definitions of income and lifestyles in the
post-career period.

One outcome of labor disputes has been a more flexible
conception of the life cycle. The three-step life cycle in
industrialized nations has been replaced by a new pattern of
relationships between work time, free time, training and family
Individuals define
time, covering the entire life span.
themselves in a variety of fashions and not only by what they
do. The concepts of life cycle and personality have thus also
acquired new meanings.

Classic gerontology has gone beyond its original bounds and
now encompasses the entire life span. It has closer ties with
developmental psychology and now investigates age
management in companies, in the family and in society, as well

as the economic, social and psychological factors involved in
accelerated or arrested aging.
Given these changes in industrialized nations and the aging of
the population as a whole, gerontology can no longer restrict

itself to a static approach. There is a need to identify those
social processes and dynamics which can account for these
changes, in particular the changes in the labor market which are

at their root. This will involve studying the place of older
workers in the job market and the management of age in

Work, Aging and the Life Cycle

companies as a function of technological progress, distribution
of older workers in the age pyramid, industrial restructuring,

and the development of a flexible job market. These studies
should be conducted at the macro-economic level, as well as at
the level of individual companies.
The findings suggest some broad generalizations: Older workers

continue to be dismissed either to reduce personnel or to
replace them by other workers (younger workers, women)
considered to be more productive. This principle of "external
flexibility" is often summarized as "young technology, young
workers".

However, a certain number of large industrial consortiums (in

Sweden, West Germany, and even France [Renault, 13SN,
Thomson]) have realized that there are drawbacks to the
exclusion of increasingly younger "older" workers and are
implementing a policy of "modernization without exclusion" in

an attempt to "build the companies of tomorrow with the
workers of today". This is economically and socially feasible
under a number of conditions:
training, improvement of working conditions,
diversification of positions, possibilities for transfer are

specific

provided;

negotiation with unions, motivation of individuals (by an

"end of career contract"), and career planning for the
personnel as a whole takes place.
The problem of older workers thus becomes one of many facets

of a general human resource policy that takes individuals'
development and growth into account through a policy of
internal flexibility.

Over the last few years I have conducted a study of various
company policies and have published reports and a book on this
topic.

In a major turnabout the French Ministry of Labor

requested a series of recommendations from me and asked me

6
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to negotiate with the unions and management to keep older
workers in their jobs and maintain their status. This
constitutes a major reversal of the years of massive exclusion of
older workers at younger and younger ages. It is a critical
turning point. Following the publication of a report at the end

of 1989, the impact of this new employment policy will be
monitored over a period of several years.

These new perspectives in gerontology imply a redefinition of
basic concepts such as work and employment, retirement and
free time, old age and the life cycle. I have coined the term "the
second career" to describe this phenomenon within the
framework of a flexible life cycle. The second career is a major
challenge for older people of today and tomorrow, as well as for
the economic and social equilibrium of society as a whole.

Notes
1.
For a more extensive treatment of these issues see, in
particular: Gaullier, X. 1988. La Deuzierne Carrière, Ages,
Emplois, Retraites. Le Seuil, Paris and Gaullier, X. and
Thomas, C. 1990. Modernisation et Gestion des Ages Les
Salaries Ages et L'Emploi. La Documentation Francaise, Paris.

e) 1)
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EARLY EXIT AND THE EMPLOYMENT OF
OLDER WORKERS IN THE 19908
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
Frank Laczko*

Introduction
As a result of economic considerations long-term concerns
about the cost of an aging population and short-term concerns
about the decline in the number of young people entering the
labor force governments in Western Europe are likely, in the
future, to try to slow down or even reverse the trend toward
early retirement. There are already signs of some shift in policy.
For example, a number of countries, including France, Denmark,
Finland and West Germany, have recently introduced phased
retirement schemes designed, in part, to encourage older
workers who might have opted for early retirement to remain in
the labor force on a part-time basis.1

This paper concentrates on developments in Britain. As in
other OECD countries there has been a sharp fall in the
proportion of older men in employment in the U.K. in recent
years (see Table 1). By contrast the participation rates of older
women have remained stable mainly because of the growth in
part-time employment among women. Therefore, the main
focus of this paper is on older men. What is distinctive about
the British experience is that, unlike a number of other
European countries, public policy measures to promote early
retirement have been relatively limited.' One of the reasons for
this is a recognition by government that when labor market
conditions improve, it might be desirable to encourage older
workers to remain in the labor force.
Frank Laczko is a Senior Lecturer in Social Policy at Coventry Polytechnic

in England.

Early Exit and the Employment of Older Workers in the UK

There are signs that this is beginning to happen. The Job
Release Scheme (JRS) which was the principal form of public

support for early retirement in Britain was abolished as of
April 1988. Recent government statements suggest that older

workers will be increasingly encouraged to postpone their
retirement and continue in employment until age 70. For
example, the U.K. Employmeni, Secretary recently commented
that "We are challenging the whole concept that retirement ages
should get earlier and earlier.., people who are living longer and
stay:'ng fitter and who want to go on working should not be denied
that opportunity."3

In the 1989 government budget, the "earnings rule", whereby the

state pension is reduced when earnings exceed £75 per week,
was abolished in order to give pensioners a greater financial
incentive to remain in employment. At the same time the
House of Commons Select Committee on Employment has
recently finished gathering evidence on the employment
patterns of the over 50s and has recommended measures in this
favor.' The government is to offer long-term
unemployed people aged over 50 an allowance of £20 per week

group's

to return to work part-time, under a pilot scheme. This will
enable the older, long-term unemployed to work part-time
without losing their social security benefits. It is hoped that this
will ease the re-entry of the older long-term unemployed into
full-time employment.

However, these indications of a change in policy should not be
exaggerated. Government manpower policy measures, such as
the "Employment Training" scheme, designed to assist the longterm unemployed, concentrate almost exclusively on under 50

over 60 year-olds are not eligible to participate.
Moreover, while there are programs specifically targeted at
young people, there are no programs specifically targeted at
older people, and it seems unlikely that there will be in the
year-olds;

foreseeable future. The role of the government, as far as
ministerial pronouncements can be interpreted, will rather be
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enabling (e.g. abolishing the "earnings rule"), or exhortatory. It
will be left to employers to take the necessary action.

Table 1: Labor Force Participation Rates of Older Men in
Britain, 1951-1986

Age:
55-59

1951

1961

1966

1971

a) 95.0

97.1

95.4

95.3

b)

93.0

60-64 a) 87.7

91.0

87.7

b)

65+

a)

31.1

25.0

23.5

1976

1979

1981

1983

1984

1985 1986

93.0

92.4

90.8

89.4

84.1

82.1

82.0

80.3

82.3

80.4

73.0

69.3

59.4

56.7

54.4

53.4

15.6

14.5

10.3

10.3

8.1

8.2

8.2

7.4

86.6
82.9

b)

1975

19.2

19.3

a)
b)

Census data.
Department of Employment estimates and Labor Force Survey data.
Source: Employment Gazette (various issues); Cen.rta of Population for England
and Wales and for Scotland (various years).

It is difficult to predict how employers will react to the decline
in the number of young workers, as most seem to be unaware
of this demographic change.5 In this paper we consider how
older workers and employers may react to the changing labor

market conditions of the 1990s, given the way in which the
pattern of early exit of older workers has developed in recent
years, and given changes in the employment structure of the
older work force.

Social Class and Early Retirement
In order to understand the implications of recent government
moves to encourage older workers to postpone their retirement,
it is necessary to outline the options that exist in Britain for
older workers who want, or are forced, to leave the labor force
early.

To a large extent, it has been left to employers in Britain to
make provision for early retirement. This has meant that
11
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manual

workers and women

have

been

disadvantaged.

Employers are only able, and can only afford, to offer early
retirement where employees are entitled to an occupational
pension and have accrued significant pension rights under the
terms of such a scheme. Employers in Britain have less scope to

use early retirement to reduce the number of older manual
workers and female workers in their work force, as these
workers are less likely to have an occupational pension or, if
they do have such a pension, it is more likely to be too low to
finance early retirement.'

By contrast, public proyision for early retirement via the
government's Job Release Scheme has been mainly in effect for
manual workers.7 This scheme, introduced in 1977, was a special
temporary employment measure which assisted specific
categories of full-time older workers wishing to retire early by
filling their jobs with unemployed job-seekers.
The
overwhelming majority of JRS recipients were low paid semiskilled and unskilled workers. The JRS allowance was a flatrate payment which was financiaily unattractive to people who
were on above average or average wages. The abolition of JRS

in 1988 means that it will be much more difficult for older
manual workers to retire early in the future. A particularly
disadvantaged group are older disabled workers. They were able
under JRS to retire earlier than able-bodied men, from age 60
on, rather than age 64.

There is a danger that some people who need or want to retire

eally, perhaps for health reasons, may be pressured into
remaining in employment. However, it is important not to limit
our focus to looking at early retirement if we want to

understand the implications of policy measures that might
encourage more older workers to remain in the labor force. If
we look more broadly at the ways in which older workers have
been leaving the labor force early, there are other indications
which suggest that present policies, far from offering great 'r
flexibility in retirement, could actually limit choice for the older
worker.
12
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Early Retirement and Early Exit
Although JR.S was an important route out of the labor market
for older manual workers, overall, this scheme was responsible
for only a small part of the fall in the labor force participation

rate of older men in recent years.8 In the absence of major
public provision for early retirement, manual workers have been

increasingly leaving the labor force early by other routes
notably through invalidity or unemployment.9

Although older manual workers are much more likely to leave
employment early, they are less likely to describe themselves as

For example, in the years 1980-82, 33% of
professionals and managers were not in paid employment,
early retired.

compared to 43% of the semi-skilled and unskilled. Yet only
13% of men from social classes 5 & 6 defined themselves as
retired, compared to 23% of men in social classes 1 & 2.19
It seems that Britain is distinctive in this respect. Fewer older
workers aged 55-64 who are not in the labor force describe
themselves as retired in Britain than in other countries."
According to data assembled by the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development, in the U.K., only 18% of men
aged 55-59 and 40.2% of men aged 60-64 who were not in the
labor force described themselves as retired in 1986. In all other
countries except Canada, the respective figures were much
higher. For example, in France 69% of men aged 55-59 not in
the labor force described themselves as retired in 1986 (see Table

This may reflect the limited level of public and private
provision for early retirement that exists in Britain and, until
very recently, in Canada. U.K. evidence suggests that older
workers not in paid employment are more likely to describe

2).

themselves as retired when their main source of income comes
from an occupational pension.12

Even though the absolute number of older men defining
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Table 2: Proportion of Retired Among Persons Not in the
Labor Force'
Total

Males
55-59 60-64 65+

Females
55-59 60-64 65+

Country

Year

55-59

Australiab

1983

14.7

32.8

43.6

60.2

76.0

86.9

2.8

7.2

13.0

1985

14.5

33.0

44.9

51.5

76.0

86.5

2.8

7.8

15.5

1971

4.7

13.8

42.0

87.6

1.1

2.8

12.2

20.2

35.4

62.6

34.2
20.6

59.4

1981

31.3

19.9

24.1

40.4

87.4

22.8

37.1

25.1

38.0
42.6

58.6

1985

68.3
74.0

1976

83.9
84.6

99.0

99.0

56.7

76.6

99.0

76.2

76.7
79.8

99.1

99.7

98.0 100.0
98.6 100.0

56.9

87.6

96.8
97.3
95.9

98.0

1986

70.3
72.6
84.8

1971

26.0

9.7

24.9

56.7

10.4

67.5

1986

33.9

80.7

79.8
67.4
69.0

90.0

25.3

44.9
60.8
69.3

7: 2

1981

Canadab

Finland

1981

France

Germany

Norway'
Portugal
Switzerland

60-64

65+

99.4

79.6

23.7

53.0

65.7

83.1

92.0

93.5

13.7

38.1

49.6

29.4

60.5

68.3

93.8

95.4

16.9

46.1

53.5

1986

35.5

67.1

71.3

86.7
84.1

91.9

93 0

19.7

54.2

59.9

1981

38.7

44.3

66.4

92.8

21.3

28.2

49.1

47.2

52.2

71.6

93.3
93.3

88.5

1986

90.6

91.7

28.9

31.0

57.7

1983

36.2

66.4

71.3

75.0

27.1

37.5

40.4

40.7

47.7
50.4

52.9

1986

48.2

71.1

78.5

69.4

28.7

36.3

34.7

1970

18.9

47.1

78.9

99.7

13.9

40.5

68.1

22.7

60.0

93.6

82.6
85.5

89.5

1980

90.5

99 8

16.5

53.8

90.0

11.3

46.4

1986

13.3

47.1

United
States

1971

3.9

14.0

41.2

1981

11.9

1986

17.5

30.4
41.6

20.6
18.0

54.8

9.4

43.5

40.2

11.6

50.7

20.2
31.8

38.9
57.3

78.5
82.6

1.1

6.4

21.0

55.8

6.5

17.5

40.2

68.2

36.2

65.7

87.5

11.0

29.6

56.2

In Australia, Canada, Finland, Francc, Norway, Switzerland and the
United Kingdom, "retired" refers to self-declared major activity. In the
United States, it refers to the main reason for not working among persons
who did not work during the year. For Germany, "retired" is classified
according to pension income from previous labor force activity, including
disability pensions.
Includes the voluntarily inactive.
Includes the disabled.

c)
Source: OECD Employment Outlook, 1988.
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68.7

1981

1981

1),

16.1

39.7
49.7

99.5

1976

United
Kingdom

a)

94.5

98.4
98.9
99.4

91.7

62.8

)
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themselves as retired has increasld in recent years in Britain,

the increase in those citing other reasons for not being in
employment has been even greater (see Table 3). The fall in the
labor force participation rate of older men is often
characterized as representing an increase in "early retirement",

but it might be more accurate to describe this trend as an
increase in early exit from the labor force. Early retirement
might therefore be seen as one early exit pathway or route out

of the labor market. As I have argued elsewhere, to use the
term "early retirement" alone to describe the phenomenon of
falling labor force participation among older men is to grant it
a legitimacy which it does not deserve.'3 Early retirement
schemes are used by governments, employers and trade unions
to shift a disproportionate burden of unemployment onto the
older members of the labor force. One of the reasons why there

has been less public concern about the circumstances of the
older long-term unemployed is because they are considered to
have available to them the "alternative role" of early retiree.
Yet the evidence from British research is that the majority of
older non-employed men do not seem to accept this role.

If we consider the early exit routes dominated by older manual

workers (unemployment, invalidity), we find that these are
closely linked to labor market conditions." For example, recent

British research suggests that a substantial proportion of the
large increase in disability that occurred among older men
between 1971 and 1981 was attributable to the rise in
unemployment.15 Moreover, analysis of U.K. Labor Force
Survey data for 1983 shows that over a third of men aged 60-64
who described themselves as sick or disabled had left their last
job because they were dismissed, made redundant or because

their employer had introduced an early retirement scheme to
reduce manpower.
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Table 3: Older Non-working Men, by Age and Current Status,
1979-1986 (percentages)
Aged 55-59

Aged 80-64

1979

1988

1979

1988

Unemployed
Discouraged
Long-term sick

26.8

27.8

1.8

MO
38.7

13.6
1.8
30.1

9.4
10.1

Retired

11.7

63.8

Donn't want job
Other

0.9

All not working

100.0
(199,844)

Source:

5.2

13.1
4.8

7.4
.100.0

(383,342)

49.6
U.
3.0
100.0
(378,798)

34.2
38.4
5.7
4.3

100.0
',725,510)

1979 and 1986 Labor Force Surveys, and Bernard Casey and Frank
Lacsko, "Early Retired or Long-term Unemployed", Work, Employment
and Society, December 1989.

Given that older manual workers are more likely to have left
tbe kbor market involuntarily in recent. years and have less
opportunity to retire early than non-manual workers, it is to be
expected that if labor market conditions change, older manual

workers are more likely to be encouraged to remain

in

employment. Much will depend op how employers restructure
their work forces as the number of younger workers declines.

Employers and the Older Worker
Britain, along with a number of other European Community
countries, is facing a sharp fall in the number of young people

in the near future. The International Labor Office estimates
that the population of 15-.19 year olds will fall between 1980 and
the year 2000 b: 1.9% in the U.K., 10% in France, 32% in Italy,
and 42% in West Germany." However, a labor shortage is not

predicted in the near future in the U.K. Although the number
of 16-25 year olds in the labor force is projected to decline by
one fifth between now and 1995, the total civilian labor force is
expected to increase. Between 1987 and 1995, it is projected to
16
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rise by over 900,000 people." This suggests that there might be

a tradeoff between older workers and other groups seeking
work, such as married women and the long-term unemployed.

More employment opportunities for one group might mean
fewer opportunities for another.
From what we know about why employers use early retirement,
it is by no means certain that these demographic changes will

necessarily lead employers to reverse their early retirement
policies. Enterprises have grown accustomed to using early
retirement, not just to reduce head count, but also to
restructure their work forces. International evidence suggests
that early exit is not confined to declining industries alone."
Early retirement enables enterprises to alter the skill-mix of
their personnel and perhaps the impact of the age-wage profile

on the total wage bill. In firms where early retirement has
become an institutionalized part of company practice, there
may be good reasons for continuing to use early retirement
despite the decline in the number of young workers in the near
future.

Moreover, many firms may face pressure, particularly from
their white-collar employees, to continue with early retirement
policies. Research based on a survey of large enterprises in
Britain suggests that the extensive use of early retirement in
many firms in recent years has led to an expectation among
white-collar employees that they too will be offered early
retirement." Early retirement seems to have changed employee
perceptions, particularly among white-collar staff, to the extent
that many now expect a shorter working life and at least some
control over the point at which they retire.
However, there are also companies t.hat are beginning to change

their employment practices in favor of older workers in
response to predicted demographic changes. There are a number

of recent examples of companies, mainly in the prosperous
southeast of Britain, that are beginning to adapt their
employment practices in favor of retaining and/or recruiting
17
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older workers aged 55 and over

(e.g.,

Tesco, Sainsbury's,

McDonalds, Thistle Hotels, Allied Dunbar).

An example of such an enterprise is the supermarket chain
Tesco. Tesco employs a high proportion of young people

about
a third of the staff are under 25. After an internal review of the

implications of the demographic changes of the 1990s, the
company decided to launch a campaign in the southeast region
to promote the employment of the 55-65 age group. This was
later extended to people up t..) age 69 in response to a demand
from older people themselves.

Tesco currently employs only a small proportion of older
workers (3%), but aims to increase this to 6%. Most of its older
workers are womed (66%) who work part-time (80%). However,
even among men, there is a very high level of part-time work
(30%). This is well above the national average for this age group
(1.9% for 55-59 year olds, 5% for 60-64 year olds).2°
We do not know how representative examples such as this are of
broader company practice, but they may be indicative of future
changes in enterprise policy.
There are, however, other
indications of changes in the employment structure of the older
work force which suggest that an increasing proportion of older
workers who do remain in the labor force may be concentrated
in "non-standard" forms of employment.

Changes in the Structure of the Older Work Force
1. Part-time employment

The proportion of older men aged 55-64 working part-time in
Britain rose sharply between 1979 and 1986 from 3.8% to 6.9%.21
This increase was due in part to a decline in full-time
employment among older men, but there was also a significant
increase in the absolute number of part-time jobs for older men
between 1979 and 1986. For example, among employed men
aged 60-64, 24,400 worked part-time ,a £979 and 34,200 in 1986.
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Table 4 from the U.K. Labor Force Survey of 1983 shows the
reasons why older men are working part-time. Whilst the
overwhelming majority of men over 65 who work part-time say
they do not want a full-time job, less than half of male parttimers aged 50-64 give this reason. A significant proportion of
older men said they were working part-time because they could
not find a full-time job - 30% of men aged 50-59 and 20% of
men aged 60-64.22 Ill-health was another important reason for
working part-time among men in this age group. It was a
reason given by 13% of men aged 50-59 and 14% of men aged

The growth in part-time employment has enabled a
greater number of older workers effectively to phase their
retirement according to their own wishes. But it could also be
60-64.

interpreted that another dimension of the growing exclusion of
older workers from the labor force in recent years has been a

growth in the number of older workers pushed into more
precarious forms of employment. Clearly, we need to know
much more about the characteristics of this growing number of
older male part-time workers.
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Table 4: Reasons for Working Part-time* for Employed Men
Aged 50-74
Reuons

50-59

60-64

65-69

70-74

Illness/
disability

13

14

3

2

Could not find
a full-time job

30

20

4

0.5

Did not want
a full-time job

28

40

67

75

Other reuons

23

24

26

21

6

2

1

1

100%
(158)

100%

100%
(308)

100%
(200)

Age:

Reasons not stated

(156)

Percentage of
employees in parttime work in the
age group in 1983

1.7%

5.3%

54%

65%

*Self-definition used
Source: .1988 Labor Force Survey

2. Self-employment

An even more striking change in the pattern of employment
among older males has been the growth in self-employment
since 1979. Among men aged 55-59, the proportion of older
workers in self-employment more than doubled between 1979
and 1986 from 8.6% to 17.1%.20 Among men aged 60-64 the
corresponding figures are 9.6% and 16.2%. About half of this
increase is relative and reflects the fact that there has been a
huge decline since 1979 in the number of older male employees.

However, it is not simply the case that the self-employed are
less likely to retire early. There has also been a significant
increase in the absolute number of older workers who are selfemployed. For example, among men aged 55-59, there was
nearly a 50% increase in self-employment in absolute figures
between 1979 and 1986.
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Again, we need much more information on the factors that
have contributed to this increase in self-employment and on the
characteristics of these older self-employed workers. One

implication of this trend is that it is likely that more older
workers will postpone their retirement and will continue
working beyond 65. A hIgher proportion of the labor force in
self-employment implies that more people approaching
,.etirement age will not face retirement at a fixed age. It is well
established that the self-employed are more likely to remain ir,
employment beyond state pensionable age than employees":
First, because they can adjust their hours of work more easily;
secondly, for financial reasons (they have poorer pension cover).
The growth in self-employment may be due in large part to the
decline in employment opportunities for older workers, but it
may have the effect of giving older males greater flexibility in
the choice of retirement age.

Concludins Comments
There are signs that in Britain we are witnessing a repetition of

previous periods in our history whea, mainly for economic
reasons, older workers were encouraged to postpone their
retirement. It has been argued that throughout this century
older workers have been used as a labor reserve to be expanded
and contracted according to labor market conditions." This has

meant that "retirement rarely comes as a result of people
choosing when they would like to leave work, in line with their
priorities and time-scale as opposed to that of their

possible that this might change with a
growth in "non-standard" employment opportunities, and a
employer's."25 It is

relatively more favorable labor market. Some older workers
may benefit from a continuing growth in part-time and selfemployment. But there is perhaps a greater danger that, whilst
economic considerations continue to dominate retireme,rt policy

in Britain, many older workers will have 'ttle flexibility in
a growing gap
choice of retirement age. In the 1990s we may
between older manual workers and older non-manual workers
21
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with respect to their opportunities to retire early. This could
mean that we face the prospect of older manual workers and
older women continuing in employment, increasingly in lowpaid, less pleasant jobs, whilst non-manual workers continue to
retire early because it is in their interests and in the interests of

their employers. If this is the case, we could find that those
people who have the least generous pension entitlements

become thos most likely to postpone retirement. This means
that current policies may have less than the desired cost-saving
effect on pension expenditures.
(Thanks are due to the Departmt nt of Employment for
providing some of the special tabulations from the Labor Force
Survey and to the Economic and Social Research Council for
funding some of the research on which this paper is based.)
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EARLY RETIREMENT POLICIES AND PRACTICES
IN THE UNITED STATES
Denise F. Loftus*

Despite the end of mandatory retirement and despite other U.S.
government actions to slow the several decades-old trend, early
retirement of U.S. workers is accelerating. Sixty-one is now the
nation's median retirement age. By age 62, almost half of all
men are out of the labor force (they are neither working nor
looking for work), and by age 64, three-fifths are "retired" by
that definition. For women, the picture differs due to many
factors including lower wages, late entry into the work force,
and lower pensions.

During the

1980s, this early

retirement trend received

a

boost as many companies introduced early
retirement incentive packages in order to downsize, cut costs,
and thus, they believed, compete more effectively in the global
economic arena. These packages typically have been targeted at
higher paid, long-term employees age 50 and older.
significant

Mid life workers themselves must focus their attention on what
these economic trends mean to their long-term financial
security, their ability to meet family obligations, and their own

For example, despite the
apparent. generosity of many early retirement packages, most
workers who take early retirement emerge with less money in

sense of identity and self-worth.

earnings and benefits than those who work to age 65 or beyond.

Denise Loftus is Manager, Work Force Education Section, Work-Equity
Department, American Association of Retired Persons, Washington, D.C.
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The question is, can midlife workers afford to retire eariy? The
answer may be "no" for growing numbers of those who face
financial responsibility for college-age children and elderly
parents, as well as their own longer lives. Unfortunately, most
do not realize just how long they will live or what they must
plan for.

The demographic realities of our society are such that people
are living longer, healthier lives, and the baby boom/baby bust

is leading to labor shortages that are already beginning to
appear in the service sectors of the U.S. economy.

Those workers who intend to take early retirement and then
find other employment often face serious barriers such as age
discrimination,

skills

obsolescence

and

long

periods

of

unemployment, followed by under-employment or by forced
retirement.

We must also evaluate just how voluntary are these early
retirements. Some may not be strictly voluntary but may be in
response to actual or perceived probable job loss, or to a lack of
acceptable job opportunities for older workers.
These
retirements may be voluntary only to the extent that leaving
the labor force is the best available option. Some workers might
prefer another choice either phased retirement or a "second
career". But this choice is often not available because of
market realities.
Usually, workers must choose between
continued full-time employment (if indeed it is an option), parttime work for relatively low wages, or complete retirement.
these
retirement.
Given

limitations, many

workers

choose

complete

Anticipating a dramatic decline in the ratio of workers to
retirees as the baby boom generation becomes eligible for
retirement early in the next century, Federal Government
policy is bebinning to be directed toward encouraging workers
to extend their work lives. Social Security regulations have been
altered to encourage later withdrawal from the labor force by
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raising the age at which full benefits may be claimed from 65 to
67 beginning early in the 21st century.

The penalty for retiring at 62 will be raised from a guaranteed
20% reduction to 30% reduction in benefits. There will also be

an increase in delayed retirement credits for years worked
beyond age 62.

The other strong economic factor impacting on early retiremenG
decisions is occupational pensions. Contrary to Social Security,
there is no one formula for calculating pensions, but an infinite

number, depending on the organization, years of work, salary
earned, etc. Enlarging and expanding occupational pension
benefits has been

the key to early incentive packages.

Individuals need time and assistance to carefully assess the
benefits before coming to a decision
time and assistance
which are often neither permitted nor encouraged.
There are a number of actions by government and business that
can prevent undesirable early retirement. These actions include
aggressive enforcement of age discrimination in employment

laws to ensure that the early retirement decision is a truly
voluntary one. For despite the elimination of mandatory
retirement in the U.S., the practice of it continues, although it is
subtle and hard to prove.

Other actions include greater incentives to business to retain
and retrain midlife workers as they realize the impact that loss

of skilled personnel can have, as well as the high cost of
rehiring and retraining to take the place of those who have left.
If it is essential for a company to downsize, it should be done in
a way that does not place the entire burden for the company's
financial problems on the shoulders of midlife workers.
Consideration needs to be given to providing such work options
as part-time work, job sharing and phased retirement and, as I

have said, to provide the time and counselling needed for
workers to understand the full financial
psychological implications of taking early retirement.

affected

and
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Only through appropriate education can midlife workers be
helped to realize that they must take personal responsibility for
systematic lifelong planning to ensure a financially secure and
personally rewarding life at every stage. An important strategy
for achieving this goal is training and retraining to learn new
skills and update old skills, thus enabling them to remain a
viable part of the constantly and rapidly changing world of
work. The learning process should also involve self-assessment
of interests and abilities, and instruction for conducting an
effective job search.

Government, business, concerned groups and local communities

have roles to play in expanding and adapting adult learning
resources to meet growing worker needs in this vital area.

A predicted reversal in the early retirement trend toward the
beginning of the next century will not eliminate the need for
such ongoing life planning and continuing education. The need
will, in fact, increase. Above all else, an enhanced understanding by employers of the value of the older worker is
necessary.

The changing nature of work, i.e. the kinds of jobs available
and how they are done as a result of new technology, changing
consumer tastes and other economic realities, will result in a
poor fit between newly created jobs and older workers' skills
and experience. It is believed many workers will be employed in
a series of jobs, even careers, over the course of their work lives.

Positive adjustment to working at a series of new jobs in the
new economy requires basic changes in the way many people
define themselves and their self-worth. Ongoing career and
personal counselling will be necessary to help workers adapt to
such changing circumstances.

Also criticai to this adjustment will be the severity of the
disincentives and barriers, usually based on myths and personal

stereotypes, which employers place in the path of the older
worker as it becomes more evident that hiring, training and
28
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promotion decisions for older worke.rs are not entirely age
neutral. In a 1985 study, Benson Rosen and Thomas H. Jerdee

found that many managers exhibited age discrimination in
their personnel decisions.' They asked 6,000 readers of Harvard
Business Review (most of whom were in management positions)
to make management decisions in seven hypothetical cases. In
half of the respondents' questionnaires, the worker in question
was a young person; in the other half, an older one. Except for

the age of the workers, the scenarios were identical. In the
almost 1,600 returned survey forms, respondents consistently
made different hiring, promotion, discipline, and training
decisions based on the stated age of the worker in question. Yet,

in a final set of questions, respondents indicated a very high
level

of support for nondiscriminatory business practices.

Interestingly, respondents age 50 and over were consistently
more supportive of older workers than were younger
respondents, from which the authors concluded that an older
worker's best prospect for fair treatment appeared to be
working for an older supervisor.

Such actions lead to what is considered an organizational selffulfilling prophecy for the older worker who has been passed

over for training and promotion (because options were not
offered). Workers may then come to believe they cannot do the
job since the organization has clearly given them this message.
I submit that lifelong work and financial planning, coupled with

a broader definition of who the individual is and what the
organization expects, will help today's and tomorrow's midlife
workers experience less disruption to their lives resulting from

changes in the world economic order, and enable them to
maintain a sense of control over their own destinies.

Notes
1.

Rosen, B.; and Jerdee, T. 1985. Older Workers: New Roles for
Valued Resources. Dow Jones, Homewood, Illinois.
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EARLY RETIREMENT AND THE MIDDLE-AGED:
FUTURE WORKLIFE OPTIONS
IN THE UNITED STATES
Malcolm II. Morrison*

Introduction
The discussion of early retirement takes place today under new
social conditions. First, retirement is not uniform and its exact
timing varies. Second, employment patterns have changed
markedly in the latter part of this century; long-term
employment with the same employer is much less common and

job changing more common at least up through middle-age.
And, third, working life has become much more flexible
especially for women (who have entered the work force in large
numbers), but also for men.

One major source of flexibility is early retirement. This has
become very prevalent in nearly all developed countries.

The provision of finance for retirement can be viewed as
achieving one of the major goals of the welfare state economic
security in old age. Once this goal was achieved, however, both

government and private enterprise sought successfully to
extend it by establishing mechanisms to make full retirement
available even earlier than originally intended.
Even though labor force growth is slowing, competitive factors
are continuing to influence organizations to reduce their work
forces by using early retirement incentives. Despite some
increase in demand for employees, retention of older workers is
Malcolm H. Morrison is Director of Research and Program Development,
National Association of Rehabilitation Facilities, Washington, D.C.,
U.S.A..
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still not an approach that most organizations are willing to

adopt. Some early retirees initiate a "second-career", a pattern
that may become more prevalent over time. But, the
availability of both public and private pensions providing
economic security for most retirees mitigates against
substantial labor force participation.
Probably the most important question that arises in systems
with early retirement as a major policy is: To what extent can
adjustments be made which will increase worklife options dun'ng later
life and, thus, maximize individual choice? At present, the answer

to this question is not obvious in most countries with early

there are some limited
experiments in place in some countries which provide some
work options for persons who have "retired" and receive a public
or private pension. At best, these options could be considered
experiments by some employers who (for various reasons) are

retirement

policies.

At

most,

In general, these have been
successful, but there are few government or private sector
policies which support this objective. Increasing work life
options during later life for large numbers of older persons
would require significant changes in policies accompanied by
willing to employ retirees.

appropriate conditions of labor demand.

Importance of Labor Force Characteristics
While every country has differing labor force characteristics
and socioeconomic circumstances, changes in these characteristics can affect development of future work life options for retirees. The United States presents an example of how this can
happen.

Some of the important developments in the U.S. work force
through and beyond the year 2000 will be:
Population and labor force growth will slow down;
Average age of both population and labor force will increase;
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Yottnger workers (16-34) will decline from 50% to 38% of
the labor force;

Workers aged 35-54 will increase by 25 million to 50% of
the labor force in the 1990's;
Immigrants will comprise 20% of the new labor force;

The job market will require more professional, technical,
management, sales and service occupations with more
education needed; and
Persons over age 55 will constitute a small proportion of the
work force because of early retirement and limited
opportunities to work.

These trends are based on the analysis of population, labor
force and occupational trends.1

To indicate the need for caution in assuming that change in one
factor alone will bring about increased labor force participation

by retired workers, we can point to the experience with the
shortage of "entry level" workers (age 16-24) because of the
decline in their proportion of the U.S. population that occurred
in the 1980s and stnl persists. This brought about increasing

competition for young workers by employers.

Yet, on an

aggregate basis, labor force participation rates have not changed
for older workers, have dropped somewhat for disabled workers
and have dropped for black men. A decline in the availability
of entry level younger workers therefore will not automatically
result in increased participation for other groups that

traditionally have not benefitted from employment growth.
This is particularly perplexing when older workers and the
disabled are considered because these groups report high rates
of interest in obtaining employment.' It would appear that
much more significant change will have to occur before such
phenomena greatly increase labor force participation by these
groups.
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Work Among Retirees
Despite aa overall trend toward early retirement, about one-

quarter of United States retirees work one to three years
(usually part-time) after receiving Social Security benefits. And,
increasing numbers of older persons express strong preferences
to continue working after retirement. These preferences are
usually not actualized, however. The reasons cited by older
persons include lack of available jobs, lack of flexible conditions

of work (part-time, flexible day/hours etc.) and employer
unwillingness to hire them.

A number of corporate surveys also indicate that up to onethird of early retirees report that they would retire later if again
given the opportunity3. And about 20% of retirees report
working for pay primarily to remain active and earn income.
For example, a recent survey of their retirees by the Travelers
Insurance Company indicated that:
About 23% of retirees reported working (most worked parttime);

Most returned to work within one year of retiring;

Most said that need for income was their major reason for
working;

Most who worked said they felt less financially secure and
less satisfied with the timing of their retirement decision;
Working retirees reported relatively less income from Social

Security and private pensions and less health insurance
coverage. Yet, their health was very good, and they reported
fewer health limitations than non-workers.

Many working retirees said that they would work more if
Social

Security earnings limits (retirement test)

were

liberalized or eliminated and if organizational ceilings on
working hours were increased.
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Thus, although in the aggregate only small numbers of the
retired are employed, a significant subgroup do continue to work
for short periods after retirement. And those who work seem to

have a particular set of characteristics including need for
income, desire to continue work activity (often part-time), good
health and perceived need for health care coverage. For these

people, reductions in public pension benefits due to earnings
above a certain income level and organizational limits on the

number of hours they can work serve as disincentives

to

employment.

Employers and Older Workers
Since many United States organizations are having difficulty
filling positions, efforts are being made to recruit so-called nontraditional employees including retirees, the disabled,
minorities, etc. Firms have begun experimenting with older
worker employment programs, participating in community job
fairs, advertising directly to older persons, etc. A small number
of firms have tried temporary hiring services to recruit older
workers, independent contracting with older persons, and
internal job pools of retired company employees.
Yet organization executives do report some problems related to
older employees, including difficulty in creating new

organizational roles, dealing with performance declines and
motivating older workers to stay with the organization or
return after retiring. Less than 1090 of all United States firms
now have specific policies to accommodate the needs of older
workers either in terms of job opportunities, flexible work
arrangement or employee benefits.
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Implications for Work Life Options for the Middle-aged
The evidence available is ambiguous and simultaneously points
in different directions. On the one hand, the predominant
pattern continues to be early retirement with steadily declining

labor force participation (with the exception of women aged
50-60). On the other hand, there are relatively modest signs
that for a proportion of retirees, work is both a desired and an
actual post-retirement outcome. Thus, the future development
of work life options for the "middle-aged" is difficult to predict.

Some of the unknowns include:

The extent of "labor shortages" in the future;
The response of older persons to demand for labor, i.e. their
marginal propensity to return to work;
The degree to which organizations will modify their policies
to accommodate the preferences of those older persons who
want to work; and

The extent to which public policies will change to provide
more incentives for employment.
Although much has been written about "the need for" more of

the retired to work and the social and economic benefits of
doing so, such exhortation has not resulted in modifying early
retirement trends and the decline in labor force participation by
middle-aged persons. Some work options do exist for retirees,
but for the most part these are relatively simple modifications

of current employer policies to permit more part-time and
flexible schedule employment. Those older workers who take

advantage of these options are often persons who have a
perceived need for more income and health benefit protection.
More people may have these needs in the future, and
(depending on labor demand) more may work.
However, so long as public and private sector early retirement
policies
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reasonable proportions of pre-retirement income and provide
health benefits, and so long as these provisions are coupled with
a requirement to leave employment (with the current employer),
large-scale labor force participation by retired middle-aged
workers will not occur.

On the other hand, the coupling of labor shortages with the
very high costs of retiree benefits may produce a modification
in employer policies of providing generous early retirement
benefits. A reduction or deferral in benefits would provide direct
incentives for either remaining employed or returning to work.
Thus, to a large extent, future work life options for the middleaged will be substantially determined by changes in the
economy and employer policy modifications, including
education and training. In addition, work life options would be

increased if public policy would provide greater support to
employers who retain or rehire older workers.

Notes
Fullerton, H.N. Jr. 1989. "New Labor Force Projects, Spanning 1988 to 2000". Monthly Labor Review, November 1989,
pp. 3-12; Personick, V.A. 1989. "Industry Output and Employment: A Slower 'rrend for the Nineties". Monthly Labor
Review, November 1989, pp.25-41; Silvestin, G. and Lukasiewicz. 1989. "Projections of Occupational Employment,
Monthly Labor Review, November 1989, pp.
1988-2000".
42-65.
2. Louis Harris and Associates, Inc. 1986, The 1986 Survey of
Disabled Americans. International Center for the Disabled,
New York; Older Americans at Work, 1989. The Commonwealth Fund, Inc., New York.
3. Think, Summer 1989, International Business Machines Corporation, Armonk, New York.
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AGEISM IN THE BRITISII LABOR MARKET: TIIE
SOCIAL CREATION OF ECONOMIC INSECURITY
AMONG OLDER WORKERS*
A:an Walker**

Introduction

The twin purposes of thls short paper are to describe the
impact of economic insecurity on older workers and to outline
the main social processes and policies by which economic
insecurity and dependency and, ultimately, the contemporary
meaning of old age itself, are manufactured. The individual
impact of insecurity and the processes which generate it are
il'ustrated with reference to a recent British study of the labor
market experiences of a group of predominantly older workers
following redundancy.' This case study also provides evidence of

the severe impact of labor market restructuring on older
workers and, particularly, the continuing importance of social
class and age as axes of restructuring.

The Context
The research was conducted within the British context of both
long-term decline in the labor force participation of older men

and high and rising unemployment in the mid-1980s.

For

example, 50 years ago more than half of men aged 65 and over
were economically active compared with 7% today (6% for
women over 60). More recently this trend has extended
* A Frew h version of this paper appears in Actes du Colloque: Le Vieillissement
au 7h.vail, Une Question de Jugement. 1990. Institut de Recherche Applique

sur le Travail, Montreal.

** Alan Walker is the head of the Department for Sociological Studies ,at
Sheffield University, Sheffield, England.
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into the age groups below retirement age. In the decade 197686, the participation rate for men aged 60-64 fell from 80% to
53% and the rate for men aged 55-59 from 92% to 80%. In 1985
unemployment in Britain reached its postwar peak at an official
rate of 12%. Women have been neglected in British research on
older workers, primarily because the official unemployment
statistics have undercounted a substantial amount of their
unemployment and, since they are more likely than men to
work part-time, they have been marginalized in other statistics,
Fuch as those on income and taxation.2
Participation rates among women aged 55-59 were roughly the
same in the mid-1970s and mid-1980s: 51%. Although the
detailed picture is somewhat more complicated because of
different trends in the participation of married and nonmarried women, there is a clear contrast between the economic
activity of men and women in the five years prior to
retirement. This, incidentally, contradicts the idea that older
women are a reserve army of labor. The main factors
differentiating women are their location in part-time
employment and in specific sectors of the labor market, such as
services, which are less prone to redundancy than primary
production and manufacturing; and second, the fact that they
are less likely than men to have occupational pensions.

The After Redundancy Study
The study was based in Sheffield - Britain's fourth most

populated city - and consisted of detailed structured interviews
with some 370 former employees in the forging division of a
Sheffield steel company following its closure. The majority of
those made redundant were older workers (55+) and the data in
this paper concentrate on this group. Unfortunately, in view of
the relative neglect of women in studies of redundancy, the vast
majority were men. Two further characteristics made this group
of ex-steel workers a particularly interesting case study. First,
two-thirds and more were manual workers, whereas much of
40
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the previous research on older workers had been conducted
among non-manual groups, which had contributed to a popular
stereotype of voluntary withdrawal from the labor market.
Second, a large proportion of the older workers had long service
records with the same company before redundancy - 68% had
at least 10 years service - and, therefore, they were relatively
secure in economic terms.

The Impact of Redundancy
three years after
redundancy they were divided almost equally between those
By

the

time

they were

interviewed

still economically active and the inactive 51% per cent and
49% respectively according to the standard definition of such
activity. However, in common with previous research, our data
cast doubt on the appropriateness of conventional definitions of
economic activity and inactivity. In other words, rather than a

static picture of the potential population available or not

available for paid employment, these economic classifications
are dynamic and interrelated and depend to a large extent on
the demand for labor. Thus, it is not only unemployment that
increases when the overall demand for labor falls, but also the
categories of economic inactivity: housewife, sick, disabled, full-

time education, and retired. This indicates that economic
security and insecurity are closely related to the demand for
labor.

In the Sheffield study three in every four older people were
without paid employment three years after their last full-time
job. Unemployment, by conventional definition, was sizeable,
yet only the large tip of the iceberg: about one-fifth of those
aged 55 and over had no job and were still looking for one. The
rest of the ex-steel workers had withdrawn from the labor market. In fact, economic inactivity - effective withdrawal from
the labor market accounted for more of the non-employment
than did unemployment (average non-employment was twice
the level of unemployment).
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Figure 1: Employment Status of Older Male Workers Following

Redundancy According to Age at Time of Redundancy
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Figure 1 shows the distribution of post-redundancy activity
statuses for the two different age groups of male older workers,
immediately following redundancy and three years later. This
Figure demonstrates the remarkable impact of redundancy on a
previously stable work force. Furthermore, redundancy had a
differential impact on different age groups, not only among older
workers themselves, but between them and younger adults. As
Figure 1 shows, the 60-64 year olds were ten times more likely

than the 55-59 year olds to exit immediately from the labor
market; whereas for the latter group, the route out of economic
activity more typically consisted of unemployment and a long
period of increasing discouragement prior to exit. Turning to
the difference between younger and older workers: Two-thirds
of those aged less than 40 were re-employed full-time

immediately after being made redundant (compared with an
average 17% of those aged 55 and over). The deeper impact of
redundancy on older compared with younger workers is
emphasized by looking at the incidence of non-employment
over the whole three-year period. As Table I shows, nearly two
in every three older workers held paid employment for less than

half of the three-year period, a non-employment rate more
than double that of young and middle-aged adults.
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Table 1: Proportion of Time Since Redundancy Spent Employed and Unemployed (%)
Percentage of time:
Age at interview
employed,
unemployed
Under 40 40-54
56+*

All ages

Employed
0
1. -24

25-49
50-74
75-99

13.1

17.6

8.3
3.6

9.5

15.5

22.6
36.9
100

100

Total

4.1
10.8
18.9

33.8
100

52.5
10.2

30.4

5.1

4.3

5.9
17.8
15.3

10.1

9.1

21.0
27.2
100

100

Unemployed
0

1 -24
25-49
50-74
75-99
100

Total

Number
*

53.6
21.4
8.3
4.8

43.2
25.7
5.4

7.1

9.5

4.8
100

12.2
100

100

100

84

74

118

276

42.4

47.1
22.1
7.6

19.2
8.0
5.6
9.6
15.2

4.1

5.1

9.1
11.6

Excludes those over pension age.

Source, Walker, A.; Nober, I.; and Westergaard,

"From Secure
Employment to Labor Market Insecurity: The Impact of Redundancy
on Older Workers in the Steel Industry' In: New Approaches to
Economic Lzfe, Roberts, B.; Finnegan, R.; and Gal lie, D. (eds.),
pp.319-337. MUP, Manchester.
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These differences based on age were offset slightly by a gender
impact which meant that there was a preponderance of female

discouraged workers in the younger age group. The small
proportion of women in the study were concentrated in the
under 40 age group and, immediately following redundancy, 4%

of this age group classified themselves as "housewives" or
"looking after family". Three years later 11% were in this
categor y.

What did the experience of economic insecurity entail for older
As we have seen, it meant, first of all, the
workers?
concentration of unemployment, experienced as a series of
separate spells or as a single long-term, as well as other forms
of non-employment. Second, as a result of redundancy and
non-employment, older workers had lower incomes than
younger ones (who were more likely to be in employment).
Among older workers the employed were, not surprisingly,

considerably better-off financially than others, whereas the
unemployed were most likely to experience poverty. The mean

total income unit income was £83 per week for those in the
60-64 age group who were employed, compared with £37 for the
unemployed, and £53 for the early retired. Thus the proportion
of unemployed people who reported having to cut down severely

on their expenditures since being made redundant was three
times that of the employed.
Moreover, the general process of involuntary disengagement
among the non-employed following redundancy, particularly
withdrawal from social life, was acute among the unemployed.
These findings are supported by national survey data for the
years 1980/82. Among manual class men aged 60-64 and their
wives only 9% of the employed were living in poverty or on its
margins, compared with on average 54% for the non-employed
groups, which extended to 66% among the unemployed.'
Third, the concentration of economic insecurity among older

workers was revealed by their greater likelihood to suffer
symptoms of psychological distress. Using I3radburn's (1969)
A

I

,
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measure of "negative affect", we found that older workers were
most prone to psychological distress, and it was the 55-59 year
olds that were slightly more likely than the 60-64 year olds to
experience distress.4

Fourth, economic insecurity in the labor market meant more
than difficulty in finding employment. When older workers
were successful in finding a job, it was not necessarily of the
same type or grade as the one they had held previously. In
other words, occupational downgrading was commonplace
among those in employment. Moreover, once downgraded, they
became more vulnerable to second redundancy: 27% of the
employed found themselves in this position. This group, once

regarded as being part of the "aristocracy" of skilled labor,
when they were eventually pressed out of the labor market were
in virtually the same position as the semi-skilled and unskilled.
These various dimensions of economic insecurity were reflected
in the subjective responses of older workers. For example, older
workers were much more likely than younger ones to regard
their status as insecure: focusing on the unemployed, four out
of five of those aged 55 and over rated their prospects of finding
a job poor compared with one in four of the under forties.

Redundancy and Ageism in the Labor Market
What explains the different patterns of economic experience
both among older workers and between older and younger
workers?

Before answering this question, how widespread is
redundancy as a cause of non-employment? Data from the
national Labor Force Survey in Britain (see Table 2) show that
the majority of unemployed and discouraged men aged 60-64
had been dismissed or made redundant. Among the early
retired, the main reason given for leaving a person's last job was
that their employer had introduced an early retirement scheme
in order to reduce staff. This indicates that the vast majority of
non-employed men aged 60-64 left their last job involuntarily,
and the proportion of 55-59 year olds doing so was even higher.
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Table 2: Reason Given for Leaving Last Job*, Men Aged
60-64 Not in Paid Work by Class of Last Job

Sick

3

14

58

63

19

47
3

26

17

49

3

26
0

37
9

43
4

7

5

5

28

4

17

6

6

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

(295)

(72)

(81)

(38)

(486)

14

23

78

68

36

62

13

8

15

31

3

60

3

3

19

20

1

-

1

8

1

3

11

13

5

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

(352)

(230)

(194)

(101)

(887)

Retired

Reasons

Dis-

Unemployed

Early

couraged All

Non-manual
Dismissed, made redundant
Early retired when employer
cut back on staff
Ill-health

Retired - normal age for
occupation
Other

Manual
Dismissed, made redundant
Early retired, when employer
cut back on staff
Ill-health
Retired normal age for
occupation
Other

Asked of those who left work up to 3 years before the survey.

Sources Laczko, F.; Dale, A.; Arber, S; and Gilbert, G. 1988. "Early
Retirement in a Period of High Unemployment". Journal of Social
Pohcy 17(3):313-333. Based on Labor Force Survey, 183.
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So, redundancy is a major factor in involuntary exit from
employment in Britain and, in the Sheffield study, it was the
immediate reason for the scattering of a previously stable and
economically secure work force into the variety of employmentrelated statuses shown in Figure 1. Furthermore, because the
number of years since last employment is a key determinant of
poverty in old age, this economic insecurity was likely to be the
precursor of deep and long-lasting poverty.5 But why were older

workers more likely than younger workers to then enter a
period of sometimes extreme economic insecurity, which for
some meant the end of their paid working lives? The answer to
this question provides the foundation for an understanding of
the social construction of economic insecurity and dependency
among older workers.

In the first place, the fact that redundancy has a greater impact

on older workers than younger ones is to a large extent a
matter of public policy. In Britain redundancy payments are
based on a formula which awards greater amounts the longer
the period of service. This has both encouraged the view that it

is more acceptable to make older workers redundant than
younger ones and legitimated the use of age, by employers and
trade unions, as a basis for redundancy. In the Sheffield study

the redundancy package was designed to appeal to older
workers. This is an example, therefore, of an employer using
redundancy, in

the same way that retirement has been

increasingly used by employers over the course of this century,
to restructure a work force by "buying out" those regarded as the
least efficient.'

Thus, in the workplace, older people often come under intense

managerial and peer group pressure to take redundancy or
early retirement. An important aspect of this coercion is the
financial inducement of a lump sum redundancy payment, and
most of the older workers in our study received at least £5,000.
In the words of one older worker who took early redrement:
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"I saw the writing on the wall. Despite promises,
people were losing their jobs or being moved to
uncongenial jobs - I think on purpose to make
them leave. I don't think any staff were sacked, but

things were made uncomfortable and if I hadn't
accepted the generous offer I mightbe been given
the push one or two years later without the extra
redundancy pay."

Second, once in the labor market older people are faced with
formidable barriers. They are more prone to illness and
disability than younger people, and manual workers more so
than non-manual ones. Reductions in working capacity on this
score may remain invisible or be condoned by a long-term
employer, but once unemployed, they become a hindrance in
finding a new job. Also, older workers are at a great
disadvantage because of age-discriminatory recruitment
practices. Most of those in the 60-64 age group who were
unemployed had more or less given up looking for a job, in the
words of one 63-year old man, "because I'm sick of trying and
being told I'm too old."
not only employers that were practicing age
discrimination; official labor market intermediaries working in
job centers advising job seekers, were also an important source
It

was

Many older workers were simply not
interviewed and, if they were, they were told that their job
of discouragement.

prospects were nil. In the words of a 63 year old man: "When I
went to the job center they said they couldn't do anything for
me at my age." This age discrimination oi .tes across all
socioeconomic groups, but its impact is greatest on the manual

group. Therefore, redundancy has the effect of exposing the
disadvantages associated with social class that influence other
aspects of a person's economic life when in employment, such as
poor working conditions (resulting in ill-health) and low levels

of education and training, and opens the door to new ones
related, in part, to age.
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In the face of financial hardship and constant rebuttal from
employers, it may seem remarkable that so many older people
held on so tenaciously to the labor market. Yet, for many,
especially those in the 55-59 age group, there was little choice.
They were caught in a painful dilemma: On the one hand, there
were the pressures associated with poverty and low incomes

and the force of the paid employment ethic of capitalist
societies, pushing them to search for a job or to accept an
insecure one and, on the other, there was the reality of an age
segmented labor market. In other words, the acute economic
insecurity experienced by these older workers was a function of
social policies with regard to employment, social security and
retirement, with public policy playing a leading role. The end
result of this socially constructed relationship between old age
and the labor market is the economic hardship and
psychological stress, outlined earlier, which is borne individually

by older people and their families. Their experiences were a
reflection of the general social creation of poverty and economic
dependency among some groups of older people under
capitalism.'

Social Exclusion and the Construction of Insecurity
The study on which this analysis has been based provides
further evidence of the way in which the labor market has been

increasingly structured in the twentieth century to remove
older people from employment. The main driving force in this
social process of structural disengagement has been pension
policy and, particularly, the establishment of age-barrier
retirement. This policy formed the basis for the development of

institutionalized ageism in the labor market (and in society
generally). Recently, unemployment, redundancy and early

retirement have also been used to exclude older

people,

especially men, from the labor force. In Britain, the Beveridge

Report, which established the framework for the postwar
welfare state, confirmed the principle of state pensions being

conditional on retirement and this plved the way for the
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pensionable ages (60 and 65) to be widely adopted as customary

retirement ages by employers and trade unions in order to
manage an orderly exit from the labor force. A recent
econometric analysis of the factors contributing to retirement
in postwar Britain concluded that external structural ones were
paramount.8 This lends support to the case advanced here that
the economic insecurity and dependency of many older people
is a direct consequence of the way the labor market has been
deliberately structured to remove older workers.

However, this process of exclusion is mediated by the class
structure and, therefore, its impact on older workers whether
exclusion results in economic insecurity and, if so, how severe it
proves depends on the social relations of class. The continuing
importance of class as an axis of restructuring can be

illustrated with reference to early retirement, which was the
main exit route from the labor force in the Sheffield study.° In
common with previous research on early retirement, ill-health
and proximity to pension age were found to be important
characteristics of early retirees. For example, th;, proportion of
time spent retired increased dramatically the closer an older
person was to pensionable age. This emphasizes the point that
early retirement offers an escape route from the psychological
distress associated with unemployment for those within

striking distance of pensionable age. But class proved to be an
important determinant of early retirement within age bands.
For

instance, among those within one to tve) years of

pensionable age, the non-manual group spent an aggregate 86%

of total time since redundancy in retirement compared with
67% for the skilled manual group.

An important indicator of the influence of class was another
key determinant of early retirement: finance. The early retired
were better-off than other non-employed groups and this
income differential was underpinned by access to different classrelated resources, particularly occupational pensions. Thus, the

average occupational pension paid to non-manual class men
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was more than five times as great as the average paid to
manual workers. (Table 3 shows the extent of class-related
income differentials based on national data.) This suggests that
economic insecurity and economic dependency on the state
following exclusion from the labor force are a function of social
class relations and, although there was no firm evidence in this
case study, gender.'

Table 3: Weekly Financial Resources by Social Class and Age
for Men Over 60
(c) Average
Unearned
Income (£)

(b) Average
Occupational
Pension

(a) Average
Income (E)

of Family Unit

Age

Age

60-

65-

Social class

64*

74

Upper middle-class
Lower middle-class
Upper working-class
Lower working-class

127

57

93
83

49
38

71

All

85

Income of lower
working-class as a
percentage of upper
middle-class income

56% 70%

Age

60-

65-

64*

74

60-

65-

64*

74

75+

41

65

32

29

35

18

17

5.8
3.6

9.8

40

2.5

1.9

36

21

8

8

1.5

1.2

40

35

17

8

7

0.9

0.8

0.9
0.4

42

37

35

11

10

2.0

1.8

1.2

75+

85%

26%

25%

75+
5.9

24% 16% 8% 7%

All men are included, irrespective of their employment status, except for
Table (b) ages 60-64, which only includes men not in paid work.
Social class is based on own (current and last) occupation.
Source: Arber, S. 1989. "Class and the Elderly". Social Studies Review 4(3):95.
Based on General Household Survey 1980-82

Furthermore, social exclusion and ageism in the labor market
have been consciously manipulated by policymakers in response
to changes in the demand for labor and, therefore, older men
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may, with good reason, be said to be regarded officially as a
labor reserve. For example, in the period immediately after the
Second World War people of retirement age were urged not to
retire, but to work longer and enjoy a happier old age. Special
measures were introduced by the government to encourage
them to do so. Moreover, medical and social science research
began to indicate that retirement had detrimental effects. In
contrast, as unemployment rose in the mid-1970s, policymakers
began to encourage older workers to retire early in order to
enjoy a happier old age. In 1977 the Job Release Scheme was
introduced, as a temporary measure, to alleviate unemployment
among younger workers by providing allowances for older
workers to take early retirement and be replaced by younger
ones. The scheme reached its peak, along with unemployment,

in 1984/5 when 90,000 older people received allowances. In 1981,
unemployed men aged 69-64 were awarded an additional social

assistance premium if they withdrew from the employment
register.

Public policies such as these, together with the discouraging
effects of prolonged unemployment, age-discrimination in the
labor market and public statements about the priority given to
youth unemployment and, conversely, lack of official interest in
positive action to improve the employment prospects of older
workers, are all part of a process of structured exclusion which
began for the older workers in the Sheffield study even before
Attitudes toward employment,
the redundancy itself.
retirement and early retirement are not formed in a vacuum,
and the periods leading up to and after the redundancies in
question were marked by frequent references by opinion
formers to the need for earlier retirement and, more
importantly, public policies encouraging it. Not surprisingly
perhaps, when the agenda has been set so thoroughly by official
statements and policies, the general public reflected the same
ageist bias. Thus, opinion polls in the early and mid-1980s
found majorities as large as four out of five favoring early
retirement as a means of alleviating unemployment. Moreover,
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older workers in the Sheffield study had themselves internalized
this ageism and, when rationalizing exit from the labor market,
they often dwelt on the perceived benefit to younger people.

Conclusion
This case study in Britain of the structured exclusion of older

workers from the labor force took place in the context of
supply-side economic management and this meant that there
was very little cushioning 'of the harsh impact of economic
insecurity for those most severely affected. Redundancy is a
public event but it is experienced privately. In fact, two of the

most important effects of economic insecurity are private
atomizing phenomena: the struggles to make financial ends
meet and the attem,A to find a job. The absence of public
policies to ameliorate these effects and the encouragement of
ageism in the labor market, reinforced the privatization
experienced by older workers. The clear lesson is that, because

the relationship between ageing and the labor market is a
matter of social and economic policy, it is possible to envisage
alternatives which do not encourage and legitimate economic
insecurity and dependency, or which at least adequately
compensate older workers for bearing these burdens.
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Section Two: Older Workers of Asia
and the Pacific

OLDER WORKERS IN ASIA AND TIIE PACIFIC: AN
INTRODUCTION
John McCallum*

The Asia Pacific region is characterized by rapid industrialization and rapid demographic transitions. Consequently "the older worker issue" has rapidly emerged in political and economic
debates. The causes were, firstly, rapid economic growth. Excluding the Philippines, all the major Asia Pacific economies
experienced average annual rates of per capita GNP growth of
4 percent or greater during the period 1965 to 1988.' Their rates
of growth exceeded those of low income, middle income and
industrialized economies of the world. The major nations are
Japan, China, the newly industrialized economies (NIEs), Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan and South Korea, and the ASEAN
nations, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines an4 Thailand. Some
small Pacific nation economies in the region have also had high
growth, for example Fiji. However, the experiee of a coup
d'etat

in May 1987 has led to recession while demographic

change continues to proceed at some pace.

Secondly, the speed of fertility declines in the region is equally
dramatic, taking about one quarter of the time that they have
taken in Western industrialized nations. During 1960 to 1985 life
expectancy increased by more than five years in all Asia Pacific

populations, and by more than ten years in South Korea,
Malaysia, Indonesia and China.2 By 2025 in some countries in
the region, the proportion of population aged 60 years and over
will be more than 20 percent, namely in Japan, Hong Kong, and
Singapore, and in several, it will still be in the range 10 to 15
John McCallum is Senior Research Fellow at the National Centre for
Epidemiology and Population Health, The Australian National University
in Canberra, Australia.
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percent, namely in India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Myanmar

(Burma), Philippines and Thailand.3 In South Asia the number
of persons 60 years and over is projected to increase from only
49 million in 1960 to 321 million in 2025. This is an increase of
about 6.5 times compared to a population increase of 3.2 times.

The process is even faster in East Asia. In East Asia the
number of persons 60 years and ovcr is projected to increase
from only 48 million in 1960 to 323 million in 2025. This is an
increase of 6.7 times com'ared to a total population increase of
2.1 times.

The general advances in modern technology, medical science
and health care delivery systems mean that many more years
of active productive life are now possible than was previously
the case. The magnitude of older labor resources in the region
makes the utilization of older workers in rapid economic growth
a practical and an attractive option. Even in poorer countries
like the Philippines, the most enduring contribution of older
people to economic development is in sustained agricultural
work throughout their later years. In Japan, South Korea and
China there is as yet no tradition of long periods of late life
leisure. Hence Japan has very high participation rates for men
aged 65 to 69 years of over 40 percent, despite its status as one
of the wealthiest couptries in the world.
The speed of population aging makes the consideration of the
role of older workers in development an urgent matter. It will

take Britain 86 years to move from 10 to 20 percent of its
population aged 65 years and over. In Sweden the same process
takes 68 years while in Japan it takes 25 years, and in Singapore
21 years.' Increased industrialization, urbanization and increasing labor mobility further create a rapid dynamic of change for

the older person and his family. Since the development of a
welfare state is either politically or economically infeasible in
many Asia Pacific countries, work and family provide the two
pillars of policy development for the elderly.

The state of workers in specific countries in the region
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examined in what follows. Naoi uses one of the first
longitudinal studies of elderly in the region to define the
processes of retirement in Japan. The career pattern of
retirement and re-hire between ages 55 and 60 years is a career
transition that is unique to Japan.5 Naoi sees three explanations
of the extraordinarily high participation rates of older
Japanese: first, economic necessity; second, the cultural value

of work as a virtue; and third, the failure to develop leisure
interests outside the work group. Her paper further reminds us
of the rapidity of Japanese industrialization and the continued
presence of farmers and self-employed men and women at older
ages. Among older women, only salaried employees have a
tendency to early retirement. The majority of women have held
only part-time jobs. In coming years it is expected that more
women will enter the salaried work force and that the Japanese
more generally will develop a greater capacity to enjoy leisure in
later life.

If Japan is the front runner in the economic development
stakes, then the Philippines is one of the laggard countries in
terms of economic growth. Domingo explores the problems of

providing work, retirement and income security in a poor
country. Work remains important. About 42 percent of
Filipinos continue to work after age 65 years, particularly
farmers who have no other means of support in old age. Family
support is received by 32 percent of rural elderly compared to
60 percent of urban elderly whose means are greater than poor
rural families. In spite of its underdevelopment, there have
been contributory pensions for government workers since 1937,
and 1957 for private company workers. Only 8 percent of the

elderly receive pensions because of the inability of most to
contribute, and 80 percent of the elderly report that they do not
have enough money to live on. High inflation is a factor in this
adequacy problem, as well as the relatively poor status of the
country. Consequently, work and family are the main supports
for Filipinos in old age.
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Plange explores the situation of older workers in the Pacific
island nation of Fiji. He discusses the implications of the British
colonial legacy for the conditions of older workers. Because of
the recency of the revolution, May 1987, Plange is able to plot

its impact on older workers. In the aftermath of the coup, a
decline in tourist trade and flight of capital have produced
economic crisis. Some of the first steps to deal with the crisis
have been to implement early retirement policies and to cut
pensions and welfare. Political instability is a common feature

of the developing world, so Planges observations make an
important contribution to our understanding
vulnerability of the elderly in such circumstances.

of

the

These specific discussions set out in detail the dynamism and
the diversity of the Asia Pacific region. There are now a range
of sample surveys available for countries in the region and the
knowledge of the condition of the elderly is growing rapidly.
The key policy areas of family support and older workers are
already the subject of lively debates in the region. Because of
the diversity of conditions and cultures different policy
solutions will be reached based on the policy priorities and
economic conditions in the various countries of the Asia Pacific
region.
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WORK, RETIREMENT AND INCOME SECURITY:
A VIEW FROM THE PHILIPPINES
Lita J. Domingo*

One of the concerns arising from the growth of the elderly

population is its impact on dependency burdens. A growing fear

in most developed countries is that, over the next 20 to 30
years, the economically active workforce will not be able to

supply a large enough tax base to support dependent age groups,

especially the elderly.' This is not yet a major concern in the
Philippines with its relatively youthful population. As shown in
Table 1, the young impose a heavy load on the population, with
a dependency ratio of 80 for every 100 persons of working age
in 1980. The dependency burden of the elderly is considerably
lighter with ten aged dependents per 100 15-59 year olds.
Table 1: Age Dependency Ratios, 1948-1980
Youth
Under
Years

Total

1948
1960
1970
1975
1980

96
100

86

101

92
86
80

95
90

15

91

Age 60

and
Over
10
9
9
9

10

Source: Domingo and Feranil, 1987.

1,1ta Domingo is Associate Professor at the Population Institute, Uni versity of the Philippines.
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Utilizing medium term projections, Domingo and Feranil show
that the dependency burden of the aged will increase from ten

in 1980 to twelve in the year 2010, and to 21 in another 20
years.2 The increase in the old age dependency ratio, however, is

offset by falling dependency of the young, assuming that the
assumptions of moderate fertility decline hold true. The overall
dependency burden in fact, is expected to decline, although
according to 1980 Census data, there is a wide variability of the
dependency burden across regions.

Age-based macro indicators do not reflect the actual state of

dependency of the elderly nor the capability of those of
working age to support "dependents". To have a better idea of
the economic status of the elderly, we examine various work
and economic indicators next.

Participation in the Workforce
The Filipino elderly do not conjure up

the image of

incapacitated persons content to stay at home and thoroughly
dependent. Based on a one percent sample of those 65 and
older, their labor force participation rate (LFPR) is about 42%,
suggesting that there are more than a million elderly workeis in
the country.3 Relative to other age groups, the elderly exhibit
lower rates of participation, as shown in Table 2. However, the
average LFPR of the aged remains significant. Trend data for
those age 65 and over and 55 and over are shown in Tables 8 and
taken from published reports of a series of labor force surveys

conducted by the National Statistics Office.' The pattern of
rural rates exceeding those for urban areas, and males
registering more than double the rates for the females, is
consistently found through the four data points for both age
groups represented in the table. The level of participation has
been fairly stable from 1977 through 1986. Those who were 65

and over register LFPR of about 42%. The urban pattern
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Table 2: Labor

Force Participation Rates by Age and Sex, and

by Stratum, 1986 (3rd quarter)

Male

Female

Both Sexes

Philippines

79.39

48.48

63.76

15-19

48.93

20-

24

40.05
62.29

25

34

74.50
93.26
97.06

65+

95.38
87.13
58.28

30.76
49.66
54.58
59.80
59.13
49.84
25.90

Urban

79.15

47.19

58.18

15-

25-34

88.04

26.75
52.83
58.94

28.11

20- 24

29.58
63.26

35

58.80
54.65
43.12

65+

94.65
91.84
77.82
42.18

17.26

75.90
72.17
59.72
29.00

Mural

85.19

49.39

67.45

15 -19

60.37
83.68
96.79
98.48

33.74
46.80
51.47

47.92
66.12
73.32
79.03
79.72
73.32
48.95

354555

44
54

64

19

44

45-54
55-64

20 - 24
25

34

35

44

45

54

55

64

65+

Source:

60.42
61.99
54.17
31.04

97.37
92.61
66.62

National Statistics Office.
Bulletin Series No. 56.

1988.

73.10
77.83
76.92
68.10
41.79

57.82
72.76

Integ. a:td Survey

of Hounholds.
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Table 3: Trends in Labor Force Participation Rates of Population 65 Years Old and Over, by Sex and Stratum
1977

1980

1983

1986

Both Sexes

42.70

42.88

44.64

41.79

Urban
Rural

29.74
48.58

29.59
48.38

29.10
51.65

29.00
48.95

Males

61.38

60.69

61.25

58.28

Urban
Rural

42.03
69.40

41.87
67.50

40.98
69.32

42.18
66.62

Females

23.90

23.89

26.90

25.90

Urban
Rural

17.62
25.08

18.45
26.19

18.48
31.16

17.26
31.04

Source: Integreted Survey of Household,s, zbi d

Table 4: Trends in Labor Force Participation Rates of Population 55 Years Old and Over, by Sex and Stratum
1977

1980

1983

1986

53.60

56.01

58.79

56.84

44.99
60.68

45.82
64.44

47.03

Rural

43.78
58.06

Males

77.23

76.65

76.16

74.78

Urban
Rural

62.13
83.32

62.50
81.98

61.19
82.16

63.18
81.23

Females

28.73

34.92

40.80

39.60

Urban

26.42
29.88

29.40
37.40

31.68
45.03

32.38
44.10

Both Sexes
Urban

Rural

Source: Integrated Survey of Households, ibid.
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stayed close to 30% while rural rates are approximately 50%.
About 61% of males were in the labor force through 1983 but a
slight decline to 58% is shown for 1986. The data suggest that
this is mainly due to a decline in participation among the males
in rural areas.
The female pattern shows the most change, especially for those

in the rural areas. While the males registered a decline, the
level of participation among women in the rural areas increased
from 26% in the late 70s and beginning of the 1980s to more
than 30% in 1983 and 19$6.

The 55 and over group exhibits the same patterns as the 75 and
over group but, as expected, participation rates are considerably
higher. Examining the changes for the two locales, as well as

for both sexes, the largest increments in participation are
observed between 1977 and 1980, and especially among rural
females.

From about 30% participation in 1977, the rate

increased to 37% in 1980 and continued to increase to 45% in
1983; this rate was sustained in 1986.
The relatively high LFPR, especially for rural areas, is largely
due to the significant number of workers engaged in
agricultural activities. The regional variations in LFPR are
shown in the CIDS report. Metropolitan Manila posted the
lowest LFPR in 1980 (24%). The relationship between level of
participation and urbanization is suggested since, aside from the
National Capital Region, Central Luzon and Southern Tagalog,
which are fairly urbanized regions and have a higher share of
their labor force in non-primary industries, have participation
rates which are way below the national average. Indeed, in 1978,
the share of employment in non-primary industries of Regions
III, IV and the NCR exceeded the national average of

Table 5 summarizes the level of participation in the agricultural

and non-agricultural sectors of different sub-groups of the
elderly. It is clear that agricultural work is predominantly
rural-based and involves mostly men (42% and 58%,
respectively).
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Table 5: Distribution of Elderly in Agricultural and NonAgricultural Sectors, 1980

NonAgriculture Agriculture

None

Total

Philippines
Stratum

31.2

10.8

58.0

100.0

Urban
Rural

12.8
41.7

19.4
5.8

67.8
52.5

100.0
100.0

34.7
33.9
29.5
22.4

14.6
11.3
8.2
5.0

50.7
54.8
62.3
72.6

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

58.7
6.0

14.1

27.2
86.3

100.0
100.0

Age
60-64
65-69
70-74
75+

Sex
Male
Female
Sources

7.7

One percent sample of 1980 Census. 1980 Census of Population and
Housing. National Statistics Office.

Involvement of the elderly in the labor force

is clearly

associated with age. Table 6 distinctly manifests the declining
LFPRs with increasing age. The CIDS report shows that this

pattern is consistently found in all regions. A more detailed
classification done by occupational categories is given in Table 7.

A majority of the elderly (48%) are found in the agricultural
sector. A minimal percentage of the elderly are engaged in
white-collar, sales, services, production-related and othey.
occupations. The dominance of elderly women in sales and
serv;ce occupations is seen in Table 8. This involvement may
consist mainly of odd jobs like small retail businesses and the
sale of farm products to help augment the family income.
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Table 6: Labor Force Participation Ratf (LFPR) Classified by
Age
Age

Regions

60-64 65-69

70-74

45.3

37.9
33.5
44.4

Philippines
I. Ilocos

II. Cagayan Valley
III. Central Luzon
IV. Southern Tagalog
V.

Bicol

VI. Western Visayas
VII. Central Visayas
VIII. Eastern Visayas
IX. Western Mindanao
X. Northern Mindanao
XI. Southern Mindanao
XII. Central Mindanao
National Capital Region

49.4
48.6
53.9
40.8
48.4
50.3
49.7
54.3
51.8
59.0
54.9
55.8
57.2
35.4

43.1

46.2
36.2
46.1

52.1

45.4
53.1
51.1

57.5
50.8
48.6
56.1

24.3

31.1

36.4
41.7
38.3
47.5
44.8
42.7
35.9
44.2
48.5
18.2

75+
27.7
24.7
29.4
20.2
26.0
34.4
27.8
33.5
38.5
39.7
40.2
34.7
40.5
7.6

Total
42.2
38.6
29.4
33.3
41.8
46.5
42.5
48.7
48.0
52.9
48.3
48.7
52.3
24.2

Source* "1980 Census of Population and Housing", tbtd.

The major contribution of the elderly to the process of

development in the country is in their sustained participation in
agriculture. Aside from its predominance in the country, the
fact that, in this sector, the pace of work can readily be adapted
to the capabilities of the elderly, has greatly facilitated their
involvement. However, trend data show that the share of
employment in agriculture has been declining. In 1986, for
example, 49.3% of the employed could be found in the
agricultural sector down from the 52.5% estimate in 1980.
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Table 7: Distribution of Elderly by Occupation and by Age,
1980

Age

Occupation

60-64

White collar

4.7

Sales
Service

6.8

Production
Agriculture
Retired
Others

8.1

All occupatioas

65-69

70-74

75+

1.6

4.6

1.0
2.1

All
Ages

1.7

1.1

57.5

2.4
5.7
2.4
5.0
53.8

3.2
44.4

11.4

20.0

30.9

6.1

7.6

11.8

7.3
29.4
41.8
21.4

2.2
7.3
4, .9
23.9
10.9

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

3.1

2.7
5.1

Source: "1980 Census of Population and Housing", ibid.

Table 8: Distribution of Elderly by Occupation and by Sex
Sex

Both
Occupation

White collar
Sales
Service

Production
Agriculture
Retired
Others
All occupations

Females

Sexes

3.1

2.7
5.1

19.1

9.9
4.5
6.4
18.2
37.2

7.3

20.7

47.9
23.9
10.9

100.0

100.0

100.0

Males
2.5
3.4
1.3

7.6
58.8

Sources "1980 Census of Population and Housing", stncl.
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Given

the

importance of agriculture

to

the economic

participation and, consequently, the wellbeing of the elderly,
this trend may be considered an early sign of a problem that
may accelerate in the future. The experience of some countries
shows that changes in the economy, such as the declining role of
agriculture and the increasing importance of specialized skills
and training, have caused difficulty for elderly workers trying
to adapt to different jobs.' If the downward trend in

agricultural production persists in the Philippines, this may
mean that, in the future, there will be fewer economic
opportunities for older persons. This could lead to increasing
dependency on families and, eventually, to increasing pressure
on the government to provide for their economic needs.

Retirement

As shown above, the majority of the elderly engaged

in

economic activities are in the agricultural and informal sectors
and, as such, the concept of retirement may be alien to most of
them. From the ASEAN survey of the Filipino elderly, it was
in;fially reported that only 10% of the sample considered
themselves to be retirees! The majority said they were working
(39%) and about a quarter were doing housework. A large group
said that they were not doing anything (27%). When this latter
group was re-examined together with the non-workers, i.e.
retirees and those engaged in housework, it was found that
some had actually worked in the past. If one were to redefine
retirement loosely to include those who used to work but have
ceased to work, there would have been a total of 53% retirees
among the ASEAN sample.
About half of the retirees stopped working by choice while the
other half said they were forced to. Most of those in the latter
group said that they had to stop working because of health
reasons (56%). This problem is reported by more of the female
retirees (64%) than the males (46%). Among the men, 42% said
they reached the compulsory retirement ages. The relatively
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low proportion of women affected by compulsory retirement
ages (5%) is reflective of their lower participation in the formal
sector where retirement becomes mandatory once a particular
age is reached. The other reason which surfaced as important in
the retirement decision of females is family-related (17%). This
included family obligatioas arid the objection of the spouse or
children.'

The ASEAN data further showed that more than half of those
who reported forced retirement still wished they could rejoin
the workforce, indicating .perhaps the presence of a significant
pool of unutilized manpower. This desire was more pronounced
among the "younger" old and among males in the sample.
in terms of the timing of retirement, Feranil reports that urban
workers tend to exit earlier from the workforce than do rural
workers.° This is mostly due to the more informal work
conditions in rural areas where phynical capacity largely
determines the length of participation. Tri the urban areas,
about a quarter retired even before age 60. The corresponding
estimate for the rural sample is lower, about 20%.
Another differential is by gender and, as expected, it is reported
that women ceased economic involvement at relatively younger
ages. Slightly over 30% retired before age 54, compared to only
11% percent of the males.'"

The ASEAN sample were asked their opinion about what age a
person should stop working. While a few said "as long as the

person can work" or "depends on the person's health", the
average suggested age is 67.9, which exceeds the present
compulsory age at retirement. Silverio estimates that the rural
mean (69) exceeds that of the urban by two years." The data in
Table 9 show that, while those who retired at age 60 or over tend
to suggest ages close to their own actual ages at retirement,

.nore than half of those who retired before age 60 are
suggesting that -3tirement should be between 60 and 65, and
more tban a t'Airi feel that they could keep on working even
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beyond 65. While the question posed was meant to elicit a
general comment, it is likely that their own experiences have
directly influenced their answers. The data suggest that early
retirees experienced disadvantages, influencing their recommendation that retirement be at older ages. The experience of
these retirees and their attitude toward such issues as
retirement age should be instructive, especially at this point in
time when discussion on lowering the retirement age is taking
place.

Table 9: Distribution by Suggested and Actual Retirement Age
Actual
Retirement

Suggested Retirement Age

Age

Below 60 60-65

Over 65

Total

(N)

Below 60
60 to 65
Over 65

8.68
3.45
2.56

35.33
37.93
65.81

100.0
100.0
100.0

(334)
(174)
(117)

55.99
58.62
31.62

Sourcel Silvrrio, 1987.

Profiles of different groups of retirees are also provided by other
studies in the Philippines. Razo focused on retired elementary
school teachers of Daraga, Albay while Penaranda investigated

retirees in Wester Leyte.12 Kuan, on the other hand, studied a
sample of retirees from the t'vo government insurance systems
in metropolitan Manila.13 These studies looked into their status,

examined some of their activities and inquired into their
attitudes about selected subjects.

Razo reports that most of the retired t.eachers lived with their
family members in the province. They pass their time doing
household chores and caring for grandchildren. Many are said
to have wished that their retirement had taken place earlier so
that they still would have had enough strength left to do odd
jobs around the house. The author observed that many became
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sickly after retirement and felt they had become a burden to
their families.

Penaranda emphasized the increasing importance of religion
among the retirees. "Going closer to God" was said to be the
best preparation for old age since they were nearing death.
Economic status was likewise a major concern among this
sample, and many wished they could obtain employment to
augment the family's finances.

Kuan sought to determine the perceptions of retirement and
reactions to role discontinuities of respondents in three age
cohorts classified as "pre-retirement" group, "retiring" group and
"retired" group. Among the findings was that the younger the
age group, the more positive was their perception and reaction.
Women were found to be more positive ir their perceptions
about retirement and were likewise more positive in their
reactiwis toward role discontinuities than men.
Kuan
recommends that government agencies develop a holistic pre-

retirement preparation program to help retirees in financial
management (especially of the lump sum payment that
government retirees get), as well as help them adjust to
retirement psychologically, emotionally and socially.

The Social Security System
Among the various services rendered for the elderly is the
provision of social security benefits for retired workers of
government and private agencies, veterans and self-employed
persons who practiced professions.
Various benefits are
provided through the Government Service Insurance System
(GSIS) for government retirees, the Social Security System (SSS)

for private agency retirees, including the self-employed who
have made voluntary contributions, the Philippine Veterans
Affairs Office for veterans, and the United States Veterans
Administration for Filipino veterans of iihe United States
armed forces.
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These pension schemes have been in place for quite some time
now (the GSIS started in 1937 and the SSS in 1957). However,
due to the requirements of these schemes and the structure of
employment, beneficiaries comprise only a very small segment
of the elderly population. Abaya estimates that in the early 80s
they comprised only about eight percent of the total aged." The
majority (especially farmers) do not qualify for such benefits.
Abaya further believes that some may have lost their privileges
due to non-payment of contributions or dues, while others are

simply not aware of these benefits or are constrained by
distance or perceived difficulties regarding procedures for
membership.

As of the end of 1988, there were a total of 68,740 regular GSIS
pensioners receiving an average monthly pension of P568 ($27).
The SSS, on the other hand, provided an average monthly
pension of P665 ($32) to 133,372 retirees from the private :,ectuin 1987. Roughly, therefore, through these two systems, social
security is provided to about 200,000 of the elderly (about 8% of
the elderly).
One of the goals of these pension systems is universal coverage

of their target beneficiaries. In 1988, there were a total of
Considering that there were an
927,147 GSIS members.
estimated 1.7 million government employees in 1986, not all of
whom are permanent employees (therefore are not subject to
mandatory enrollment in the GSIS), it may be stated that in
terms of covc!rage, the GSIS has been fairly successful.

With the compulsory coverage of certain groups of selfemployed persons under Presidential Decree No. 1E36, which
took effect January, 1980, the SSS moved closer to its ultimate
goal. Horacio Templo, of the social security administration,
reports that, while currently, the SSS is concentrated on the
urban employed sector, there are no effor's directed at studying
the feasibility of including employed farmers in its coverage.15
Preliminary talks with various farmers' organizations have
revealed several problems that may crop up in the
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operationalization of this plan. Though this plan can clearly be
beneficial to the large majority of Filipino workers including the

elderly, it is not clear when or if this expansion will ever be
implemented.
To

address

the probJem of

lack

of

information

and

understanding on the social security scheme, the SSS has
launched a vigorous information campaign through mass media
and has also 1).ckaged materials for legislators. Temp lo reports

that the response to these efforts has been encouraging,
especially with regard to availment of benefits. He is hoping
that there will likewise be an increase in voluntary compliance
among the self-employed with regard to regular contributions.
A notable pattern in the recent increases in voluntary
contributions for the self-employed is that they have been
highly selective of those in the 45-55 age bracket. Temp lo
speculates that while this can simply b. due to the fact that
they compose a large proportion of the self-employed, it is also
possible that this could be reflective of their sudden realization
of an impending need.

A common complaint among pensioners is the amount of
pension recc:ved given the rising cost of living and inflation (as

evidenced, for example, by letters to the editor published in
various newspapers). As will be discussed below, this issue is
now being looked into by legislators. Mrs. Felicidad Villaruz,
Vice-President and Actuary of the GSIS, stated that
Presidential Decree 712 provides for the indexing of pensions in

order for the beneficiaries to catch up with the rising cost of
living.° The minimum pension has been constantly adjusted so
that at the beginning of 1989, the amount was pegged at P400,
($19.20), an increase of P100 from the minimum a year ago. In
1988, 37% of the pensioners were receiving less than P400 a
significant
month. Raising the minimum therefore affects
proportion of the pensioners. Pensions L.A ve likewise been
increased by 10% across the board but not in excess of PAO.
These adjustments are meant to benefit those at the lower end
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of the pension distribution and to close the gap between them
and those receiving relatively high pensions. While Villaruz
admits that these amounts remain small considering the
constantly rising cost of living, the GSIS cannot afford bigger
adjustments without breaking the system. Villaruz suggests
that to help pensioners, other programs should be supported or
designed, like providing free medical care to retirees.

In the SSS, several adjustments in retirement benefits for
members have also been made and, during its last increase in
1987, the minimum monthly pension was also set at P400. As

shown in Table 10, close to a third of the total 133,372 pensioners

fall in this bracket. At the other extreme are those who are
receiving P1,000 or more every month comprising about 16% of

the total.

Temp lo comments that, if the current move to

increase the minimum to P500 is implemented, the distribution
of pensions would sug. -st that a "flat rate" pension scheme is in
operation.17 He is of the opinion that an increase of say, P100
across the board will result in a pension distribution whidi
would be more reflective of the differences in the levels of
contribution of members. On the issue of the feasibility of the
adjustment, Temp lo writes in his position paper of July 14, 1989,
that the salary requirement for a pension of P500 can easily be
met if the employer would regularly and properly remit
contributions to the SSS and if these contributions are correctly
reflected ;11 the members' records.'

Maintaining a high minimum pension has some negative effects.
Temp lo writes that it could have
`La disincentive effect on those in the lower income
group to contribute based on higher salary credits if

this will result in the same minimum pension that
they are a/ready happy with. ..:mbers may attempt
to stop contributing after meeting the requirements
for entitlement to the minimum pension. More
required in the collection
activities of the SSS and it may become necessary
effort

will

thus

be

to examine every claim which will fall below the
mlnimum penswn.
1
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Table 10: Percentage Distribution of Disability, Death, and
Retirement of Pensioners (as of March, 1989)
Range of
Pension
(Pesos)
400

401-500
501-600
601-700
701-800
801-900
901-1000
1001above

Retirement
%
28.85
14.93
10.61

9.02
8.46
7.01

5.24
15.88

cum %
28.85
43.78
54.39

Disability

% cum %
40.05
14.51
13.98

63.41
71.87
78.88
84.12

100.0

6.43
4.59
3.48
11.10

40.05
54.56
68.54
75.40
80.83
85.42
88.90

100.0

Death
%

cum %

20.19
22.57
21.52
11.99

5.93
4.60
3.64
9.56

conbined
% cum %

20.19
42.76
64.28
76.27

26.54
18.08

82.20
86.80

7.04
5.72
4.36

90.44
100.0

15.57
10.01

12.67

26.54
44.62
60.19
70.20
77.25
82.96
87.33
100.0

Number of
133,372

33,768

120,368

287,508

665.22

514.70

605.03

622.34

,.;

.', y
Sources SSS Actuarial Department.

An analysis of Table 11 based on the GSIS pensioners reveals
essentially the same pattern. The range of amounts received by
different groups of pensioners appears even more compressed.

The generally lower rates received by government workers
relative to workers from the private sector are likewise revealed
(in 1988, only 7.4% were receiving pensions or "MOO or more).
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Table 11: Distribution of Government Pensioners by Monthly
Pension (as of December 31, 1988)
Monthly
Pension
(in Pesos)

0 - 199
200 - 399
400 - 499
500 - 599
600

699

i 00

799

800 - 899
900 - 999
1,000 - 1,099
1,100 a d over
Total

Percent

Number

Distri- Cumulative%
Distribution

Female

Total

bution

17,382

8,215

7,530
4,793
3,726
2,450
1,734

4,588
3,349
4,122
2,250

25,597
12,118
8,142
7,848

37.24
17.63

37.24
54.87

11.84

66.71

11.42

'8.13

4,700

1,197

654
510
764
26,083

6.84
4.90
2.69
2.20
5.24
100.00

84.97
89.86
92.55

Male

1,005
2,839
42,656

1,631

3,365
1,851

1,515

3,603
68,739

eh.

Q4.76

100.00

P 568.23
Average ni9nthly pension
Sourcet GSIS Actuarial Department.

Owa dissimilarity between the GSIS and the SSS is the option to

receive an advanced lump sum pension instead of 60 regular
monthly payments under the GSIS. The SSS does not provide
such a benefit. Requests from SSS pensioners for such a benefit

usually cite as justification their need for starting capital to
finance small livelihood projects or businesses The SSS,
however, believes that while a few might succeed in such
eaterprises, actual experience has shown that the majority fail.
Further, administrators believe that this type of need could be
better met by an employee-employer retirement plan sponsored

by the company rather than by the social s,!curity scheme.
While the GSIS has been providing such a benefit, Villaruz
states that the plan is to discontinue this practice."
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A study of a sample of retirees from the GSIS office documents
these observations. Kuan reports that while a few of the

retirees have some knowledge of accounting and business
investment, the majority did not know how to make their
money earn more money.21 Some reported hearing about
financ;al investments, but they did not know how to go about it.

Then, when relatives heard of their having received their
retirement pay, they started borrowing money from them.
Having lent money to one; it was hard to refuse other family
members. Soon, they found themselves without any reserve for
business ventures. Part of the recommendation made by the
study is that pre-retirement preparation should include
techniques of accounting and how to invest in business
enterprises.

Another issue which has surfaced is the lowering of the age of
compulsory and optional retirement. At present they are 65 and
60 years old, respectively. Three similar House Bills (HB) have
been filed, varying only in terms of the ages proposed. HB 2065
proposes the amendment of the Revised Government Insurance
Act of 1977 by setting compulsory retirement age at 55. HB
14638, on the other hand, proposes that retirement be
compulsory at age 60 and optional at age 55. Optional
retirement is proposed for those age 58 in HB 3329 while
compulsory retirement is set at 60. These bills are said to be
motivated by the desire to allow government workers more time

to "enjoy their retirement benefit" (HB 2065) and "to invest
their talents, abilities, and monetary benefits for private
pursuits that will sustain him and his family for the rest oi his
remaining years" (HB 1463) And "to spend the remaining years

of their lives in the best way they see fit" (HB 3329). In
addition, the approval of the HB 2065 is said to "enable the
government to employ new and younger workers in public
service", while the proponents oi HB 3329 state that its approval
will "enable the government to save a lot in retirement benefits,
while enabling it to hire young and energetic personnel."
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When asked to comment on this proposal, Villaruz said that
there could be costs, as well as benefits associated with such a
move.22 That employment opportunities will be freed up and
made available to younger cohorts may be a good justification.
However, Villaruz comments that government employment is
relatively small (8% of the total employed in 1986) and,
therefore, the possible positive impact will not be substantial.
Further, many pensioners are still heads of households and have

dependents and an early retirement will greatly affect their
ability to perform in this role effectively. She adds that the fact
that the average age of retirement is about 62 attests to the
desire of the workers to stay employed longer rather than opt
for an early retirement. (The ASEAN data also showed that
53% of those who were forced to retire still want to work.)23
Actuarially, Villaruz adds that this will mean shortening of the

contribution period and lengthening of the payment period.
The financial requirements will therefore be enormous and the
system is not ready for this. The points raised by both sides
suggest the need for further study.

Income Security
As shown above, the majority of the elderly are not gainfully
employed. When asked about their sources of income, only a

third of the urban ASEAN sample pointed to their own
earnings or those of their spouse. Among rural respondents,
earnings from farm or other agricultural production were
important sources of income (65%). Very few cited savings (less
than 2%). Government pension is cited as a source for 14% of
the urban group (Table 12).
In addition, a significant category that surfaced, especially for
the urban dwellers, is money from children. About 65% of
females and 53% of male urban respondents said they received
financial support from their children. The difference in the level
of' financial support from children between the urban and rural
areas (60% and 32%, respectively) could be indicative of the
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greater capacity of the former to provide support to their
parents or higher dependence among the urban aged.

Table 12: Percentage of Respondents Aged 60+ by Source of
Income, by Age and Sex (Multiple Responses)
Sources of Income

Males

Females

Total

0.0
34.8

0.0

0.0

i 1.3

24.1

9.4
2.6

8.6

2.6

3.8
59.7
14.2

Urban
None

Earnings from current job
Earnings from spouse's
current job
Savings

7.5

0.0

Earnings from farm/other
agricultural production
Money from children
Government pension
Spouse's pensi...,n

5.4
53.0
21.9

64.6

1.5

0.4

8.7
3.4

0.3
41.8

1.4
17.8

0.9
29.2

4.2

8.3

0.0

1.4

6.4
0.8

71.2
24.6
6.7

59.5
38.8
4.9
0.3

2.1

Rural
None

Earnings from current job
Earnings from spouses
current job
Savings

Earnings from farm/other
agricultural production
Money from children
Government pension
Spouse's pension
Source:

32.1

5.7

0.2

Lita J. Domingo. "The Filipino Elderly: An Emerging Demographk Concern". Lecture delivered at the University of the
Philippines, FeLivary, 1988.
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For some special subgroups among the elderly, this system of
support could be quite crucial for their survival for example,
widows and the "old-old", whose individual capacity for work is
greatly hampered by poor health. From the 1980 Census, we
learn that the widows comprise a significant proportion of the
female elderly (41%)." Unlike some of the married women who
can also count on their spouses for their livelihood, the ASEAN
survey shows that the majority of widows (62%) mainly rely on
their children's support for their subsistence. This pattern tends

to affirm Filipino childNn's adherence to norms of filial

obligation, of providing support to their parents in their old age.
Further examination of their status reveals that only 14% have
independent means of support either from their earnings (12%)
or pensions (2%).
Basically the same pattern is derived by the UPLB and WHO

surveys.26 According to the latter, it was reported that paid
employment was the main source of income for 32% of males
and 14% of females. This, however, decreased with age and was
replaced with increasing dependence on the family. The family
was the main source of income for three-fourths of all women
over 75.

The UST survey shows that 64% of rural respondents derive
their incomes from farmland." For the urban sample, as was
shown in the ASEAN data, a significant proportion (64%)
derived support from their children and relatives (compared
with 31% for the rural), even though a fairly high proportion of
this metropolitan Manila sample (23%) received regular
pensions (albeit very small).
To expand further on the economic picture, let us look at the
skills of the elderly from which they could derive some income.
From the ASEAN survey, we learn that about 50% of the
sample reported having some marketable skills. These include
dressmaking, carpentry and various forms of handicrafts.
However, less than half of these older persons actually put their
skills to use to generate income.
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Exchange of Support
Upon closer examination of the data from the ASEAN and
UPLB surveys, we learn that the flow of support within Filipino

households is not uni-directional. A situation wherein the
parents are both recipients of support, as well as providers of
support, seems to be common. According to the ASEAN data,
there is a large proportion of the elderly who are still
supporting their children. Among the urban dwellers, for
example, 38% of the males said they received support from
their children; 20% are giving support to their children. On the
other hand, a system of exchange of support (where the parents
both give and receive support) is reported by a larger group
(37%). For rural dwellers, a larger proportion (43%) enjoys this
exchange of support (see Table 18).

These data provide a mixed picture of the economic status of
the elderly. While some tend to project self-sufficiency and
continued capacity for gainful work, others are in great need of
economic assistance which to date, has mainly been provided by
their families. Given the generally low socioeconomic status of

most families, it is, therefore, not surprising that more than
80% of the ASEAN sample reported that "not having enough
money to live on" is a "very serious problem" for them.

Agricultural work has been a main source of livelihood for a

significant proportion of male elderly, but with changing
technology and the growing importance of non-agricultural
production, their economic participation and sense of selfsufficiency are threatened. This will be even more true of future
cohorts.
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Table 13: Support to and from Children, by Sex
Urban
Male

Receiving support
from children

Female

Rural
Male

Rmale

38.1

50.4

20.7

31.9

children

20.0

9.4

26.8

13.8

Receiving support
from children
and giving
support to
children

36.6

35.0

43.1

42.7

Not receiving and
not giving

5.3

5.1

9.4

11.8

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

N

(265)

Giving support to

(351)

(299)

(279)

Source: Lita J. Domingo, ibid.

There are some trends, however, that can help offset the
negative impact of these changes. One is the increasing
education of younger cohorts." This improvement could mean
that there will be increases in their participation in the more
formal sector of the workforce. More workers might then be
covered by pension plans. Thus, they would have some
assurance of economic support in their later years. Change in

the nature of work may also mean a possible increase in
earnings and savings, some of which can be earmarked for the
retirement years.

Further, in the 1983 National Demographic Survey, there are
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indications of decreasing expectation of support from children
among younger cohorts! If the pattern observed suggests a
trend, then perhaps cohorts who are approaching the older age
brackets would deal with the problem of self-sufficiency early
on in their lives. This will mean increased pressures for both
employment generation and protection by the social security
system.

It is not clear what changes will take place or how fast these
changes will occur. In the meantime, the economic profile of the
elderly suggests that when planning for the economic wellbeing

of the elderly, their diversity in capacity, attitude and need
should be considered.
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OLDER WORKERS IN A DEVELOPING ECONOMY:
AN OVERVIEW OF FIJI'S OLDER WORKERS AND
CURRENT POLICIES
Nii-K Range*

Fiji, like many developing countries with small and vulnerable
economies, faces a critical problem of population aging and the

lack of resources to cater to the growing elderly population.
This is an important agenda for development policy, planning
and implementation. For some developing countries this crisis
exists in the context of increasing debts, falling prices of
exports, inflation, and the need to introduce structural
adjustment policies which do not prioritize government
3pending on social (welfare) services. Good health and longevity
are attained through improved medical facilities, and
socioeconomic wellbeing, which depend on one's total economic
resources. This can be a problem for many, especially the nonincome earning. In small underdeveloped economies, with an
over-supply of adolescent labor, high unemployment and

accompanying lcwer wages, this is a pronounced problem for
older workers.

This paper highlights some of these problems as they confront
the elderly in Fiji and considers existing concerns mad actions
toward policy changes to cater to today's elderly, and prepare
infrastructure for the future when their ranks will increase.

Nii-K Plange is Reader/Associate Professor, and Head of the Sociology
Department in the School of Social and Economic Development at the
University of the South Pacific in Suva, Fiji.
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Aging Population in Fiji and Living Conditions
Census results indicate a steady growth in the aging population
(defined as those 60 years and over).
Table 1: Growth in the 60+ Population, 1966-1986
Census
Year

60+ Population

% of Population

1966
1976
1986

16,174
23,771

3.4

Source:

35,395

4.0
4.9

Census reports, Bureau of Statistics, Suva, Fiji, December 1987.

Population projections to the year 2000 and over indicate
further growth in absolute numbers and percentage of the aged
population.

Table 2: Projected Population: 1990-2020 (Medium Variant)
Year

Number

Percentage

1990

45,000
64,000
93,000
138,000

6.0

2000
2010
2020
Source:

Global Estimates and Projection., of Population by Sex and Age, U.N.,
New York 1987.
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It is partly these projections that have compelled a concern

with the absence of policies to cater to the increasingly healthy
but aged population. This consideration from concerned groups
has emerged, partly, in view of an existing government policy
which pegs compulsory retirement at age 55 a peak and, in
many cases, still productive age for many, and a general absence
of any comprehensive policy on the elderly. Furthermore, there
is an increasing awareness and acceptance of inevitable changes
in the economy of the society leading to improved education,
increasing urbanization, migration and smaller families.
Migration particularly has slowly dented the strength of the
traditional family in providing care for the aged, while smaller
families pose a problem for care in the future. For many people
it is not the wish to care that is fading away, but the means to
care. The latter problem is inevitably financial and, in extreme
circumstaw!es, caring in terms of the provision of economic
resources

is reduced to a bare minimum.

This threatens

autonomy and self-perception of the elderly, since, in Fiji very
few of them work and, by historical accident of minimum
education, fewer of them have the skills to command respect in
a small but competitive labor market. Table 3 shows the general
level of education of today's elderly, while Table 4 shows their
levels of skill attainment.
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Table 3: Number and Percentage of Elderly (60+) Without
Formal Education and Those With 1-4 Years, 5-7
Years and 8 or More Years of Education by Sex, and
Rural-Urban Residence
Urtan Residence

Mils

N%
1-4
5-7
8+

24
52
35
44

N%

15

80

39

34

51

32

51

29

18

28

18

11

TOTAL 155 100

Sources

JaAa_te

158 100

Total
N %
84
103
64
62

Rural Residence
Total
Male
&male
N %
N %
N %

27

52

21

71

33

94
49
49

39
20

65
55

34
35
28

20

18

9

104
67

209 100

453

20
20

313 100

244 100

123

27

159

35
25
15

100

Aging in the Western Pacific: A Four-Country Study. Western Pacific
Reports and Studies No. 1, WHO(WPRO), Manila, 1988.

Changes in this education and skill profile of the elderly will
occur, but slowly, since many of today's elderly who are almost
in (er have moved since 1985 into) the ranks of the official
elderly still do not have enough education.
Aging in Fiji, to date, is experienced mainly within the context
of traditional family ank.: community care, remittances from
(migrated) children, and among Fijians particularly, a network
of kin relations. Table 5 demonstrates the extent of family-andkin-context of living and care of the elderly. From this table, a
sense of the size of the traditional family can also be obtained.
Census reports of 1987 demonstrate the predominance of large
families and households.
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Table 4: Number and Percentage of Elderly Who Had Worked
in Various Occupations, by Age and Sex
00-61

Occupation

N%

65-69
N %

7S1--1A

N%

75-79

N%

?At.

N%

TQTAL

N%

Male
Professional
White collar
Skilled
Unskilled
Home duties
Other
TOTAL

13

12

7

6

5

8

7

3

3

5

5

30
29
0

27

28
34

25
33

19

25

22

27

14

0

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

1

5

1

27

27

33

32

27

37

24

43

17

34

128

34

40 100

388

100

8

2

27

107 100

104 100

5

100 100

2

1

5

12

11

28
25

1

56 100

2

27

7

2

5

33

7

17

95

11

28

110

6
24
28

Female
Professional
White collar
Skilled
Unskilled
Home duties
Other
TOTAL

4

4

0

0

1

2

1

2

4

4

2

2

0

0

5

5

2

2

3

5

0
0

0
0

23

23

16

18

9

21

14

50

49

51

38

20

47

32

24
54

16

16

17

20

11

26

11

19

102 110

88 100

43 100

59 100

0
0
0

0
0
0
20
59

6

2

10

3

70

21

117

53

21

64

19

41 100

333

100

8

24
9

Source: Aging in the Western Pacific, ibid.

Recently collected qualitative data show the structure of the
family and the living arrangements which accommodate the
elderly. These data were collected in selected, but representative,

rural and urban areas in Fiji.' Living arrangements include
children, spouses, and in many situations other kinfolk. All
these mobilize their human and other material resources for the
maintenance of the entire household and the care of the elderly
within them. Tables 5, 6 and 7 show the extent of these living
arrangements.
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Table 5: Number and Percentage of Elderly (60+) Living with
their Children by Number of Children
People Living with Children
No. of
Children
1-3

152

4-6
7+

207
220

72
82
88

Sources Aging in the Western Pacific,

Table 6: Number and Percentage of the Elderly (60+) Living
With their Spouses, by Age and Sex
60-64

65-69
%

Sex

N

%

N

Male
Female

95

86

81

73

68

51

80
52

70-74
%

N

67

69

30

23

38

13

N

75-79
%

80±
N

%

TOTAL
N %

73

25

64

298 77

30

5

12

165

47

Source: Aging in the Western Pacific, ibid.

Table 7: Number and Percentage of Elderly (60i) Living
With their Children by Marital Status

Peopl Living with Children
Marital
Status
Married

370

Widowed

213

Source: Aging in the Western Pacific, ibid.
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These living arrangements du not vary significantly between
urban and rural residents. The study from which these figures
are drawn also shows, for example, that 77% and 79% of the
elderly, in urban and rural areas respectively, live with their
children. Widows and widowers are also absorbed into this

traditional household and their care is diffused within the
general membership of the household. In Fiji, 85% of widows

live with their children and are cared for by the household.
There are, however, isolated cases of loneliness and lack of care.'
Household maintenance and care of the aged, however, includes

a living
situation in which the elderly contribute significant resources,
either in kind or other, to the general resource capacity of the

a considerable amount of

Reciprocal Subsidization3,

household. Babysitting, cooking, provision of homes, some farm

work (for those in rural areas), land and sometimes rent or
royalties. Among Indo-Fijians particularly, cane contracts are
part of this contribution. Together with earnings of working
children and relations, a household is able to attain some level
of economic viability.

Differences in earnings, size of family/household, and other
subsidization by the elderly, inevitably contribute to the
differences in circumstances of care and living conditions. The
source from which the elderly acquire their contribution,
especially financial contribution, partly provides the context in
which the issue of older workers can be grasped and discussed.
This certainly does not overlook considerable, but financially
unremunerative, activity undertaken in farming, fishing. etc.

The Elderly at Work
In the circumstances of our contemporary world and economy,
work, with financial remuneration as wages or salary, occupies a
pk..,iuion of supreme importance. It not only provides financial
independence leading to autonomy; it also provides a dynamic
environment for interaction, education, dialogue, debate and a
stimulation of one's mind and potential. Creative efforts to

1

1;
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meet new challenges at the work-place underline one's selfdefinition and perception, as well as a feeling of contribution to
the organization and country. It is partly for these reasons, and
the considerable amount of one's lifetime and efforts taken up

by work, that retirement, especially compulsory retirement,
becomes a traumatic experience. This experience, a modern
one, exists for an increasing number of people who work in the

formal institutions of the modern economy. In the informal
rural subsistence economy there is no age-specific retirement
from work. Activities are undertaken to the level of one's
ability and not chronological age.

In Fiji, the nature of the economy, sterLotypes about old age
itself as a `rupectable' and restful period in one's life, and the
generally low skills level of the elderly, have together precluded

a high rate of elderly worker participation in the modern
economy. Table 8 shows the numbers and percentages of the
elderly at work, full- or part-time. When this is viewed across
age-groups, as in Table 10, it becomes clear that the young

elderly, those between 60-64, have the highest number of
participants in the labor force or other "activity concerned with
providing the necessities of life..."

Table 8: Number and Percentage of the Elderly (60+)
Working Full or Part-time: by Sex and Rural-Urban
Distribution

Resident

Urban
Rural

Male
N
%
25
28

16
12

Female
N
%
7

5

Source: Aging in the Western Pacific, ibid.
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Total
N
%
32
33

10
7
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Table 9: Number and Percentage of the Elderly (60+)
Working Full- or Part-time: by Age and Sex

Se x

Male
Female
Both

N

%

N

%

70-74
N %

26

23

16

15

9

9

6

6

3

3

2

3

32

14

19

9

11

7

75-79
N %
0
0
0

0
0
0

TOTAL

t39..±

N%

N

%

2

5

53

13

0

0

11

3

2

2

64

8

Source: Aging in the Western Phcific, ibid.

Income from work then constitutes the main source of financial
resources for only about 10% of the elderly population. And in
this genEral category of income earners, women fared much less
well as a group and across the various age categories. The

reasons for this are well known. Absence of salary or wage
income compel many of the elderly to depend on a miscellany
of sources. A large number of the elderly in Fiji, about 40%,
depend on gr ierally diffused, unspecified, unquantifiable and
intermittent sources of income for their wellbeing; hence, the
inability of many to name or specify a particular source of
income.' Those who have retired from public service are few,
and their retirement remuneration minimal. Those who have
retired from the private sector are also few. Many of the retired
elderly have made their way to villages and rural communities
to be absorbed into the vortex of family households and rural
communities. For many, there are no pensions except the usual
parting gift of a wall clock, an amount of money, a handshake,
and a party. Thoughts that this amount of money will be

invested in something worthwhile dissipate with time so does
the lump sum. Small wonder then that over half of the elderly
surveyed, regaidless of age or sex, complained that they do not
have enough money.6

The varied sources of livelihood of the elderly parallel the
varied types of work within the rural sector. Fiji is primarily
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an agricultural country and about 60% of the total national
population live in rural areas. The sugar cane economy is
rurally based, as are the copra plantations and other farm
sources of most locally produced foodstuffs that reach the
urban-suburban markets. The outlying islands, rural in nature
and characteristics, and water-locked, survive mainly on simple
agricultural activities and fishing, and some occasional crafts

for the market.

The rural elderly participate in all these

activities to their capacities. Hence, their high participation in
the labor force per census reports as in Table II. (The census
project defined work as "activities concerned with providing the
necessities of life".7)

However, the non-ill, nediately remunerative nature of many of
these activities prevents their identification as income sources

and therefore do not enter, satisfactorily, into survey data.
Older people in rural areas thus participate in the labor force
mainly to meet the immediate needs of the household. Small
wonder then that, in the four-country study, 37% of rural
elderly, compared to only 13% of the urban elderly, gave
responses which indicate ;.m,olvement in other labor activities.

Emphasis on important ceremonial and traditional values and

the role the elderly play in them still allow their effective
participation in decisionmaking,
Lherefore grant them some
level of autonomy. This is still used to command resources
within the family and the community, to discipline youth, etc.
Nevertheless, autonomy that is dependent on access to

independent financial resources becomes fragile where those
resources scarcely exist. Furthermore, autonomy, as expressed
through participation in activities of the workplace itself, could
be lacking. Even in rural areas, autonomy which is derived from
traditional knowledge and skills is under threat by the

penetration and influence of modern values and knowledge,
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Table 10: Labor Force Participation Rates (LFPR): Employment and Unemployment Rates of Population 60+,
by Sex, 1987 Census

Sex and
Labor Force
Participation

Number*

Percentage*

Both Sexes
LFPR
Employed
Unemployed

11,168
11,099

69

41.0
40.7
0.3

Males
LFPR
Employed
Unemployed

9,500
9,453
69

34.3
34.7
0.2

Females
LFPR
Employed
Unemployed
*

1,668
1,546
22

6.12

6.04
0.08

Number and percentage exclude those whose age is not stated.

including equipment and tools for agriculture and fishing which
emasculate traditional technology. Thus in Fiji, survey data

indicated that only 41% of men and 28% of women believed
that it was appropriate for people of their age group to work in
circumstances where technology has displaced traditional
skills.8 This was shared across age groups, though with
decreasing emphasis as age increases.

Oider Workers in a Developing Economy in Fiji

Older Workers and the Developing Economy
The economy of Fiji is dependent on limited resources. Sugar
and tourism are the dominant sectors, supplemented by smallscale gold mining, copra, and more recently, tuna fish canning
for export. A variety of small agricultural products like ginger,
pawpaw, etc., have recently been added. The industrial base is
dominated by sugar milling and, very recently, garment
factories loca ing in newly created tax free zones. The overall
performance of the economy was good in the early 70s. By the

end of that decade, however,

began to show signs of

contraction under the global economic recession, the oil crisis,

etc, With demanding development programs in areas like
education, health, and agriculture, there was no policy initiative
for the creation of old age pension schemes 3r related measures.
The traditional family then retained its responsibility for care,
changing circumstances notwithstanding. This was reinforced
by constant reminders and exhortations of ch:ldren's
responsibilities to elders and parents, and of traditional values
and norms of respect for the aged and the dignity of the aged.
The small size of the economy made it difficult to retain elderly
people on the job, and there was no reconsideration of public
service regulations inherited from the colonial economy and

service. The mandatory retirement age remained. Few older
workers stayed beyond it, either in the private or the public
sector. Those with pensionable jobs in public service were seen

as fortunate, even though pensions were small.

Given the
agricultural base of the economy, fewer older people remained
in urban areas, as shown in Table 11. Many return at retirement
to farm families or semi-subsistence communities in the rural
areas.

The contractual relations between the Fiji Sugar

Corporation and the cane growers and the Emperor Gold Mines

and the miners, for example, provide no pension payments.
Older and retired miners have to fend for themselves, while
aged sugar cane farmers remain on the farm with children. The
family once again remains the only source of support for many
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older workers, while public and private old people's homes
absorb very few because of the painful stigma attached to
institutionalization.°

Table 11: Total Population Aged 60+ in Rural and Urban
Areas
Residence
Age

Urban

60-64
65-69
70-74
75+
TOTAL

4,015
3,027
1,896
1,825
10,763

Source:

33.3
32.9
31.5
31.5

Rural

%

Total

8,028
6,163
4,112
3,966
22,269

66.0
67.0
68.4
68.4

12,043

9,190
6,008
5,791
33,032

Report on Populatson Census, 1986, 1. Bureau of Statistics, 1987.

By the early 1980s the contract:3n of the economy began to
produce a growing category of unemployed youth at the same
time that the elderly population increased. The government
defined its major unemployment problem as a youth, and not
an older worker, problem. Those near sixty were seen as
potential retirees whc would release necessary openings for
fresh and energetic younger workers. Every year approximately
20,000 school leavers enter the labor force, while about 4,000

leave through attrition, migration and death. In attempting to
solve growing unemployment problems, employment programs,
some funded through foreign aid, are concentrated on training
youth and creating new jobs for them not re-deployment or

retraining of older workers. The developing and struggling
economy, with about a 17% unemployment level, just has no
room for an elderly retiree or a potential retiree. The unwritten
policy is to encourage older workers to retire early. Hence, the
recent government announcement that the retirement age for
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civil servants would be 55. There is no doubt that this will also

be accepted by the private sector. All this threatens older
worker labor force participation.

Older workers, few as they are in public service, are either
anxious about their impending retirement or nervous about
being asked to leave if they have been kept on beyond the
normal retirement age. Few of the elderly are called back on
contracts. Those actually working without any ambiguity are
the few professionals in private enterprise. The rebt then are
left in the lurch; and in an economic situation of over supply
of labor, especially in the younger age group, employers are free
to recruit to their satisfaction.
Older workers

those still employed in the private and public

sectors, those who could be deploye,l, and those who can
undergo retraining face, as a group, some prejudices in the job
market. Elderly people are still perceived as weak, relatively less

productive, and sometimes without the necessary skills. The
latter is underscored by the modern technology of factories
with its high intensity demand, speed and concentration.
Employers,

very

careful

and

mindful

of

workmen's

compensation payments, try to avoid or replace older workers
since they "become rPgular targets for accident and thereby
become victims for payments"." Then there s still the old diehard view that older people should stay home and be cared for
by their families.
Additionally, Fiji supplies some labor to neighboring Australia
and New Zealand. This competitive market for skilled workers
has made employers act "rationally" to engage younger people
to whom they could provide necessary training and be assured
of longer years of exacting productivity. This circumstance also
provides little motivation for older workers to be redeployed,
retained or retrained.
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Current Policies for Older Workers
In the above context, the elderly are structurally marginalized
from the formal economy as workers and their participation
restricted to informal activities at home, on the farm, or within
the community. Inevitably income for many has to be sought
elsewhere. Hence, the dependence on family and kin. Official
forms of income security are minimal. Savings, if any, also
remain minimal for many, since with low skills and low wages
and salaries, sizable saving for older years is difficult. Among
Fijians, particularly traditional mataqali (extended family)
obligations tend to place a heavy drain on savings.
Income security is now provided with the creation of a Fiji
National Provident Fund. But this is relatively new and would
mainly benefit current workers. Social welfare provides some
financial assistance but the mean-tested sum is always small.
Only a few older people receive this, though their numbers are
high, and keep growing higher on the list, as shown in Table 12.
This gradual increase, especially among the indigenous Fijian
elderly, on this list is a distant but clear signal of some of the
socioeconomic changes that are in store.

The destitute allowance, together with existing public old
people's homes, were established primarily to cater for aged
indentured indian laborers who might have no means of
survival and nobo,!y to take care of them in old age.' Here, too,
the composition of recipients has changed to include indigenous
Fijians. Even though their total numbers are small, they

constitute 36% and 21% of residents in six public and private
homes studied.'
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Table 12: Population Receiving 'Destitute Allowance in SuvaNavua-Nasinu Area by Categories of Recipients
Category

Partially/totally handicapped
Over 60 years (including widows over 60)
Prisoners dependents
Medically unfit
Deserted by spouse
Death of breadwinner (including widows
below 60 years)

TOTAL

N

%

103
598

43

17

1

210
192

15
14

280

20

N = 1400

100

7

Source: Department of Social Welfare, Head Office, Suva, March 1989.

Political Crisis, Economic Destabilization and the Elderly
Worker
The political events of May and September 1987 dealt a severe
blow to an already contracting economy. It also proved the
fragility of a developing economy based on one cash crop and a
This
large influx of short-term leisure-oriented tourists.

industry collapsed overnight with "ripple effects" on rural
households whose income is based on hotel and resort work by
breadwinners." Sugar cane harvests were delayed; imports were
curtailed briefly; and soon business people reacted to the
market they closed shop. One consequence was an overnight
surge in unemployment or partial employment as some
industries, especially the tourist industry, rearranged and cut
working hours to retain some of its loyal workers.

To counteract these grim circumstances, the government
devalued the currency 34% and imposed a wage freeze. Public
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employees suffered an immediate 15% wage and salaries cut
(this has now been restored). For older workers, already
threatened by an oversupply of labor, these were certainly not
very good times. Nor was it any better for carers of the elderly

who had jobs and had to provide the necessary financial
resources for the maintenance of their health and wellbeing.
Rural workers did not fare any better. The destabilization at
the center had a multiplier effect on all aspects of the economy,
including the household economy itself. Where restructuring
became necessary, older workers were the first to be requested
to leave. Those near retirement age were encouraged to retire,
and the notion of redeployment or retraining, already not a
very important issue, died out of the employment and trr ining
structure completely. It is also in this period that the
government announced a retirement age of 55. This further
reduced the participation rate of older workers and threw them
into the context, yet again, of the family and the informal
sector.

Government attempts to confront the unemployment crisis
induced by the political events have been geared toward jobs for
youth and women, who have faced high unemployment all
along. Trade free zones encouraged the creation of numerous
small production plants, especially garment factories, which
mainly employ yo.ng women who can withstand the strain of
this kind of work. In this reconstruction of the economy there
is again no consideration for older workers who have retired,
been made to retire, or declared redundant in the hurly-burly of
the economic crisis. Most efforts to recapture the lost economic

momentum are directed at small industries with extensive
concessions as inducements. Only a few clerical personnel are
needed to administer these factories or industries. As garment
and other exports increase, the docks will become viable places

for jobs, but the nature of dock work does not attract many

older workers.

With a limited number of public and private employers, the
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destabilization that occurred has affected older workers severely
and will increasingly do so. The expectation that the economy

might "take off" by the middle of 1987 was replaced with a
strong government effort to a vert crisis and stePr the economy
back onto the right track. This task is "just not simple, and,
thus, finding jobs or creating suitable jobs for the elderly people
so that they could earn their livelihood is not possible".'s Even
pre-crisis government policy, which endeavored to "ensure that
the special needs of the elderly are adequately met.., and

provide financial assistance to the elderly, (and) collaborate
with non-governmental organizations (NG0s) to further provide
services for them as groups and develop home help schemes for
their needs' have recently been modified to only
"collaboration with the NGOs [to] develop services and facilities

for the disabled and elderly"." Social welfare funding has
recently been drastically cut to weaken any progressive policy

options initiated by the Social Welfare Department. The
proposed initiative to provide some income security for the
elderly has been halted. Budget estimates for national health
services have also been reduced, while the national defense
budget estimate has witnessed a sizable increase to allow the
military forces to recruit an unprecedented number of
otherwise unemployed youth, and acquire new equipment.

Policies and Legislation for the Future
Official and humanitarian concern about the elderly have,
nevertheless, not been completely eliminated. Concern for new

legislation and policies on the elderly, however, has come
mainly from non-governmental organizations which do have the

ear of the government.

While, to date, the emphasis on

economic recovery has not resulted in giving such legislative
suggestions priority, there are some indications that the
government will take some action at an appropriate time. Such
legislation, when ready, will address four broad areas:
continuing work through retraining and
retirement age;
redeployment; health care costs and government subsidies;
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support systems for the family in its continuing role as the
primary agent of care. The first of these areas responds to the
need to maintain older workers on the job and, therefore,
ensure their participation in the economy as active subjects,
and to provide some income security. The current rather low
retirement age and the need for its reconsideration is a general

concern not only of the elderly, but of sympathetic public
opinion composed of tomorrow's older workers who will reach
retirement age with relatively better education, skills and other

resources, as well as income security provided through the
Nati3na1 Provident Fund.

The second concern addresses the resources, skills, and
experience which exist among the elderly and can be
constructively tapped in areas of the struggling econumy. Here,
a careful study of skills and their fruitful redeployment, as well
as retraining, is ccnsidered possible and, in the end,
contiibutory to society as a whole.

The third concern for legislation is equally important for both
older workers and non-workers. In the absence of health

insurance, increasing disability of the elderly will tax their
resources even if they still participate in the work force. And
for the majority who are non-workers, the responsibility will
necessarily fall on offspring and kinfolk. There is no reason to
assume that they will have the necessary resources.
Unemployment, under-employment, partial employment, and
frozen and low wages, provide no surplus for basic health care
needs. It may, in fact, place severe strains on intergenerational
equity.

Family support systems cannot be overlooked in Fiji and other

developing countries. There is no way to replace them with
formalized institutionalized care. The enduring lesson from the
volume of research on the elderly is the overriding importance
of the family, either nuclear, extended, joint, etc., in caring for
Changes that have been set in motion
the elderly.

notwithstanding, the strong foundation of family and kin
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relations still exists in Fiji. Government legislation providing
tax incentives, minimum old age pensions, discounts on

prosthetics etc., will sustain the strength of the family in
mobilizing its resources for the welfare of the elderly. Older
workers will then be reassured that retirement into the care of
the family would still result in some financial contribution on
their part; they would not be a burden on household resources.
Such legislation is a current active concern of a National
Advisory Committee on Aging and the Elderly in Fiji. Its ranks
are composed of retired, but active, elders with the capacity to
organize, lobby and articulate a clear position on the needs of
the elderly in Fiji.

Conclusion
The above discussion has considered important aspects of the
problems that confront older workers in Fiji's economy and
society. These problems are seen as structural imperatives of a
developing economy with all the attendant factors of
underdevelopment, vulnerability to external economic factors,
as well as an enduring loyalty to traditional values of family

care for the aged. The nature of the economy prevents the
introduction of necessary policies which could lead to extensive
participation by the elderly in the formal sector of the
economy. Consequently, most of the elderly are siphoned out, at

an early age, into rural sectors and to the care of the family.
This reinforces traditional patterns of care, changing
socioeconomic circumstances notwithstanding. These changes,
however, call for new policy initiatives in redeployment,
retraining and provision, by government, and of some income

security for the elderly and support for their families. These
initiatives are now being undertaken with the modest support
of sympathetic public opinion.
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OLDER JAPANESE WORKERS:
A LONGITUDINAL SURVEY
Michiko Naoi*

Introduction
The purpose of my presentation is to show how and why
Japanese employees continue to work after mandatory
retirement age. Since the Japanese definition of mandatory

retirement age is based on our cultural background and may
not be internationally understood, some explanation of its
meaning is needed. In Japan, "the mandatory retirement age"
indicates the age at which companies retire most middle-aged
employees. Since Japanese companies have a seniority wage
system, an employee's wage increases and hiFfher status also
becomes higher as the employee grows older. At the time of
mandatory reitrement, a worker, especially in the white collar
sector, tends to have the highest status position in his life, as
well as the highest age. Companies use mandatory retirement
to decrease costs. The mandatory retirement age generally used
to be 55 years old but, because of government pressure by the
Ministry of Labor, many companies have gradually extended
their mandatory retirement age to 60 years old.

However, many men seek jobs after mandatory retirement. In
this sense, mandatory retirement usually means switching to
another company, to another type of job, or to selfemployment. In this paper I will discuss the unique pattern of
late life work in Japan.

Michiko Naoi is Associate Professor of Sociology at Tokyo Gakugei
University.
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Mandatory Retirement and Late Life Work in Japan
The data are derived from a recent "two-wave" panel study of
834 male employees aged 50-54 in 1975 and 60-64 in 1985 living

in two areas of Tokyo. One area is predominantly white-collar
and the other is predominantly blue-collar.

First, I would like to indicate how many of the respondents
experienced mandatory retirement, and how often and in what
way they continued working after that event. As Table 1 shows,
74.5% experienced mandatory retirement during the ten-year

period between the first and second wave survey; 7.6%
continued to work full-time without change; another 18%
changed jobs without going through the formal mandatory
retirement process.

Thus we can see that a Japanese middle-aged employee
confronts a major event in his occupational career between the
ages of 55 and 60 years. As we can also see from Table P, most
of them find jobs after this event. More than 20% still worked

at the same firm, but with lower wages and status and some
moved to related companies through introductions from their
previous employer. The proportion of those who have no job
after mandatory retirement is only 12.8%. In this sense, as I
have already mentioned, mandatory retirement does not really
mean retirement, but usually just means a job change. The
number of hours of those who continue working after
mandatory retirement is almost the same as before 90% of
them work five days a week and more than eight hours a day.
Seniority pay ceases at mandatory retirement age and more of
the older employees are paid by daily or hourly wage systems
than before. Because of this and other working conditions,
employees have a tendency to change jobs more often after
mandatory retirement age.
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Table 1: Reason for Leaving Previous Firm
Percentage Number

Mandatory retirement
Non-mandatory retirement
By firm:

early retirement system
firm's policy for senior
workers

reduction of personnel
other
Personal reasons:
disease, injury
becoming self-employed
job-switch
no need to work for living
working conditions of old
firm

Still at the same firm:
not old enough for
mandatory retirement
mandatory retirement is
not required with
present status
other

74.5

10.0

50

3.2

16

0.8

4

1.0

5

5.0

25

8.0

40

2.6

13

1.8

4

0.4

2

1.4

7

1.0

5

2.2

11

4.0

11

1.4

7

TOTAL

18.0

373
90

7.8

38

100.0

501
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Table 2: Employment Patterns after Mandatory Retirement
Age
Percentage Number

Mandatory retirement
stay at the same firm with
different working conditions
switch firms
move down to a sub-contracting
firm

no work

Non-mandatory retirement
switch firms
no work

21.4

107

37.3

187

5.4
10.4

27

373

19.4

90

100.0

463

52

15.6

78

2.4

12

TOTAL

80.6

A nation-wide survey conducted by the Prime Minister's Office
reinforces these findings. Their data show over half of the aged
men in Japan continuing to work, compared to less than a third

in the United States and the United Kingdom. In addition, a
comparative study of Japan, Thailand, USA, U.K. and France
shows that the Japanese prefer to work until age 70, the longest
of all the countries compared.'

Explaining the Unique Japan Situation
Why do Japanese elderly often stay within the workplace after
the age of mandatory retirement?
The first possible
explanation is that they work because of financial necessity.
This is partly true in the case of some pensioners who receive

low pensions as a result of earlier job changes and loss of
seniority. However, the average ratio of public pensions to
previous wage is not low compared to western countries.
Financial need, thus, cannot explain why the Japanese want to
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work. In fact, the highest pension group participates in the

labor force longer than does the mid-level group. Since the
Japanese pension system and the mandatory retirement system
developed separately, those who work at a high salary can
receive a pension at the same time.

A second possible explanation is that the Japanese consider
work to be a virtue. In addition to income and status, being in
a situation where they have a place to work contributes to the
sense of well-being of the Japanese elderly. Some elderly even
say that they want to work until they die. As Table 3 shows,

those who have shifted to unemployed status have, on tile
average, lower morale scores and more generally experience a
decline in morale. This is partly because of lower income, but,

multivariate analyses also show that having a job

is

an

important factor making for good morale.

Finally, as a consequence of working diligently all one's life,

elderly Japanese often do not have hobbies and activities
outside the home. As Table .4 shows, about half of the
respondents have hobbies such as Japanese checkers, sports, and
calligraphy. However, the other half spend time engaged in
home-oriented, non-active activities, such as watching television

half-asleep, gardening or shopping. Our cultural situation has
not matured enough to offer good leisure opportunities and
facilities for such activities. In particular, those ex-hardworking
elders who supported Japan's post-war economic grow th, have
not gotten used to enjoying their leisure time.
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Table 3: Change of Occupation and Morale Score
1975

1985

Proportion
whose

morale
Average was
morale lower in

Average

Occupational
type

Managerial
Professional

Sales
Clerical

Manual
Manufacturing

morale
N

score

(139)

12.9

(192)

(158)

12.6

12.1

Occupational
type

N

Managerial
Professional

(77)

13.2

35.1

Unemployed

(29)

11.6

58.6

>Managerial
Professional

(53)

13.3

22.6

Sales/Clerical

(47)

12.7

23.4

nemployed

(65)

12.2

43.1

Manual
(54)
Manufacturing

12.1

38.9

(24)

13.2

37.5

(68)

11.5

33.8

\ISales/Clerical
nemployed

5 items were used from Kutner Morale Score
15 points = Maximum
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Table 4: Leisure

Activities
(percentages)

Hobby, sports
Gardening, repairs
Housework, shopping
Visiting friends, relatives
Social activity
Learning
Watching TV half-asleep
Nothing

in

1975

and

1975

1985

33.1
19.0
1.0
2.4

35.5

1.2

1.0

8.0
33.7
0.2

13.0
19.4
3.6

1985

21.1

2.6
1.4

Discussion

So far, we have discussed the conditions of late life work of
male salaried employees. However, we have not covered all
types of Japanese workers. Because the rapid industrialization
of Japan is only a recent phenomenon, there are many farmers
and self-employed workers in the older generation. We also have
not discussed female workers. There are many females working

in family businesses who help self-employed husbands. All
these types of workers have a tendency to continue working
even longer than company employees. Only female salaried
employees have a tendency to retire earlier, but most in the
middle-aged and older generation have had part-time jobs, and
work roles are not considered as important to them as for male
employees.

In the near future, there will be more salaried

employees and more women in the work force. Moreover, it is
possible that the next generation's values will change and they
will place more emphasis on leisure activities.

Notes
1.

International Comparative
Study on the Life and Opinions of the Elderly. Tokyo.

Prime Minister's Office.

1981.
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THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE
ON EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS
FOR OLDER PERSONS: INTRODUCTION
Harvey L

.

Sterns*

Definition of an Older Worker
Sterns and Doverspike suggest five general approaches to the

definition of the older worker.' The first, chronological/legal,
distinguishes between workers based on chronological age.
While there appears to be little evidence suggesting a definitive
point in time at which one may label a worker "older", the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA, 1967, 1978, 1986) of
the United States, covers any individual who is 40 years of age
or older.2

The second approach classifies individuals according to
functional age (i.e., a performance-based definition of age)?
Here, different performance measures are used to assess
whether a person is younger or older than his or her
chronological age. For instance, a vision test would be used to

ascertain the functional age of the individual, based on the
score on this test, not on chronological age. The psychosocial

definition, a third approach, focuses on three issues: 1) the age
t which society perceives an individual to be older; 2) the
social attitudes regarding the older worker; and 3) possible
implications, in industry, when labeling a worker "older". This
definition, more than others, reflects the societal attitudes that
prevail toward the older worker.
1Iarvey L. Sterns is Professor of Psychology and Director of the Institute
for Life-span Development and Gerontology, at the University of Akron;
and Research Professor of Gerontology, Office of Geriatric Medicine and
Gerontology, Northeastern Ohio Universities, College of Medicine.
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An organizational definition is the fourth approach. This
includes individuals aging in their organizational roles, as well
as the aging of the organization. Thus, the worker's length of
time on the job and the age of the organization are important
to this definition. If the organization is not keeping up with
technological innovations, the worker may be viewed as old and

obsolete. If the individual has stayed in the same role in the
organization despite organizational change, the worker also may
be viewed as old.

Finally, Sterns & Doverspike advocate a life span approach to
the definition of the older worker.' This approach emphasizes
that behavioral change can occur at any point in the !ife span,
thus emphasizing individual differences in aging.

One must understand these definitions of the older worker, and
realize the potentially dfferent implications of each, when
reviewing the 'indings in the gerontological literature. The older
adult's ability to work in, and adapt to, a changing
environment, or to retire, is based on which definition of "older
worker" is applied.' Industrial gerontology is the study of aging
and work focusing on the employment and retirement issues of
middle age and older workers. Major areas include: social policy
and law, stereotypes of the older worker, selection, job

performance and appraisal, training and retraining, career
progressions and development, motivational factors and
organizational design, reentry workers, alternative work

patterns, safety, plant closings, and layoff and retirement
decisions!'

Technology and Chango
A primary purpose of this section is to examine issues, theory
and research relating to technological change and industrial
gerontology. The work environment is continving to undergo
dramatic change with plant closings, reduction. 1. 'Irce and the
introduction of new technology.7
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Skinner, in Work in America, sees technology as having three

main organizational effects which he classifies as primary,
secondary, and tertiary.8 Primary effects directly affect the
"work, product, worker, basic requirements, working environment, investments, and costs". For instance, as a result of
technology, a new product or process may change the basic task
of the job of the worker, requiring new or different job skills
and experience. In turn, the precision, reliability, and quality of
the work may be affected. Secondary effects of technology on
the organization may be reflected in changes in organizational
policies and practices. Personnel policies, production, vage
structure, schedules, even supervisory hierarchies may be
altered as a result of technology. Tertiary effects refer to the
impact of technology on the organization's ability to perform.
The changes technology brings may affect individual effort,
morale, and productivity as well as the organization's ability to
maintain high investment returns and a competitive edge in the
marketplace.

Some organizations are more responsive to innovation and
change than others. In order to remain competitive and survive,
certain businesses experience faster and greater technological
growth, forcing companies to change rapidly. Organizations
have a choice as to which of the available technological changes

they choose to respond to and incorporate. In turn, these

decisions will at some point in time affect the individual worker.
Some jobs may become increasingly specialized as a result of
technology, others may be affected only by an altered work
environment. Some changes may require the worker to simply
update his/her retraining. Failure to remain up to date may, in
the future, render certain skills obsolete."
In essence, technological innovation may affect the workplace in
several ways, sc me of which (1) render skills and knowledge
obsolete; (2) require the development of new knowledge

kd

skills; (3) change employee attitudes and satisfaction regarding

the workplace (positive and negative);

(4) create new job
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openings and potential for career mobility;

and (5) create

unemployment.

The issues of employment and unemployment are important
when discussing the older worker because older workers tend to
have greater difficulty finding new employment and may not
have the same retraining opportunities. For example, older
adults may lack the educational background to compete with
younger adults in certain occupations, even though they may
have a wealth of on-the-job knowledge and experience. Selfdoubts and fear of failure may prevent the aging adult from
taking advantage of retraining opportunities when their skills
are not readily transferable to a new situation. Some older
adults may find their job-search skills lacking if they have been

employed in the same job for a number of years. Some
employers may perceive aging workers as less productive,

untrainable, as poor "long-term investments", and as greater
insurance risks, creating a reluctance to hire older adults.
Although reb ilich evidence demonstrates that older adults are
trainable, that job performance is not related to age in the
majority of occupations, and workers with children actually
incur more insurance costs, discrimination in hiring and
retraining still exists.'

The purpose of this group of papers was to focus on current
issues of technology and industrial gerontology in a number of
different countries. Representation was not designed to be
systematic. Rather, select researchers were asked to comment
on technology, aging, and work, based on their experiences, and

research, and to comment on the situation iu their home
country.

We obtained a select cross-national perspective based on the
United States, Canada, West Germany and Belgium. What is
compelling is

that although the writers are coming from

differer.t disciplinary perspectives and countries, we still have
many areas of complete agreement regarding current issues in
aging and work.
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With regard to the discussions in Europe, it is necessa ry to keep

in mind that when these papers were prepared for the XIV

International Congress of Gerontology in 1989, the changes in
Eastern Europe had not yet taken place. These dramatic social
and economic factors have had, and will have, effects that may

make trends indicated here even more noteworthy as more
unskilled and younger workers enter the workforce.
Robert Harootyan provides an excellent overview regarding the

aging of developed nations' workforces and the effects of
technology on the production of goods and services. He points
out the need for higher levels of skills for all types and ages of
workers in the 1990s. In addition he emphasizes the need to
invest in the training and career development of workers as
they age. He also calls for continued efforts to meet the needs
of older workers and making the job and work environment
"fit" the older worker.

Neil Cnarness brings us a perspective from Canada. He
discusses current issues in age and productivIty. The future

need for performance evaluations, as well as ways to support
older worker productivity, are presented. Safety and recovery
issues are presented as well. A major highlight of this paper is a
discussion of training of middle-aged and older workers in
microcomputers.

Older adults can be trained. However, as

found by many researchers, it may take more time.
Gerald Straka focuses on West Germany. He discusses the work
environment, especially the effects of semi-automated industrial
machines (numerically-controlled equipment), as well as
computer-controlled machines, word processing, and CAD
graphic systems. Here we begin to see how governmental policy,
social choices, corporate culture, and union agreement all figure
into a complex equation. The opportunities for middle-aged and
older workers may not be as positive as some have expected.
The success of older workers will be tied to initial educational
level, and current and future education and training.
Companies will also need to develop more sensitive and forward
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thinking policies, especially in making the work environment
more hospitable to older workers.
Marie-Noel Beauchesne-Florival provides an extensive discussion of social policy and its effect on older workers in Belgium.
She provides an analysis of economic, social, and technological
issues which support many of the issues raised in the other
papers in this section. The critical issue that is raised is that in
future we may not be able to afford to use early retirement as a
way to solve (sometimes poorly) the issue of older workers and
the need to provide training and meaningful work assignment.

Each of these papers provides important insights into the full
spectrum of issues regarding technology and the older
workforce.
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND THE AGING OF THE
LABOR FORCE: BACKGROUND AND IMPACT OF
COMPANY CULTURAL MODELS
Marie-Noel Beauchesne-Florival*

distinct phenomena - the
development of new computers and technologies, triggered by
management, and the aging of the labor force through a simple
fact of demographics sufficient to define a problem? I believe
it is necessary to examine both the historical and the
environmental context to get to the heart of this question and
to understand the consequences of the crisis and of the
methods of labor management it produced.
As far as the European Community is concerned, the common
strategy adopted by these countries has led to the elimination
Is the convergence of

two

of older workers from the labor market at an increasingly

earlier age. Such a strategy threatens to become a model, at a
time when the characteristics of a society permeated with the
new technologies and the ensuing behaviors become more
evident.

It seems necessary, in order to understand thoroughly the
global economic context and the cultural models to which
enterprises adhere, to grasp the meaning of the questions
raised. In fac it would appear impossible to go beyond
sporadic interventions without an idea of the true underlying
the capacity of the enterprises to
causes of the problem

participate in the management of human capital. Referring to
the conclusions of a conference held in Brussels sponsored by
the Department of Social Affairs, Employment and Education
of the European Community Commission, this paper will
Marie-Noel Beauchesne-Florival is a Research Fellow at the Institute of

Sociology at the Free University of Brussels.
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the broad elements
management of older workers.'
describe

which

characterize

today's

The "aging workers" (or older workers) referred to in this
document are workers 45 years olu and above. For that
category, indeed, the problems of integration in the work force
are particularly acute, whether they are laid off or marginalized

by their employers as a result of internal restructuring of
enterprises.

The Socio-economic Environment
1.

New technologies, crisis and employment

The discrimination affecting many workers aged 45 and above
following a technical and organizational restructuring of
enterprises is but one symptom of particularly deep-reaching
socio-economic changes. One of the most important trends of
employment management brought about by the economic crisis
that took place between 1975-1985 in the European Community
has been the rejection from the labor market of a large number
of workers in that age bracket. To eliminate excess labor,

enterprises have used a number of measures such as early
retirement or lay-offs.2 In that new environment, new
technologies and

the "perceived needs" for continuously

improved productivity have taken over as justification for
discriminatory decisions concerning certain
workers, such as the older and less skilled.

categories

of

A recent study describes how widespread this trend is in the
European Community:
After ten years of crisis management, the need is felt for
a rapid restructuring of the labor force through a
revamping of the age structure. lt must be noted that the

latter has not necessarily been linked to a decline in
average employment rates.- in spite of increasing
unemployment. For the ten countries altogether, the

red,iction in the male employment rate has been largely
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offset by the increase in female employment

rates.

However, such an image of increased mobilization of the
labor force would be considerably tarnished if the growing
role of part-time employment were taken into account.
Working women are responsible for the slowing down of
the global aging of the labor force in terms of average age,

and for the increase in the intensity and the margin of
the expulsion effects on older workers.3

Moreover, by eliminating older workers from the labor market,
enterprises transfer to other agents the burden of related social
costs in the form of unemployment benefits, early retirement
pensions or disability allowances to be paid by medical
insurance funds. Such management strategies alqo cregte new
forms of poverty, which represent the social results of choices
made by the whole capitalistic economy.4 While the facts are
widely known, let us outline them briefly, as it is necessary to
understand the environment in which the new technologies are

adopted in order to develop the appropriate framework for
attempting to re-integrate older workers.
2.

Financial manipulation
investment

as

substitute

for

productive

Technical rationalization is presented as the basic objective of
personnel restructuring and older workers are the first but not
the only ones to pay the price. The actual modification of the
industrial structure probably has little chance of reducing the
massive social distortions identified in these countries. The
Belgian economist Louis Baeck, during an international
economic seminar on "The Challenge of the 90s", underlined the
main characteristics of modern economic development as
follows:

Economic globalization promoted by the private sector
strikes a blow to the social economic models generalized
throughout Europe after the war and which have peaked in
the 1970s.
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All restructuring measures adopted since the early 1980s
have had as their goal the integration of industrial
production and capital markets, leading to a moral
rehabilitation of the profit motive. To expand their share of
the market, enterprises grab the share of their competitors,

even that of their partners, rather than increase their
investment. Financial manipulation diverts resources from
industrial investments. Thus, the gap increases between real
commercial transactions directly based on production and
financial transactions resulting from mere transfers. The

volume of the latter is 15 to 20 times greater than the
former.5

These

general

observations show the true
orientation of technical restructuring, which can be hidden
under the justifications given. The fragmentation of the

social fabric is but one of the effects of the management
strategies used in a capitalistic economy. The exchange of
capital is not based on a corresponding production of new
goods, and thus is not linked to a redistribution aiming at
modifying the social balance and improving the lot of those
who have been marginalized.5

According to Gery Coomans de Brachene:
"The system (linked to profit consideration) tends to disqualify
as being anti-economic those collective preferences which would
give priority to colidarities or to social needs rather than to
competitiveness. Thus, it incessantly replenishes the sources of
inequalities between social groups as well as nations:4

The actual dynamism of western economies includes, therefore,
a few disquieting aspects that are sometimes deliberately hidden
by a forward thrust. Let us examine the conditions in which an

enterprise operates in order to identify the models used by
social agents in the attempt to integrate aging workers in the
context of new computerized technologies.
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The Testing of an Enterprise's Cultural Models
All social behaviors are based on socially built models derived
from perceptions which are themselves implicitly or explicitly

based on a determined set of values. Such models act as
theories for social agents, supplying a rationale for eventual
interventions.
It is somewhat paradoxical to deal with
management of an aging labor force in an environment of new

technologies insofar as "aging" and "modernity" seem to be
contradictory to one another. We can wonder if aging is not,
after all, the opposite of "modernity" as defined in today's
business

The development of new forms of
communication and the subsequent changes in the relationship
world.

between man and the tools of his trade represent one of the
main characteristics of this modernization process.

Some managers admit that, faced with the aging of their labor
force and technological change, they are ill-prepared to deal
with this double challenge. Inside the enterprise, a negative
perception of aging develops, with aging representing the
opposite of modernity.7

The concept of "flexibility" - of men and machines - has
become a key management strategy. Its applications could
destroy a social system put into -lect after the war to ensure a
more equitable distribution of national income. From now on,
the objective will be to break down an inflexible system
characterized by an excessively complex bureaucracy unable to
perform. This explains the preference given today to short-

term contracts, flexitime which enables one to replace an
8-hour working day by a 12-hour day, weekend work, etc...
Management maximization is based on substitutability of staff
and of equipment.'

The existence of the social model in which labor, through its
collective representatives, was included as the one agent the
enterprise had to negotiate with on working conditions, is under
a considerable threat. It is being replaced by a model in vhich
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working nilationships are concentrated on individuals, each one
competing with the other.

It is noted, for example, that technically justified restructuring
is usually supplemented by a review of salary scales based on
individual evaluations. This is one of the main effects of the
recent changes in industrial relationships (the replacement of
sector negotiations by ad hoc decisions; a freeze on some
rules concerning salary
traditional labor demands, e.g.
increases). Older workers are evidently disadvantaged when
competing with young workers.
Their trade union
representatives, in a strong bargaining position, will choose to
negotiate for those older workers whose performance is lower, a
satisfactory retirement package, thus preventing their lay-off. In
an environment of new technologies, it would be far more
difficult to keep them in the labor force.
The historical model a concentration of the worker's effort on
the production of a piece of work has virtually disappeared.

The worker's involvement in the processing of raw materials
into products for human use has been replaced for most people
by the notion of social integration. Recognition for artisans,
based on their specific relationship to their tools, contributed in
the past to the creation of powerful social identities.' During
the preceding industrial generation, older workers had, in part,
based their identity on such a heritage. For them, it amounted
to the valorization of acquired experience through a direct
contact with tools and with fellow workers, the latter
generating "knowledge on the job". But the new generation of
professionals is now responsible for guiding the process from a
distance with a computer and a screen.
The cultural context is now obviously different: the control of

abstract logical models has replaced the knowledge of the
concrete stages of a process. The trend is to emphasize the
breakdowns and to attribute them to differences between
generations of workers, to the detriment of older workers.
Within a given enterprise, it has been observed that these
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breakdowns are symbolic in nature, insofar as any concrete
task, when not limited to a repetitive process, requires the use
of abstract categories and, conversely, a concrete knowledge of
a process is necessary even if its execution seems to depend
exclusively on software.°
As such, the features which characterize innovation, change and

"modernity" are contrary to the notion of aging and the
fcllowing preconceptions:

It is difficult for older workers to adapt to technical change
or to the elements of flexibility and mobility;
Older workers become more vulnerable at a time when
professional relationships are no longer based on solidarities
acquired in a collective environment; and
The traditional representation of labor cannot be
maintained against the needs of new organizational

structures which appear to the workers to be fluctuating
and even incoherent.

Does this mean that the social representations of "modernity"
are not consistent with managing the aging process of the labor
force in order to obtain positive outcomes for older workers?
The answer is not easy as a review of concrete applications of

the management of the aging of the labor force within an
enterprise will indicate.

How to Manage New Technologies and the Aging of the
Labor Force
Many examples are available of countries and enterprises which
have attempted to deal with the problem. In France, Xavier

Gaullier has been chosen by his government to encourage
enterprises to seek solutions to the problem of the aging of
their work force. But we all know that it, takes a long time for

such experiments to obtain results. As an example, a law
adopted in the United States against age discrimination in
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employment has not yet produced the expected results in spite

of a much more favorable environment than is found in
European countries, resulting notably from the pressure of
advocacy groups representing the elderly to improve the
conditions of older workers. A brief review of the different
elements of personnel management will show that much
remains to be done before a true integration of aging workers
into the enterprises of the future can be achieved.
1.

Hiring, screening and dismissals

The growing inflexibility in the screening and hiring of workers
is apparent in changes in the age structure of the work force, as
well as among the "new poor".11 Age discrimination is obvious in
employment ads and in lay-off rules. At the same time, several
enterprises have rehired workers they had laid off a few months
ago, and a Belgian firm specializing in part-time labor indicated

that it was particularly interested in hiring skilled older
workers. Could this be an indication of a forthcoming trend?
Dismissed because of their stal,ility, older workers would form a

pool of skilled labor which could be hired as part-time
personnel, enabling a firm to benefit from their know-how
without paying the associated social costs. Needless to say,
these workers resent the precariousness of such a situation.
Undoubtedly, the business sector will only employ older workers

if it is profitable and, as a first step, it will be necessary to
concentrate on creating appropriate conditions for maintaining
them in the work force.
2.

Work organization and management

In the enterprise as a whole, as well

as in its different

departments, positions are allocated according to age. This has

been clearly shown, for example, by longitudinal studies on
career development of cohorts of workers in the French steel
industry. In other words, it is not possible for workers to
remain in certain positions until retirement. Moreover, there
can be an overrepresentation of younger workers in some
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departments of the firm, while in others, older workers are
overrepresented. The introduction of new technologies will
accentuate this situation. Work intensity is linked to such a
partitioning." European firms promote competition within their
units with mottos like "We must do better than the Japanese".
Such an attitude leads to an acceleration in the elimination of
older workers.13

Kerkhoff, on the basis of studies conducted in the
Netherlands, notes that managers are able to deal with the
technical and economic obsolescence of equipment, but lack the
proper norms necessary for managing and maintaining their
staff." More coherent management is essential to an effective
transfer of know-how within an enterprise from one generation
of workers to the next.
WH.

3.

Working conditions

It is often said of older workers as well as of women, that their
attendance record is worse than that of male workers aged 30
to 40, in terms both of frequency and of length of absences. For
women, nothing is said of the responsibilities inherent in caring
for young children, and for older workers, no-one ever mentions
the effects on their health of many years of labor. As noted by
the gerontologist Bernard Cassou, aging, thus, soon becomes
associated with sickness. Evidently, the conditions specific to
each trade result in certain differences with regard to sickness
and death there are aging and morbidity differentials.

According to a study made in Finland, during periods of

economic growth, the turnover of workers is the result of their
search for more favorable working conditions; with recession,
turnover ceases, morbidity rates among workers increase,
sometimes as early as 40-44 years old.'
In order for these negative effects to be neutralized for older
workers, it is necessary to use a strategy of personnel
management I hat avoids "producing" morbidity directly
generated by the work environment. For that purpose, and in
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conjunction with technical changes in the firm, redesigning
different work stations to accomodate losses in eyesight, hearing
and dexterity among aging workers is essential. Flextime and
part-time working must also be considered. Some preconceived
ideas need review. Working night shifts is usually considered
more difficult for older workers, but, according to recent studies,

this may not necessarily be so. Older persons do not need as
much sleep as their younger counterparts, they no longer have
to supervise their children's homework, and they enjoy the
increased autonomy.
The new technologies should -i.ddress the specific needs of older
workers by seeking, for example, to reduce the physical burdens

in the tasks to be performed."
4.

Training

The concept of continuing training is relatively widespread but
access to it remains discriminatory from the viewpoint of age
structure, as well as qualifications.

.4 study of working conditions in the Regie Renault clearly
shows the effects of age discrimination in workers' access to
training, notably:

The percentage of trainees decreases as age increases, with

the maximum percentage fluctuating between the age
categories of 20-24 and 20-34 years old.

The number of hours of training per trainee decreases as
age increases.
Whatever the category, the maximum
number is found, at the latest, in the 30-34 year age bracket.
Training expectations decrease as age increases.

Whatever the duration of the training program, the main
participants are young workers (up to 30-34 years old) for
all categories.'
This lack of training is beginning to be felt by employers and
adds to their costs. For example, the head of an arms factory in
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Germany, in an article published by Le Monde, claims that 38%
of his engineers are 45-54 years old and their qualifications are
no longer consistent with modern techniques. "For them, the
'experience' factor will very soon be overtaken by their know-

how gaps.'
However, as emphasized below by a training expert, learning is
possible at any age, under certain conditions:
The fundamental and positive conclusion of the bulk of
studies on aging factors is that mental functions are least
affected by aging, and the most easily trained are those
concerned with memory and learning, 1) provided the
capability was there to begin with and developed, and 2)
the individual has an opportunity to continue to make
use of his skills - both physical and mental skills rrpidly
decline with non-use.1g

One conclusion is obvious for the next ten years: the need to
twin the cohort of workers 35 years old and older so that they can
deal with the fcrthcoming technological changes. And it must be

given priority, in order for that cohort to avoid the difficulties
facing their predecessors and not to be excluded from the labor
market. Further, companies must pave the way for a transfer
of know-how. Technological changes are relatively slow within
an enterprise; they are the result of cumulative effort, and they
proceed by ad hoc interventions rather than by truly continuous
evolution. Consequently, it will be possible, in theory, to
upgrade a worker's skills, but only within the framework of a
well-designed project.
5.

Workers' qualifications afid career management

New technologies led to changes in work requirements, as well
as in the composition of tasks. Individual professional trades
are replaced by multipurpose talent; traditional qualifications
are challenged. The path to promotion is thus closed for many.
This situation is aggravated by the time lag between the need
to recognize the problem and the decision by managers to deal
141
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with it. Moreover, criteria used in restructuring of functions

will contribute to the penalization of older workers if the
company does not take specific actions to promote their
adaptation to change by offering them ad hoc training and
career paths tailored to their needs. Some public services in
France have endeavoured to do so and have taken advantage of
the introduction of new computerized information systems to
offer a number of opportunities for older workers to participate
in progressive training schemes, with one-on-one supervision

during the first few months. This upgrading of qualifications
has resulted in new responsibilities for workers who had simply

been "performers" of tasks, and revealed an aptitude for
working in small teams as opposed to an extremely elaborate
division of tasks. As promotion in the French public service is
subject to competitive examinations, a system of equivalencies
has been set up to enable older workers to take advantage of
the newly established path to career development and
promotion.

In this case, promotion possibilities had been frozen for years
for lower level staff. For older workers, who lacked the diplomas

required, a set of different criteria relating to experience and
achievements has been used to enable them to climb the career
ladder. The initiative has been supported by French legislation
on affirmative action in favor of women, but male workers have
also benefitted from it.

Summary and Conclusions
We have opted for a "realistic" approach to the problem. It is

true that the methods used for capital management are far
removed from considerations of social economics. Moreover, the

management of human resources within an enterprise is based
on a system of values which, implicitly or explicitly, is opposed
to taking into account the aging of the labor force.
Employment strategies tend to eliminate workers over 45-50
years old, particularly those whose qualifications are not
142
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sufficient

to perform tasks related to new computerized

technologies. Consequently, it will be possible for a while to
ignore the problem, but for how long?
Various observers agree that the different systems of early
retirement which have been adopted have reached a critical level

beyond which one cannot go. So far, the costs of aging have
been externalized by the enterprises, but opposite pressure
could well materialize. We are undoubtedly dealing with doubleedged instruments:

the costs of providing increasing numbers of

older

workers with a decent income while economically inactive
through early retirement schemes, disability and
unemployment, are now becoming a matter of concern.

Moreover, in the case of the Netherlands:
_the loss or shortage of qualified and experienced workers
is, little by little, drawing attention to the possibility of
retraining o!der workers. The aging process of the labor
force is expected to add to the weight of this factor."

It would be surprising, indeed, to see companies propose to
reintegrate older workers into their labor force and consider
such a reintegration as an opportunity for dealing with wider
technological change.
1.

Possibilities for intervention

There are four main areas suitable for intervention:
a. Decisions concerning the aging of the work force require
antidiscriminatory attitudes.

There are no scientific

studies which would justify a discriminatory attitude.
Paul Sparrow has determined the existence of
performance inequalities linked to age, but one must
exercise caution before jumping to conclusions about the
The psychological environment,
effects of aging.
training opportunities, career development, etc. are all
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explanatory variables. Moreover, older workers possess
specific qualities which
positively affect their
perlormance: experience, lower turnover, lower rate of
absenteeism.21

Legislative measures or labor agreements provide a basis
for promoting a change in attitudes, but consciousness-

raising through mass media campaigns can also play a
role.
b.

Simultaneously, solutions must be found within the
social sector as a whole. It is somewhat contradictory to
consider older workers as a distinct category like
"migrant workers" or "women". A global approach to

personnel management can minimize the risk. In the
case of training, for example, offering

the same
opportunities to all workers leads "naturally" to a review

of discriminatory attitudes toward the aging and to
negotiations.
c.

Planned technological changes must be undertaken in
the form of pilot projects negotiated with the workers
concerned. Instead of an excessively rapid strategy to
eliminate older workers, some companies opt for
experimenting with other models. We have mentioned
the public services in France, but many other examples
exist in other sectors, such as food products, textiles,
metals, banks or insurance companies. Pilot projects
that include representatives of different segments of the
enterprise make for a coherent and operational project.
It is particularly important to offer real options to

workers, as they, too, have to plan their futures and
their lives. Indeed, they are especially vulnerable to
changes during their mature years. The threat of losing
their jobs if they fail in their reconversion efforts looms

large, and this

is

why we must give them some

guarantees in terms of employment, qualifications,
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remuneration and labor contracts.
d.

The

implementation

of

coherent

pedagogical

models

represents the best way to innovate in this area. It is
possible today to considerably raise basic levels and to
transfer the acquisition of knowledge from the
schoolroom to the office or factory.
Third Age
Universities offer an opportunity for evaluating the
learning capacities of people over sixty. Up to a point,

age is not a true obstacle to the acquisition of new
knowledge.

To summarize, whatever the measures taken, the question is
whether an enterprise can really innovate if it is not itself a
forum where ideas, qualifications, experience and, thus,
generations are put in contact with one another.

New

technologies are not per se an obstacle to integrating aging
generations. The exclusion of these generations could amount
to a net loss of human resources. The mixing of generations can
produce new ideas. New techniques could lead to a new form of
managing the employment of older workers. The time to
reexamine our prejudices has come, so that we can plan the
future together.
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THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE
ON EMPLOYMENT FOR OLDER PERSONS
FROM A WEST GERMAN PERSPECTIVE
Gerald A. Straka*

The Diffusion of Numerically-Controlled Equipment
The Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) like other developed
countries is in transition from an industrial to an information
society. New information and communication technologies are
penetrating the world of work. Evidence for this development
can be seen in the survey results of representative panels of
employees in 1969, 1979 and 1985.

Figure 1: Proportions of Employees Working Mainly with
Numerically-controlled Equipment in 1969, 1979, 1985
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The predominant use of numerically-controlled equipment
increased from 0.4% in 1969 to 5.7% in 1979, and up to 7.1% in
1985.1 Numerically-controlled machines and equipment include
program-controlled plants for energy and chemicals, computercontrolled medical equipment, computer and electronic data
processing equipment, and modern business software like wordprocessing, scanners, CAD-graphic systems.

However, the use of numerically-controlled equipment is not as

high as might be expected; in the FRG about 93% of those
employed were still not working predominantly with this
equipment in 1985.

Figure 2: The Use of Numerically-controlled Equipment
Differentiated by Economic Sector, in 1986
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The use of this modern equipment varies by economic sector.
Among banks and insurance companies, 59% used computer
controlled equipment and in 19% the use of computers was
dominant in 1985, as compared with 17% or 5% in the service
sector, or 4% and 1% in agriculture, forestry and gardening.2
Working with numerically-controlled equipment is negatively
related to age. Major use .of numerically-controlled equipment is
between ages 35-40 with 15.3%. This percentage decreases with
age (40-45
13.1%; 45-50
11.8%; 50-55
8.7%) with the
lowest value of 9.1% at age 55+.3

Further, the use of numerically-controlled equipment is
dependent on type of occupation. The main use of numericallycontrolled equipment in 1985 (36.3%) was with employees or
clerks at the mid-level of a company's hierarchy, compared with
10.5% for skilled blue-collar workers.

Labor Market Conditions
In the FRG, average unemployment has been over two million
per year since 1983. This corresponds to an unemployment ratio
of about 9% (8.9%-9.3%). The rate has slightly declined of late.

Labor market statistics show that workers 35 years of age and
younger have an above average risk of unemployment.'
Employees 40 to 54 have about an average risk. The risk of
unemployment increases slightly for 55 to 59 year olds, and
dramatically drops for the 60+ group.
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Table 1: Unemployment Rates by Age (percentages)
Years
Age

1987

1986

1985

40

10.0

45
50
55
60
65

7.6
9.4
9.2
2.4

7.3
17.3
15.4
12.0
9.8
7.7
9.4
8.6
10.3
2.2

8.1

25
30
35

6.2
16.5
15.5
12.2

8.9

9.0

< 20
20
25
30
35

40
45
50
55

60

11.1

Average
Source:

18.1

15.5
11.7
9.1

7.9
8.8
7.8
10.6
2.4

9.0

BMBW, 1988 (Arntliche Nachrichten der Bundesanstalt
fuer Arbeit, 3 [19881)

Reasons for these trends are:
a)

Age protection is fixed in the labor law.*

b) An increasing number

agreements including job
protection for older workers have been negotiated between
trade unions and individual companies or economic sectors.
of

For example, older workers are partially protected ago.; e' firing. Longer
periods of notice are required, and their age and time w a the company
must be taken into consideration (Kuendigungsschutsgesets). Company
law (Betriebverfassungsgesets) requires employers and worker represen-

tatives to see that employees over a certain age are not disadvantaged.
Other laws favoring older workers relate to job creation or promotion
(Beschaeftigungsfoerderungsgesets)
(Schwerbehi ndertengesets).
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c)

Early retirement has been encouraged by employers, the
Federal Government, and trade unions; "pre-retirement" is
permitted between 57 and 58 years for the unemployed, and
at age 58 for others.

d) Job creation measures for older workers have been initiated

for example, companies hiring an unemployed older
worker, 50 or older, obtain financial support under certain
conditions.
e)

Seniority is also protected on an informal basis, according
to the philosophy of the particular company.5

There is a positive correlation between chronological age and
long-term unemploymdnt (i.e., unemployment over one year or
more). Starting at age 35, people have an increasing and above
average risk for long-term unemployment. And for persons
with incomplete vocational training, the risk of unemployment
is twice the average. Older persons are more likely to be found
among this group than younger workers.
Thus, chronological age is a risk factor for unemployment
especially if combined with incomplete vocational training,
health limitations, working in hazardous industries (like mining
steel, etc.), and obsolescent skills.6

Demographic Changes
In the FRG, the baby boom started in 1954 some years later
than in the United States, France or the United Kingdom. The
baby boom reached its peak in 1964 with 1,065,437 newborns. In
1970, the number of newborns was approximately the same as
in 1956 (810,808).

Thereafter, the birthrate continuously

decreased until 1984 when only 584,157 babies were born. Since

1095 there has been a slight increase in births as the baby

boomers began to have children (1986: 625,963; 1987: 642,010).7

One consequence of this development is that, since 1984, the
number of graduates from the general education system has
declined.8
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Demographers predict a decrease in the proportion of the 15 to
30 year olds in the work force from 33% in 1982 to about 20%
in 2000. At the same time, the proportion of the 30 to 50 year
olds will increase from 45% in 1982 to at least 55% in 2000.9
However, the hope that unemployment will be eliminated in the
1990s because of these demographic developments will not be
realized.

According to projections of the JAB (Institut fuer
Arbeitsmarkt und Berufsforschung der Bundesanstalt fuer
Arbeit) and PROGNOS (European Center for Applied Economic
Research), full employment will not be attained until the year
2000 even under optimistic assumptions 3% yearly increase of
the gross national product, 2.8% yearly increase in labor

productivity, and no change of the employment ratios for
women and foreign workers.'

In reality, the proportion of women working in the FRG is low
(51.7% in 1987) compared with other OECD countries (France,
57.2%; U.K., 64.6%; Norway, 74.3%; Sweden, 81.1%)." In fact, in
recent times, more and more women have been entering or
trying to re-enter the work force.

Another "risk" factor in the realization of these projections is
the future behavior of workers in the European Community
especially after 1992 and the resultant degree of immigration
from other countries like Turkey.

The Impact of New Technologies on the Organization of
Work and Managerial Decisions
In general, the new technologies increase management
flexibility in organizing work. At one extreme, we may see more
and more unskilled work, such as offered by McDonalds, where

cashiers have only to touch pictograms enabling the hiring of
people who can't even read. At the other extreme, one can find
controllers of complex technical equipment
for example,

robots in the automobile industry or skilled bank experts
connected online with a computer-terminal. In the FRG, there
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is some evidence that in core industries (automobile, chemicals,
machine tools) and in the service sector (e.g., banking,
insurance) there will be a trend toward more highly skilled jobs.
Therefore, the impetus for broader, more general, flexible and
sophisticated skills will continue.

The IAB/PROGNOS projection shows that dere will be a
change in the structure of skills in the year 2000 compared with
1C,82 in the following areas:

the proportion of workers without vocational training
(unskilled) will decrease from 32% to about 20%;

the proportion of workers having undergone an
apprenticeship or vocational schooling will increase from
about 53% to 59%;
the proportion of workers with vocational high school
training will remain unchanged at about 7%;
the proportion of skills obtained through higher education
will double in the year 2000 compared with 1982."

The qualifications profile of the new skilled workers for
industrial manufacturing can be outlined as follows: Sound
systems related knowledge of electronic data processing,
including programming qualifications; flexibility and employmore polyvalent
ability in different fields of activity;
professional knowledge and an altogether better background
knowledge of the function and structure of complex systems;
ability to be in full control of a situation; diagnostic knowledge;
readiness to accept responsibility for high quality installation
systems; and the capability of working as a team member."
Integrated working models which combine formerly independent unskilled activities with skilled work will become the
norm. An example of this development is the integration of a
typist's work with specialized tasks such as data input and
control, typing and accounting, combined with advisory, service
and information activities.!4 Another example is service centers

1 f;
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at banks. At the same counter one can cash checks, transfer

money abroad, buy stocks and, in the future, even a life
insurance policy. The trend is toward integrated treatment of
different and complex tasks by the same person.g

It is obvious that the vocational training of the current work
force age 30 and older was inadequate to the requirements
outlined above. The introduction of new technologies demands
more advanced and continuing vocational training."
However, surveys done in 1979 and 1985 show that participation

in advanced and continuous vocational training declines with
age

Table 2: Participation Ratios in Advanced Vocational Training According to Age (19-65 years) (percentages)
Age Groups

Partici-

Total
19-

19-

25-

30-

35-

40- 45-

50-

55-

60-

64

24

29

34

39

44

49

54

59

64

12

13

13

16

11

20

9

12

5

1

previous
five years

23

24

30

34

29

31

22

10

12

6

With no
time
limitations

37

26

38

49

42

49

41

36

28

23

pation
Ratios

In the
previous
year

.n the

Source:

INFRATEST

Reporting System

Behavior, 1985.
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Employers' and Unions' Positions
The employers' position concerning the older worker as
expressed through the Federal Association of German
Employers is that the challenges of the future have to
be mastered with the older worker!'
Specific requirements include:

a) Maintenance of the health and ability of older workers for
as long as possible;
b) the

discouragement of rvirement before the general

retirement age through measures such as job design, work
reorganization and health promotion. (A rise in the age of
retirement was requested in 1988." In 1987, the average age
of retirement was 59.1 years men and C1.7 years for women,
even though the regular pensionable age is 65.);
c)

the hiring of older workers according to their

specific

abilities and skills;
d)

the provision of advanced training to facilitate adaptation
to technological development and guarantee employment as
long as possible;

e)

promotion of cooperation between younger and older
generations at the workplace.21

A variety of practical measures at the company level are being
discussed, such as better staff planning and development,
improveL: matching of jobs to older workers' abilities, guarantee

of jobs and earnings, better cooperation between older and
younger workers, medical care, pre-retirement planning,

etc.22

However, they must be related and should focus on the
individual employee according to the economic reality of the
company. The danger of specific protections for older workers
diminishing their employment chances is being looked into.23
More importantly, there are indicators that the policy of a lot
of companies is not consistent with employer's proposals.
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The unions' general position concerning older workers has been

to advocate for the humanization of work

e.g., more

appropriate job design and better organization or work, fair pay,
better work hours, more job security and better health
protection, improved vocational training, job reassignment

without income loss, job and income guarantees, no age
discrimination in hiring or firing workers, improving the
educational system, and, if unavoidable, early retirement
without income loss."

Current priorities, however, as a representative of the trade
unions recently stated, are the somewhat contradictory goals of
early retirement, job protection for older workers, reduction of
weekly working time, and advanced training for older workers.'
Early retirement policy was governed by an agreement between
the trade unions, employers, and the Federal Government until
the end of 1988. Early retirement is a desired option for a large
group of employed persons. A recent study found that 43% of
workers would like to retire at age 55, 55% by age 58, and 81%
by age 60.26

However, early retirement policy is also criticized within unions.

The argument is that this policy serves as a disincentive to

change job design and is counterproductive to humanizing work.
Further, there are differences in trade union policy by economic
sector. For example, agreements concerning advanced voca-

tional training can be found in the metal industry in the south
of Germany or at the Volkswagen Company, rather than
continued pressures for reductions in weekly working time.
Thus, at the official level, the position of employers and unions
is similar but in either case the realities are different.
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Winners, Tolerators and Losers of' Technological Change
Considering all the above trends - i.e., demographic patterns,

the demand and supply of labor in general, labor market
participation patterns and their assumed change for certain
segments of the labor force (especially women, and so-called
"guest workers" from abroad), the decrease of unskilled jobs and

the increase in more highly skilled jobs, it seems clear that
market forces in the FRG are not in favor of older workers.
This generalization will probably hold true at least until the
year 2000 in the FRG. The pressures described above are
reinforced by older workers' poor participation patterns in
advanced educational training, fewer overall years of schooling,
a larger likelihood of obsolescent skills compared with younger
age groups, and age-related labor costs.

Industrial sociologists Schumann & Kern differentiate between
absolute winners, tolerators, relative losers and absolute losers
as a result of technological change." The absolute winners are
persons who will fill highly skilled jobs. These opportunities will
be greater for younger than for older workers. The tolerators
are persons who are not qualified enough for these new jobs.
However, they are protected by labor law or industrial sector or
company agreements. They undergo long-range risks - e.g., job
loss when plants close or early retirement regulations come into
force. In this group one finds an above-average proportion of
older workers. The relative losers are persons in hazardous
industries like mining, steel, and shipping. In these industries,
long freezes in new hires occur. A consequence of such policies

is an aging work force. An important factor determining the
future of these persons will be the power and influence of trade
unions. In the FRG, the degree of organization of trade unions
in these industries is above average at the present time.

The absolute losers from technological and structural change
are the unemployed. In this group especially the long-term
one finds an above average number of older
unemployed
persons.
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Prospects for Older Workers
In the FRG, legitimate concerns of older workers are still denied

or simply treated as an unemployment, early retirement or
retirement problem. However, this may change in the near
future.

The older worker per

se is

a phantom -

i.e.,

an over-

simplification of a very heterogeneous group. This increasing
segment of the labor force has to be differentiated along criteria
such as sex, basic and advanced vocational training, economic
sector, status in the company's hierarchy, blue or white collar,
personality, etc. Proposals to increase employment prospects for
older persons under the conditions of technological and
structural change must be related to these criteria. Proposals

may be short- or long-term, on the macro- or micro-level.
However, in a competitive market economy, the key point at
which to increase employment opportunities for older workers
must be at the company level.
Positive action for managing an aging work force incidde:

a) any measures that humanize and focus on health promo:aon
and stress reduction;

b) measures

accommodating the requirements of the
workplace to the changed abilities of older workers,
especially ergonomic job design restructuring tasks;
changing achievement norms; and i-escheduling working

time for stressed older workers, especially reduction of
working time, partial retirement (since the start of 1989, the

FRG has permitted a combination of partial work and
partial retirement);
c)

arranging for job transfer in order to create less stressful
jobs for older workers;"

d) advanced training or retraining integrated in a career
design. This training should be continuous or lifelong.
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Specific efforts are necessary for the age groups 40+. At
present, this policy does not have high priority in the FRG,
although there are some relevant research findings and
experiences from the sixties available." However, these were
obtained by studying cohorts which might differ from those

of today and in the near future.
In

the autumn

of 1989, our

research

team started an

experiment in advanced training of older workers in the use of
personal computers in a shipyard. PCs have been iptroduced to
improve the shipyard's administration. Because of a hiring
freeze, two thirds of the shipyard's administrators are now 45+.
The qualifications and biographies of these persons require an
advanced vocational training design which is individualized,
self-directed, and workplace oriented.

In the long-term, consideration of a new definition of work is
required. For many individuals, leisure time or time off from
work is already exceeding working time. At the same time,
there is an increasing demand for paid "volunteer" work, which
cannot be realized either through the official labor market or
traditional volunteering. In the industrialized societies there
will

be an

increasing number of well-educated, healthy,

experienced young elderly with enough rice time to seek new

roles and meaning in the second half of their lives.

The

possibility of a "second career" somewhere between leisure,
volunteering, self-help, and work will become increasingly

important.'
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OLDER WORKERS AND TECHNOLOGY
Robert A. Harootyan*

Introduction
The growing interest in technological factors related to older
workers is symptomatic of two concurrent

trends that are

occurring in most industrialized countries. One phenomenon is
the aging of developed nations' populations, while the other is
the increasingly complex and technologically oriented means of
producing goods and services. This paper addresses some of the
issues that, are part of this dual set of forces in industrialized
nations.
Rapidly changing technology is constantly influencing the way
we live and work. Such changes can be quietly subtle or very
obvious, direct or indirect, small or large in impact and scope,
and costly or inexpensive. But one thing is certain: These

changes are inevitable and follow the general path of the
"technological imperative".

Once developed,

technological

innovations find their way into society so long as they serve a
functional purpose, improve our quality of life, and are costeffective.

The rapid evolution of automation and telecommunication

technologies during the past two decades has altered the nature

of work and the relationship of the worker to the product or
service that is produced. Future changes in types of jobs and
-fable impacts on workers of
the skills they require will h.ead for these changes and to
all ages. One challenge is to p.
develop strategies that respond to the needs and resources of an
aging society and work force.
Robert A. Harootyan is Director of the 'New Roles in Society Program"
for the American Association of Retired Persons in Washington, D.C.,
USA.
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Technology Defined

There are numerous ways to define or explain technology,
exemplified by the following two viewpoints. A board member
of the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA), U.S. Congress,

once said, during a discussion of which issues OTA should
address, that technology is limited to "something you can kick".
He was referring, of course, only to things that are tangible and
readily observable. An alternative view is John Kenneth
Galbraith's assertion that technology essentially involves the
application of knowledge to solving problems. Galbraith

emphasizes both the process as well as the products in the
complex nature of technology. The "products" are thus not
always readily observable or tangible. These two definitions
form the polar ends of a spectrum for defining technology and
discussing its meaning in our lives.

For the purposes of this paper on older workers, technology is
assumed to more closely resemble the more comprehensive
definition favored by Galbraith. Work-related technology thus
includes the organizational elements of the workplace, work site
design characteristics, human factors analysis of job task
requirements, and knowledge of the physiological and cognitive
capabilities of people at different ages. Understanding how
these technological components interact is important in
assessing the relationship between technology and the older
worker (i.e., those age 50 and older).

Changes in Technology, Employment, and Required
Worker Skills
The dual trends of an aging work force and rapid technological
change present numerous challenges to workers of all ages. As
new telecommunication, computer, and automation technologies
are introduced into the workplace, employers and employees
will need to maintain skill levels required to efficiently use those
technologies.
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And the pace of change is increasing. Some estimates indicate
that the amount of technological change that will occur during
the next 25 years will exceed the total amount of change that
has occurred since the turn of the century.' It is estimated that
50% of a graduating engineer's knowledge will be obsolete
within five years.2 While admittedly a highly information-based

occupation that is in constant flux, engineering is one of
numerous occupations - especially those that will grow in
demand in years to come - that will face similar technological
and information demands for an effective and productive work
These demands for "technological literacy" will be
force.
manifested in varying degrees in both the manufacturing and
ser vice sectors.

There is growing concern that the U.S. work force, both younger

and older, is not keeping pace with these changes and their
related skill requirements. Many examples highlight the extent
of this growing national problem. At Motorola Corporation
only 20% of job applicants could pass a seventh grade English
or math test. During a 6-month period in 1987, 84% of job
applicants at New York Telephone Company failed an entrylevel exam in English and math.' These discouraging examples
of low basic skill levels among job applicants stand in sharp and
ironic contrast to the growing demand foi higher skill levels for
all types and ages of workers in the 1990s.
The "upskilling" of jobs in industrialized countries is not limited
to professional and technical occupations. Clerical, sales, and
most line manufacturing jobs require ever higher skill levels
that rely increasingly on learning acquired through symbols
instead of learning based on observation, repetition, or rote
Process thinking, literacy, language skills, and
memory.
mathematical proficiency are becoming essential requirements
at all levels of the U.S. work force. But workers' skiils are not
keeping pace with these demands, in part because of inadequate
standards throughout the educational system, including at the
post-secondary level.
167
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Recent analyses by the U.S. Department of Labor point out the
growing gap between the language skills of young adults aged 21

to 25 and the literacy levels required for both current and
projected available jobs.' Based on a Department of Labor scale
ranging from 1 to 6, the highest language proficiency of "6"
reflects

the ability to read and comprehend scientific and

technical journals characteristic of professionals such as
engineers, lawyers, and scientists. The mid-range value of "3"
reflects the skill needs of retail sales people and skilled

construction workers. Manual laborers and unskilled workers
need proficiency levels of "1". Researchers at the Hudson
Institute, which has produced studies for the U.S. Department
of Labor, have recently calculated that the 105 million nonmilitary jobs in 1984 required an average skill level of 3.0.5 But
based on Department of Labor forecasts of the 26 million new
jobs that are projected to be created between 1984 and 2000, the
average level required will be 3.6. Fully 87% of these new jobs
were ranked between levels 3 and 4. In contrast, a national
sample of 3600 young adults tested by the National Assessment
of Educational Progress showed that the average level for this
sample of 21-25 year-old adults was only 2.6.6
Forthcoming Department of Labor projections indicate that the
service-producing industries will account for almost all growth
in new jobs created between 1988 and 2000 (manufacturing job
growth is projected to decline slightly). Just over one-half of the
service sector job growth will occur in three categories: retail
trade, health services, and business services. The four fastest
growing occupational groups will be professional specialty
occupations, executive/administrative/ managerial occupations,
technicians/technical support occupations, and service
occupations! Clearly, the growth in these types of occupations
in the service sector will require a different type of employee in
years to come. Proces:, skills, critical thinking, abstract
reasoning, and mathematical proficiency will be fundamental
requirements for the majority of workers, be they new entrants
or experienced employees.
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The dilemma of the jobs/skills gap is thus becoming worse as

the literacy levels of young adults in the United States fall
behind the required levels for most jobs. In some cases, this
dilemma is exacerbated for those who are older members of the
work force. Currently, for example, an estimated 23-27 million
adults in the United States are functionally illiterate (i.e., unable

to read or comprehend at the fourth grade level, such as
understanding a job application form).8 About 30% of all
persons aged 60 and over are illiterate, compared with a range
of 8% to 13% for younger subgroups of the population.°

Such statistics point out the tremendous waste of human
potential, not only in the workplace but in all aspects of the
nation's social and cultural fabric. Some may take comfort in
the lower rates of illiteracy among the younger age groups,
expecting the cohort effect to reduce overall illiteracy during
the next few decades. But, as noted above, during that time the
demand for even greater skills in literacy and comprehension
will evolve, perhaps to a point where the definition of functional
literacy will itself need to be upgraded.
Much of the illiteracy problem in the United States is due
largely to inadequate training and education, rather than to an
inability to learn or comprehend. With a 1980s high school
dropout rate in the United States that hovers around 25%
(slightly lower than the rates during the late 1960s and early
1970s), the lack of adequate training in language and math skills
bodes ill for a society that demands increasing competence for
most types of jobs. It is thus unwise to rely upon age-based
cohort changes in literacy during the next two or three decades
to help in solving the problems of illiteracy and worker
competence.
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Impacts of Demographic Change on the Work Force
It is perhaps even less wise to ignore the literacy problems of
current workers, including those who are middle-aged and older.

In only a few years, the United States and most other
industrialized nations will experience absolute declines in the
number of young adults who are new entrants into the labor
force. Between 1985 and 1995 the absolute number of persons
aged 18-24 in the United States will decrease by 16%; that is,
there will be about 4.5 million fewer persons in that age group in

1995 than ten years earlier (assuming no major change in
national immigration law and policies)?
Such striking demographic changes will have important impacts
on the pool of potential workers in the 1990s. The Department
of Labor's "moderate" scenario for economic growth to the year
2000 assumes an average annual job growth rate of 1.3%." This
figure is about one-half the average annual rate during the last
20 years in the United States. Even with the higher job growth

rates through the mid-1980s, the growing shortage of new
young workers during the past decade was largely offset by the

increases in the number and proportion of middle-aged and
older women who re-entered or newly entered the paid labor
force.

During the 1990s, however, the proportion of adult women who
are in the paid labor force at any given time is highly unlikely
to increase significantly.
Most observers note that the

proportion of adult women workers is reaching a threshold,
especially with recent evidence of strains in balancing family
responsibilities such as child care and elder care with workplace

demands. If the proportion of women who are paid workers
does reach this expected threshold, this source of labor to make
up for the looming shortage of younger entrants will be largely
unavailable.

Two or three other routes to filling the potential U.S. labor
shortage in the 1990s are possible. One is to "export" an
170
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increasing number of jobs to other countries, especially as the
demand for labor fuels wage inflation. The extent to which this

is likely in the growing service sector, in contrast to the
declining manufacturing sector (where most job loss to other
nations has occurred), is unknown. Another vehicle would be
liberalizing the immigration laws to permit or induce more
workers with needed skills to immigrate to the United States.

Neither of these options

is

strongly endorsed by the

U.S.

government or its legislators, who seek other possible responses
to the potential labor shortages of the next decade.

A third possibility is for the U.S. government and the private
sector to pay greater attention to retaining people in the labor
force for longer periods or enticing retirees to return to the paid
-work force. These themes were among a number that were
presented in a report issued in early 1989 by the U.S. Secretary
of Labor.'
The report stressed the inevitable aging of the U.S. work force,
even without major changes in retirement patterns. Although
the average age of retirement in the U.S. today has declined to
61 years, the overwhelming influence of the aging of the "baby
boom" cohort and the sharp decline in the number of persons in
their "teens" and early 20s will be felt during the next decade.
Given current trends, the median age of U.S. workers is expected to rise from 36 to 39 between 1989 and the year 2000.'
While the number of workers over age 45 was 33 million in 1986,

their number is projected to reach 46 million by the turn of the
century."
This aging of the work force, while not cause for concern in and
of itself, may exacerbate the dilemma of the job/skills gap that

already is evident among young adult workers. Contrary to
popular stereotypes about skill levels of older workers, the

major reason for this potential problem lies in the lack of
"investment" by the U.S. government and the private sector in
workers as they age. Although illiteracy rates are considerably
higher among those aged 65 and older, the large majority of
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illiterate persons in that group are in the 75 and older age
cohorts. Below age 65 there is little difference in literacy skills
across the age groups.

The threat of skills obsolescence over time has never been
greater. As job-skill demands increase more rapidly, the
effectiveness and utility of an aging labor force are diminished
unless steps are taken to reduce this likelihood. The most
fundamental step would be ongoing training and retraining of
workers at all levels as work-site and job demands change. As
leaders of U.S. industry are beginning to recognize, the rapid
changes in the job-skill demands have occurred within the work
lives of the majority of U.S. workers. Without earlier foresight
and commitment to respond to these changes, U.S. industry has
lagged in its response.
But foresight and capital

investment (including "human

capital") have not been the hallmarks of American industry,
especially in comparison to the record of their foreign
counterparts in countries such as Japan and West Germany.
Even today, U.S. corporate leaders tend to respond to the jobskills gap by focusing solely on support of primary and
secondary education, with some attention to basic skills

development for young job entrants. In contrast, the private
sector's record of attention to education and training of middleaged and older workers has generally been poor.
But the aging of the American work force and the other factors
noted above are beginning to be recognized by employers and
government alike. As technological advances proliferate, the
challenges of not only producing but maintaining an effective,
efficient, and proficient labor force will inevitably increase. The

need and the opportunities to include older workers in that
process are likely to grow concomitantly. Questions remain,
however, about the extent of those opportunities now and in

Attitudinal and practical barriers to employers'
investment in older workers are likely to persist into the next
the 1990s.
decade.
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Aging, Skills, and Technological Change in the Workplace
The era of rapid technological change in the workplace may
have special significance for current and future older workers in
the United States. As noted above, all age groups in the labor

force confront challenges and barriers in keeping up with
needed skills. The central feature of this era is the dominance
of computer applications in all aspects of work in industrialized
countries.
The growth in automation through computers and robotics has
both positive and negative impacts on older workers.
Automation in the manufacturing sector has displaced many
U.S. workers, particularly those who had the lowest levels of
formal education and work-related training. Due to cohortbased differences in educational attainment and proximity to
retirement age, these displaced workers were disproportionately

older persons. A study of the U.S. steel industry found that
automation and computerization of operations were directly
responsible for the loss of one out of every six jobs in the
industry. Snme steel workers, however, were trained to use
computers in the manufacturing process. Some floor foremen,
for example, became proficient in computer-based production
control that literally took them off the floor and placed them in
overhead control booths. These changed jobs included some
workers who were older.'
The steel industry exemplifies the dual impacts of technological
change in the workplace. Similar examples can be drawn across
most occupational and job classifications. Workplace technology
can reduce the physical task demands of many jobs, such as
those requiring pushing, pulling, lifting, or otherwise handling
heavy objects. Speed and safety also can be improved by
technological change in the workplace.

For those workers who do have declining physical capabilities
(the older the worker, the greater the risk of physical decline) or

other handicaps (workers of

all ages), these technological
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changes are of great benefit. As persons age they are more
likely to experience problems such as reductions in grip
strength, lifting capacity, reserve strength, and other aspects
associated with performancc of heavy physical tasks.
Age-related problems with declining visual acuity and hearing
capability can be either exacerbated or ameliorated by
technology. The increased use of computers, especially for
direct information processing and word processing in the service

sector, can be problematical for some older workers. Computer
terminal CRT screens cau cause vision problems and muscular
strain, among workers who use them for long periods at a time.
These drawbacks of computers may have inordinate effects on

older workers, causing higher levels of work-related stress.
These negative impacts, in turn, can lead to other physical and
psychological health problems.

Increased visual sensitivity to glare can be a special pioblem for
.)lder workers, who may also have greater trouble in reading the
text on an average computer screen. Perceptual flexibility and
speed of information processing, which are intrinsic to computer
use, can be affected by age.

None of these age-related problems in computer use need to be

barriers for employment of older people in jobs that require
word processing or other uses of CRT screens. Applying the
principles of human factors engineering to this challenge can
ameliorate most of the problems that may exist. The basic
approach is to compare the person's capabilities with the

demands of the computer system and work environment.
Human factors task analysis can identify needed design
improvements to enhance worker performance, efficiency,
comfort, safety and jot, satisfaction.

But the human factor needs of older persons with special
problems in 1,he workplace have been largely ignored and few
analyses have been underta( i. This lack of knowledge about
age-related human factors r ee.ls has been especially evident in
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industrial applications, where older worker safety has been
problematical. A similar lack of knowledge exists regarding
human factors applications for ameliorating the above-noted

problems that some older persons experience

in use of

computers.

One of the best approaches to resolving these issues is to

redesign the work environment to "fit" the worker, instead of
only vice versa. Work-equipment redesign for machines as well
as computers includes changes in visual display quality to
reduce glare and to enlarge either the size of the letters or the
display's surface area, or both. Ongoing research is evaluating
optimal keyboard layout and alternative input devices such as
joy sticks and speech recognition systems."
Training of older workers to use new technologies should not be
discounted. The myths surrounding the cognitive or physical
capabilities of older persons are persistent, though largely
inaccurate." While cognitive decline can be related to age in
some persons, it is not an inevitable part of chronological aging.
Similarly, notable declines in physical capabilities need not
occur until the oldest ages. Unfortunately, the fallacies about
aging and impaired capabilities have been strongly believed
and acted upon by employers for decades.
One certainty about the aging process is its flexibility. Another
certainty is the high degree of heterogeneity within the older
population. The older the i..se group, the greater the variation
about the mean on almost any characteristic. This heterogeneity among older people is documented for characteristics
such as aerobic lb ng capacity, blood pressure, kidney function,
economic status, marital status, living arrangements, political
philosophies, and even sexual activity. Ironically, group-based
stereotypes are most commonly applied to "the elderly" (and
perhaps to "teenagers"), even though individuals within the
older group are the least likely to fit the stereotype.
The aging process is thus mutable and varies greatly with social
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conditions. Part of those conditions include the image of aging
that is held by the non-aged and the behaviors that flow from
it. Yet science has shown that the assumed inevitable declines
attributable to age are largely due to disease, both physical and
mental. As with the principles of human factors design,

numerous types of interventions can alter the course of the
aging process and sustain or improve many types of
functioning in older people.

This approach can be applied to older workers. Recent studies
indicate that intellectual fune,ioning can improve with age if
the work environment is challenging, supportive, and oriented
toward self-direction. Studies show that among older people

who have experienced declines in cognitive ability and
performance on various tests, performance levels can be
enhanced through practice and retraining.'8 Similar resuai:s have

been obtained fo- memory enhancement when older persons
are reintroduced to the classroom environment and to methods
of learning.

Research on physiological function and aging, conducted for the
past 20 years, has shown that older persons can improve their
functioning to levels that are characteristic of persons up to 20
years younger. And these levels can be sustained through
carefully developed regimens for proper nutrition and exercise.
Even slowed reaction time that tends to accompany age can be
reversed if proper training is provided to persons as they age.
These and other examples of new knowledge are slowly helping

to destroy age-old, old-age stereotypes. There is thus little if
any reason to assume that technological changes in the
workplace are anathema to older workers. Appropriate training,
retraining, environmental enhancement, and other supportive
interventions can ameliorate those pioblems that do occur for
some older workers. To ignore these possibilities is to ignore a
vast amount of human potential in the workplace.
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The Potential Older U.S. Labor Force
The potential wasted older worker productivity in the U.S.

is

likely to grow unless present trends do not continue. Analyses

conducted by the New Roles in Society Program at the
American Association of Retired Persons indicate the enormous

range of the potential older labor force during the next 30
years. The findings are based on four alternative scenarios
baF-d on different age-, gender-, and race-specific labor force
participation rates between 1990 and 2020.1g

If the trend toward younger average retirement age during the

last 20 years continues in the United States (and following
Bureau of the Census populatic Li projections), there would be
20.2 million workers aged 55+ in the labor force in 2020. By
contrast, if labor force participation rates were to increase

incrementally over the 1990-2020 period to levels that are
currently characteristic of those who are five years younger (e.g.,
the 65 year-old group in 2020 would have rates equal to those of
the 60 year-old group in 1986), the total 55+ labor force in 2020
would reach 39.4 million workers almost double the number in
the other scenario.

These figures represent the polar ends of a spectrum. But they

serve to show the enormous potential within the age 55+
population that might (or might not) be part of the nation's
labor force during the next thirty years. The United States
could benefit from the inclusion of up to 19 million more older
workers by seeking ways to retain them in the labor force.

National survey data collected by the New Roles Program
indicate that 23% of current retirees would consider returning
to the paid labor force if the "structure" of work were more
amenable to the wants and needs of older workers." Those
factors most frequently cited by these survey respondents were
part-time employment, flexible schedules, short commuting
distances, and no economic penalties for returning to work (i.e.,
loss of private pension or Social Security benefits). Such chapzes
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in the structure of work are not only possible but probable as
the demand for workers in an aging U.S. society grows.

Furthermore, as noted in the foregoing sections, instead of
being a barrier to employment of older persons, technology
applying our knowledge to solving workplace problems that
confront some persons as they age - can be used to increase the
capabilities and productivity of older workers in ensuing years.
Industrialized nations such as the United States cannot afford
to ignore these needs and opportunities. In this sense,
technology can be the solution rather than the problem.
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IMPLICATIONS OF TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES
FOR CANADIAN WORKERS
Neil Charness*

To understand how technological advances will affect Canadian
workers, particularly older ones, it is necessary to look at a set
of interrelated issues: the demographics of the work force, how

aging affects productivity, the nature of the technology most
affecting business, and training issues.

Demographics
The labor force in Canada, much like the population as a wbole,
is aging. Figure 1 provides a set of projections based on a study
publish ed by Denton, Raver and Spencer.'
Figure 1.! Canada Labor Foru Projections (Millions)
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The projections are based on a "normal" model, assuming that
fertility, mortality, and immigration rates remain constant.

Particularly noteworthy is the shift in the component groups.
The 45-64 year old group will eventually be one of the largest
age groups. They are of course the baby boom generation, those
born in the 1950b and 1960s. In short, older workers will move

from a rarity to a routine occurrence.

Age and Productivity
Some have argued that one potential consequence of an aging
labor force is a decline in productivity.2 Lehman's pioneering

work on age and achievement indicated that humans reach
peak productivity levels in their late 20s and early 30s.3 (See
Simonton for a recent review.)4 The findings in laboratory
research of psychological processes such as reaction time and
intelligence test performance also mirror these findings.5

Longitudinal studies of psychometric test performance reveal
that not all older adults show decline, and that there is a great
deal of stability until quite late in life!'
The more pragmatic question is: What happens on the job? The
story here seems more favorable. Meta-analysis of 13 studies by
Waldman and Avolio reveals that industrial productivity

measures tend to show slight rises with age (r = .27), though
supervisor ratings tend to show a decline (r = -.14), and peer
ratings show a slight increase with age (r = .10)7 An important
moderator variable was whether the worker was professional or
non-professional. In genefal, however, age was not a particularly powerful predictor of productivity.

Unfortunately, most age-productivity studies have not talcn
into account moderator variables such as the education level of
employees (older cohorts tend to be disadvantaged), experience

levels, or tevhnological status of the industry.

Further, as

Davies a:ad 'Sparrow noted, "survival of the fittest" may account
for maintained productivity in older cohorts.8
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Another issue related to productivity is absenteeism. Older
workers have long been thought to be more reliable in that they
show less "avoidable" or voluntary absenteeism, but it has also
been suggested that they show more "unavoidable" or
involuntary absence due to greater susceptibility to illness or
injury coupled with longer recovery times. A recent metaanalysis by Martocchio shows that both forms of absenteeism
decrease with age, Sex is a mediator, since voluntary
absenteeism does not change with age for women. Again, age is
not a strong predictor. Age correlates .20 with frequency of
absence and .11 with time-lost.

The discrepancies between objective measures and supervisor
ratings in the Avolio and Waldman study is worrisome.°
Canada's Supreme Court is considering* for the first time
judicial cases that challenge mandatory age-based retirement
using a section of the recently adopted Charter of Righte and
Freedoms.

The Federal government and several provincial

governments have already either abandoned or have announced
their intentions of eliminating mandatory age-based
retirement." If mandatory retirement is abolished, performance
measures will be needed to "retire" older workers. Supervisor
ratings may not be an age-fair measure. Worse yet, a negative

attitude toward older workers may make access to retraining
more difficult.

There are obvious opportunities for older workers to maintain
productivity even if they do show physical and mental decline.
For one, productivity is more likely to be a function of capital

investment in equipment and training than the age of the

worker. To be productive, as the saying goes, you have to work
smarter, not just harder.
Human progress (assuming you agree civilization is progressing)
has usually been attributable to the invention and perfection of
*

On Dec. 6, 1990, the Supreme Court of Canada upheld mandatory agebased retirement.
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tools that amplify and extend man's physical and mental

abilities. Probably the vast majority of jobs in the economy do

not overtax the ability of most older workers. There is a
significant reserve capacity of mental and physical energy to
meet most demands. Nonetheless, those who do not adopt and
adapt to newer technologies will fall behind.

Age and Work Injuries
There are other significant implications for an aging workforce.
A particularly salient one is work-related injuries. We './ere
interested in seeing whether there are any changes in circadian
rhythm pertaining to time-loss injury rates in older workers.'
Although our findings about age differences in circadian effects
thus far are negative, we did replicate some basic features of
work injury patterns described by Root for the United States
labor force.° Namely, older workers tend to have fewer timeloss injuries, but the cost of the injury is greater, as shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2:
Injuries/1000 Workers (Ontario 1985)
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Figure 3 projects the product of the aging labor force together
with the rate and cost of the pattern of work injuries in the
Province of Ontario (Canada's largest province). Even though
older workers have fewer accidents, since the accidents
experienced are more costly ones, the overall costs will continue
to rise if nothing changes.
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Figure 3:
Projected Cost of Canadian Work Injuries using Ontario
Costs and Canada Labour Force Projections ($ Millions)
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Age and Training
Everyone stresses the rapidity of technological advance as it
affects industrial production. The foremost symbol of that
change is the microcomputer.
Barely a decade old, the
microcomputer has invaded the workplace in record numbers.
Its primary use is for word processing, spreadsheet analysis, and
database analysis. Millions of workers have been given these
instruments, with the only training being the manual
accompanying the equipment or software package or a brief
course." This is a reflection of the larger ills of training in the
North American market.
Little

attempt

has

been

made

to gauge

how

worker

characteristics (such as age) affect the successful adoption of
computer technology. A recent review of human factors and age
touches on some issues about the physical interface.'5 Some
work from our laboratory has looked at training issues.
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Learning Software
We examined how older and younger computer novices acquired
skill in using parts of Borland's Side Kick desktop manager

software.'6 Subjects went through a self-paced tutorial either
alone or with a partner for two sessions, then came in for a
final test session. As Figure 4 indicates, older people took much
longer to complete the test session, needed more help from the
experimenter, though generafly performed as well as younger
adults. Training in partners, though each partner had half the
hands-on experience as someone learning alone, proved very
effective.

What is the best training method for older workers? Are there
barriers to the retraining process? Older workers are evidently
more reluctant to avail themselves of retraining." Although
there have been numerous claims that self-paced and other
forms of "discovery learning" are superior for older adults, there
have been very few experimental tests. The issue of whether
there are age by training technique interactions has been largely
unexplored in the area of learning to use software programs.
Gist et al. failed to find an interaction between age and training
technique (modeling plus tutorial versus tutorial alone) for a
spreadsheet learning task.la Similarly, Czaja et al. reported no
interactions of training technique with age for a word
processing training study.'9 The Zandri and Charness study did
show an interaction for final performance score." In short, it is
still unclear how best to go about training older workers to use
computer technology. The good news is that age is not a barrier
to new learning, and it may not slow down the rate at which
skiil is acquired for the middle-aged.2' Nonetheless, older
learners are somewhat slower learners even when operating ir a
self-paced learning environment.
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Figure 4: Mean Requests for Help
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Conclusions
We face "interesting times" in Canada. The combination of an
aging workforce and a large national debt (roughly U.S. $300
billion for a population of about 25 million) raises some striking
challenges. Purveyors of new office automation technology
prnmise increased productivity at minimal cost for a rapidly
expaulaing service sector. Hopefully, they will keep in mind who
the users of that technology will be when designing equipment
and training programs.

Population trends indicate that Canada will need to
increasingly

on

older workers as the

labor force

rely
ages.

Improvements to current technology will need to be made to
accommodate to the perceptual -Ind cognitive changes that
aging workers

face.

Training

is

essential

to

improve

productivity, but it may take more time for older workers.
Elimination of mandatory retirement (either through the courts
or voluntarily) will create new planning challenges.
Governments, researchers, and employers need to join forces to
guarantee that workers achieve productivity gains and reduce
work-related injuries.
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Section Four: The Reorganisation of
Work, Leisure and
Education Over
the Life Cycle

TIIE REORGANIZATION OF WORK, LEISURE AND
EDUCATION OVER THE LIFE CYCLE:
INTRODUCTION
Jack Habib* and Charlotte Nusberg**

The reorganization of major life cycle activities refers to a range

of proposals for diverting from the familiar "three boxes" of
life.

It is important to distinguish two types of proposals: 1) those

that relate to the expansion of a particular activity at a
particular life cycle phase, such as more employment or
education after retirement, or more leisure during the major
working ages; and 2) those proposals that attempt to link
various changes to other stages in the life cycle: for example,
more education in the middle years to support extended
employment, or more employment in later years, so that
opportunities for leisure or training may be enjoyed in the
earlier years.
This section focuses on exploring the second, more
comprehensive proposals although, of cov.rse, the partial
analyses are also of relevance.

The following questions need to be addressed:

What are the motivations behind proposals to reorganize
the life cycle?

What are the major forms that these proposals have taken?

**

Jack Habib is Director, JDC-Brookdale Institute of Gerontology and Adult
Human Development in Israel, and Professor, Departments of Economics
and Social Work, Hebrew University, Jerusalern, Israel.
Charlotte Nusberg is Secretary-General of the International Federation on
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How relevant do they remain in today's economic/social
environment?

To what extent have elements of these proposals already
been implemented in various countries?

What are the major issues that arise in evaluating these
proposals? For example:

Would individuals be interested in trading off more work
in the later years for less work in the earlier years?

Are such tradeoffs feasible given existing institutional
constraints?

What would be the implications for overall economic
productivity, or for productivity in specific sectors?
What are likely barriers or obstacles?

What are the implications for education over the

life

cycle?

What changes in the prerogatives associated with seniority would be required?

What can existing experience and research contribute to the
evaluation of the options?

What are the needs for additional research?
How could advocacy efforts play a useful role?

In addressing the motivations for proposing a reorganization of
the life cycle, several possibilities emerge:
One argument is that a more balanced mix of leisure, education
and work would improve well-being at all ages, and would help
delay burn-out and prevent technological obsolescence. The rise
in longevity and the prospect of improved age-specific health
status would further support this argument.

A second argument that addresses the societal implications
would urge an extension in work life in order to reduce
dependency burdens, ease pressure on pension systems, and so
on.
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This argument would not require reorganizing work at
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younger ages, but could require career shifts and retraining at
midi.... ages.

A third argument would combine both individual and societal
perspectives. It would begin with the concern for expanding

employment, training and leisure opportunities during the
middle and later years to meet individual needs, but then would

turn to the question of how this could be facilitated in a
surplus labor economy. One response would be to allow for
more leisure or training before pensionable age, financed by
more employment in the later years. In fact, in a labor surplus
economy, reorganization of the life cycle may be a major way to
facilitate employment at the upper end of the age spectrum. In

a labor-scarce economy, there may be interest in expanding
employment at all ages. However, this may not be attainable
unless some attention is given to training and respite at earlier
ages.

The papers in this section address various aspects of the broad
framework presented. Rehn, one of the pioneers in raising this
issue, describes the efforts made to implement some of these
concepts. He emphasizes the importance of providing more

freedom of choice and flexibility, and provides an in-depth
analysis of the experience of Sweden in this regard. Rehn calls
for the abolition of the normal pensionable age and the
introduction of the right to paid leave, which could be flexibly
utilized throughout the life cycle. Based on changing economic
conditions, governments could provide special incentives to
influence the timing of the use of such rights.

Rehn believes that there are several reasons to expect growing
demands for increased personal self-determination in the
allocation of periods of study, work, and retirement (and other
forms of leisure), and also increasing pressure from employers

for adaptability of labor input to meet variations in demand
(structural, cyclical etc.). In some countries, both legislation and
collective agreements have begun providing greater variability
of work time during the week, the year, and the life cycle. This
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improves the quality of working life, as well as other aspects of
well-being, and optimizes the functioning of the labor market.

Fred Best, who has made important contributions to the
development of these concepts in the United States, reviews the
interest in 3exible life scheduling in the 1960s and 1970s, and

speculates about future prospects for this idea. Among the
prerequisites for implementing new life-scheduling policies,
according to Best, are strong economies, supportive of job
security. Second, political leaders must understand the pros and
cons of alternative life scheduling and be capable of focusing
public debate. Third, the values and needs of the public must
support alternative life-scheduling options. Fourth, concrete and
workable policy options must exist.

In the paper by Jacobson, the issue is placed in the broader
perspective of changes in the structure of the employment
relationship. He stresses that recent trends in the postindustrial labor market cast doubt on the continued validity of
the dichotomy between work and retirement. These trends
suggest a movement toward increased externalization of work,

taking the worker out of the organization. Various
interrelated forms of externalization are likely to affect
i.e.,

employment

structures by creating more flexible and
independent workforces and by increasingly diminishing the
attachments between the worker and the organizatior. The

paper suggests that these developments may have profornd
implications for the hitherto clear-cut two-phase allocation of
the adult life cycle into work and retirement.

Hendricks and Cutler address the role of leisure in light of this
new perception of the life cycle. The future of leisure is cast as
a relevant variable in determining life satisfaction, since it has
an impact as great as that recognized for work and for other
forms of activity. The role of the state, the shift toward service
economies, and the role of leisure as a form of consumption are
examined in terms of life course analyses.
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FLEXIBILITY AND FREE CHOICE
IN WORKING LIFE
Gosta Rehn*

To begin with, let's look at some rather well-known generalities.
In different forms and to different degrees in different countries,

one can see demands for a more flexible life style than is
permitted by the traditional three steps: education and training

during an uninterrupted series of years and school stages,
followed by income-earning work until a predetermineu age for
retirement.
It is true that this trend seldom takes the form of a goalconscious political demand for a reorganization of life. However,

it is evident that people often undertake individual deviations
from the traditional pattern in so far as there already exist
possibilities of this sort. There are also some organized
demands for expansion of these possibilities in several cases.
The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) has widely sold the concepts of recurrent education and
training for labor market reasons, i.e. the provision of possibilities for adults all through life to go back to education/training so as to climb some steps on the ladder of skills
and status or to switch to aaother occupation than that with
which they started life. Although there is great variation
between countries, we have also seen increasing opportunities in
this direction. In a report on elderly workers and the labor
market, the OECD Manpower and Social Affairs Committee
once even recommended the introduction of possibilities for
Costa Rehn, now a consultant, is a former Professor of Ma,Ipower Policy,
Director of the Swedish Institute for Social Research, and Director for
Manpower and Social Affairs at the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development.
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"temporary retirement". In some countries there are also talks
about "sabbaticals", and not only for university professors.

In one important respect, a wholesale deviation from the
traditional pattern has occurred during recent decades, mainly
in connection with the growth of female activity in the labor
market. We have seen an increased application of part-time
work during long periods of active life, and also a switching
between full-time work and abstention from inz;ome-generating
work in order to care for children, parents or husbands.
With varia'...ions connected with business cycles, there seems to
be an increasing tendency toward more absenteeism: one takes
unorganized liberties oneself if they are not provided in

organized forms. Another expression of this tendency is the
proliferation of flexitime wherever this can be technically
applied.

As concerns retirement, various forms of flexible retirement age

have been created. To a great extent this has had the form of
easing access to early retirement for reasons of disability,
particularly during periods when a state of economic recession
has increased employers interested in eliminating some persons
from their workforce, persons whose seniority in the firm would

usually have given them a greater right to stay than younger
workers, if specific arrangements had not been made with them
(and their trade unions) to accept redundancy. To some extent
there has been a pseudo-flexibility (the opposite of free choice)

where employers, unions and peers have all put pressure on
elderly workers to leave. Even some governments have taken
part in this game. It is noteworthy and peculiar that 3o many
governments have given higher priority to using taxpayers'
money to persuade workers not to work instead of using that
money to create more work and higher productivity.

Most recently, however, we have noted the beginning of a
reversal of the early-retirement phenomenon. Demographic
developments have begun to inspire efforts to persuade people
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to continue working for more years, even beyond the ordinary
retirement age.

The tendency toward nonacceptance of standardized norms for
allocating work and non-work over the lifetime was only to be
expected with the rapid growth in the average level of
education and income since World War II. This can be expected
to continue despite the setbacks brought about by high

unemployment during the last two decades.

The gradual

reduction of working hours and the reductions of retirement age
also give increased margin for variations of labor supply.

If governments want to apply foresight, they should look into

the problems and the positive possibilities connected with
increasing freedom of individual choice and flexibility in
working and non-working life. Otherwise, they may have to
meet demands for different forms of worktime reductions per
day, per week, per year, and per life in an uncoordinated and
unplanned way. One pressure group after another gains
political ascendency.

We now see diherent countries struggling with growing financial

the result of
difficulties in their social insurance systems
careless submission to popular demand particularly for better
pensions at lower age levels, and this in an epoch when the
growth of life expectancies (very costly for both pension

insurance funds and taxpayers) mGre logically could have led to
an increase in retirement age.
As a result of high unemployment, we have also seen a specter

from the thirties the demand for shorter hours of work as a
tool to combat unemployment. One must ask if there is any
real probability that those deficiencies of the economic system
which lead to unemployment in the first place wouli be less
virulent at 35 than at 40 hours - if the reduction were
prescribed as a general and irreversible rule. It would be
another matter if we had a flexible system for labor supply,
inviting workers to let the supply of their labor vary (with
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income maintenance) both upwards and downwards consistent
with variations in demand. In otner words, if we could meet the
request for increased freedom and flexibility in working life in
such a way that people let variations in their supply of labor

hours meet variations of demand, this would help keep the
labor market in good balance in spite of unavoidable economic
variations.

It is another matter if the request for shorter hours of work is
the expression of a preference for increased leisure over
increased income. While this seems a fair request, a word of
caution is warranted. Individuals tend to underrate the cost of
work-time reductiol. They think that the reduction of net
income (after tax) 'ooks limited because of the ensuing
reduction in tax payments. But if everybody were to reduce

their taxes by high amounts (as determined by the high
marginal tax rates), this would compel the state to compensate
itself either by imposing higher tax rates or a lowered volume

of services and transfers. Thus, the cost of the reduction of
hours is in reality greater than it seems for an individual
undertaking this reduction for himself alone.

This error of perspective has to be taken into account when we
look at various public opinion polls examining attitudes toward
more income versus more leisure. 3ver the years, there have
been a number of such polls in many countries, some tending to
show majorities for reduction in work hours (sometimes even
under assumptions of accompanying reduced income). Others

show a preference for continued income increases through
additional work. There are also polls concerned with the choice
between different forms for reducing work time e.g., lower

retirement age, more school years, longer vacations, shorter
hours per week and per day. Opinions tend to be widely
scattered over the different alternatives. A recent such inquiry
undertaken in the European Economic Community with
methods intended to ensure comparability between countries,
showed majorities for lower pensionable age in Germany, France
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and Britain, but for other alternatives in the remaining

countries. There are, of course, also different desires depending
on age, sex, income levels and family situations.
In view of the split picture of citizens' wishes which we get from
opinion polls, and the distorting influences of temporary
situations and mistaken beliefs about the real (macro) effects of
individual behavior if applied by the public at large, I think we
should feel free to discuss all alternatives concerning the
allocation of working time through life. We can concentrate on
possibilities of broadening free choice under conditions which

help the individuals to make their choices in such a way that
divergencies between individual and collective effects are
avoided. In other words, we should keep in mind the fact that
the possibility for each individual to see his or her wishes
fulfilled depends, to a certain extent, upon the degree to which
policymakers can persuade citizens to use their freedom in such

a way that this contributes to adaptability and equilibrium in

the labor market and thus promotes the fundamental goal
known as "full employment without inflation". This would then
also help to counteract the tendency toward braking the growth
of individual and public income which follows upon reductions
of working time.
The choices which citizens are now offered are to a great extent

influenced by the degree to which the different alternatives
require the use of taxpayers' money instead of one's own. As I
have already indicated, this applies in particular to measures
taken in regard to pensionable age, where the short-term goal of

getting some workers to leave the labor market permanently
has made some choices particularly popular in governments and
parliaments, but proven costly in the long run. To avoid misuse
of taxpayers' money, individual choice, even when it can largely
be expected to go in the desirable direction, has, of course, to be
controlled. It will not be politically easy to switch the

administrative machinery to the opposite task of persuading
individuals not to leave the labor market, now that
demographic trends are making this behavior desirable.
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One of the theses I want to present here (as in some earlier
writings) is that it would be better for the long-term
relationship between the welfare state and its citizens if
situations could be created where it is clear to the individual
that he is maneuvering with his own money. A large part of the
assets everyone is building up in the social welfare system by
paying taxes implies a transfer of income from one period of
life to another. It would contribute to sound attitudes about
alternative ci.')ices in behavior if it were made clear, both
administratively and institutionally, that using or saving this
money in one situq.tion means reding or receiving equivalent
amounts of money in other situations. If the consequences of
different alternatives are in this way made clear to individuals,
they can be presumed to exercise more rational choice than if
they believed other people would bear the costs.
what follows, I shall largely refer to the debates,
developments and experiences in this area in my home country,
Sweden. There we have seen a step-wise increase in possibilities
In

for the individual to determine the use of those social r:ghts
(economic assets) which are provided by Sweden's comprehensive social insurance system, particularly pension rights.
Greater flexibility has also been shown with regard to
legislation governing hours of work and vacation. There have
also been a growing number of individual arrangements which
deviate from the normal full-time work pattern. Finally, the
concept of recurrent education has been increasingly applied. I

do not intend to suggest that the idea of letting people freely
manage their own "social" assets is behind all this, although it is

at least partially the reason behind reforms in the pension
system and the financing of university studies. Of course, in
the case of calamities (illness, invalidity, unemployment, etc.)
social welfare arrangements always have supplied, and always
will supply, social services and income maintenance without
negative consequences for the person in need of help.
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When suggestions for introducing more free choice in matters
of hours of work or pensions were first presented (in the 40s

and 50s), these were met by rather rigid negative attitudes.
After long and often bitter struggles, the labor movement had
achieved a set of universal standardized rules and rights,
financed by all income-earners in all-embracing systems. Those
who had succeeded in establishing these systems had a
tendency to defend them against any request for "weakening"
them.

With time, this attitude became less rigid. Where the state has
created a general and compulsory system of social insurance
(particularly for retirement pensions) which, to a great extent,
shuffles income between different periods of each individual's
life, and where existing legislation already protects every worker
against employers' pressures for longer work hours, it makes

sense for the state to next arrange for greater freedom by
individuals or groups in utilizing these laws and assets which it
compels them to accumulate.

The advantage of the system of general and compulsory
insurance is that it gives protection both against the effects of
inflation and against individual misfortunes in a way that is
rather cheap compared with a system where, at least
theoretically, free choice prevails on the financing side, and
where those who need protection the most often stay outside
the system unprotected.

In those countries where old age insurance is provided by a
great number of separate insurance institutions, it would, at
least prima facie, be rather difficult to administer a right by
individuals to freely utilize their assets, which are often

scattered in several non-cooperating institutions. I hope I am
wrong in this supposit:on. I know that even in such countries
there are advocates of moving "toward a society of free choice"

similar to the concept I described in a paper under this title
originally presented in 1972 at an OECD conference on "New
Patterns for Working Time".
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There, the basic idea

already advocated during the

preparatory stage of the great pension reform that was voted
by the Swedish Parliament in 1959
was, and is, that the
concept of free choice in an old age pension system should both

consist of a right to choose one's retirement age (with due
actuarial adjustment of the pension level, lower for early and
higher for late retirement), and also should imply a right for the
individual to utilize a certain part of his or her a:Isets at an
even earlier stage of life (say one-third of what he or she has
accumulated at a given date) for any purpose of his own choice

(the other two-thirds being needed to cover risks plus a
necessary minimum of old age insurance). Individuals should
have access to this "drawing right" on their account without

asking for permission from any authority and without any
prescription as to the use to be made of the money e.g., to
take an extra vacation, to train for new akills, or simply to
alleviate temporary economic pressures.

This relatively advanced proposal horrified not only those
administrators and trade union leaders who had drafted the
government's bill, but even members of the government. Some
of them feared that people would abuse such freedom and then
come back later and request, unreduced beneEts. After much
hesitation, the government did, however, introduce a right for
individuals to retire up to four years before, or three years after
the normal pensionable age (67), with an actu az ial adjustment
of the level of pension (0.6% less or more for each month of
deviation from age 67). Despite resistance from the insurance
bureaucracy to each further step, we now have, since 1976, a
system where the individuals are free between the age of 60 and
70 to move back and forth between receiving a pension (with

appropriate actuarial adjustments) and earning an income,
The normal
which can improve their pension rights.
pensionable age has, in the meantime, beer, reduced to 65.
Involuntary early retirement, because of thsability, of course
results in a full pension.
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At the same time, other changes to the system have permitted
deviations from the normal rules. One is the introduction of the
concept of "labor market disAility", i.e., a right to receive a full
pension five to ten years before the normal pensionable age,
only because one had become unemployed and there are no
suitable vacancies available in one's neighborhood. This right
has become relatively widely used in Sweden, altliough less so
than in most other countries, where the "pensioning off" of

elderly workers has been one of the main methods for
"reducing" officially registered unemployment. Undeniably, this
is a form of increasing free choice, although one not totally free
from administrative controls (or pressures on elderly workers to
leave their jobs in favor of younger persons).

Another innovation is the "part-time pension". If workers 60-65
years of age reduce their weekly working time by at least five
hours, down to something between 17 and 35 hours per week,
they can now receive a pension covering 65% of lost income.

This means that an early pension can be paid without any

actuarial reduction, as is the case with full early retirement.
This arrangrment has become rather widely used. During a
period of relatively high unemployment (around 3%), the
number of persons on partial pensions increased to 27% of
those elig: .1e. Now it is much lower. The idea behind this
generous policy was that it would encourage some persons, who
otherwise would seek a full disability pension, to remain
employed at least part-time. It can, of course, also have the

effect of encouraging persons with full work capability to
reduce their work effort. The research done in this area has
been inconclusive.

Despite the existence of administrative controls, (albeit mild),
the various forms of early pension (full- or part-time) have
proven strong competitors to voluntarily advanced pensions.
These have only been utilized by about three percent of those
eligible. The number of persons postponing their request for
pensions beyond the normal pensionable age is even lower,
under 2%.
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Recently, public attitudes toward the rather easy access to early
retirement have undergone change.
The labor market

authorities have advised the public employment servic:es to
more severely scrutinize requests for early pensions on the basis

of "labor market disability". After all, each case, at least to
some extent, of an able-bodied person leaving the labor force to
become a pensioner becomes a loss to the country's economy
and a burden on taxpayers. It is not certain in fact, less than
that an elderly worker who leaves the labor
50% probable

force at 60 to 65 years opens a slot for a young unemployed
person, either at the current level of unemployment (below 2%)
or at higher levels. Even in the latter situation, Swedish tradc
unions have maintained the view that "unemployment should
not be shared, it should be eliminated".

Even though they once requested the introduction of the
concept of

"labor

market disability", the central

union

federations have tried to stop the tendency of local union
branches to enter into collusion with employers in order to
arrange for early exit of older workers. This requires deviations

from rules governing the order for redundancies and implies
sacking of elderly workers despite high seniority; It also
presupposes an understanding with local placement bureaus
that they should not offer those workers any new jobs, but let
them receive unemployment insurance benefits instead until
they become eligible for an early pension. (The employers
sometimes contribute to this illegal conspiracy by paying wage
supplements for a few years before 60.)

Now there is a drive underway (as in some other countries) to
encourage those above age 60 to stay as long as possible in
productive work. It is expected that we will have great difficulty
finding workers for the social services which primarily serve
persons above 80, who, particularly, need a lot of care in their
homes, in hospitals, and in other institutions. One possible
labor reserve is the "younger elderly", those between 60 and 75,
who hitherto have taken it for granted that one should not only
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start receiving one's pension during this time period, but also

that there is a duty to actually stop working, at least at the
"normal pensionable age".

Some of the attitudes described above are probably an
important factor behind the low incidence of pension
A government commission on pension
postponements.
problems is currently discussing this matter. It is likely they

will recommend an increase in the premium for postponing
pensions after 65 from the present 0.6% of the pension per
month of postponement to at least 0.7% (this would be a more
correct figure, actuarially speaking). They also envisage an
educational campaign to persuade private and public employers

to retain or hire elderly workers. The law prohibiting age
discrimination in hiring and firing before age 65 would also have
to be altered, perhaps drawing the line at 67 (in the U.S. there is
no limit).

These appear to be rather timid measures for changing the old
and strongly ingrained attitude that a pension should start at a
"normal" age and be considered final. To create a habit of

thought according to which people can begin to use their
pension rights at an age chosen by themselves and be willing
and able to take up income-earning work again at any age of
one's choice will not be easy. It will take time both among
workers and employers. Of course, a situation where shortages
of labor exist in many areas such as prevailed in Sweden in
the spring of 1989, would help. Such overheating cannot,
however, last very long because of its inflationary consequences.
I

think we can

call the policy hitherto followed rather

shortsighted. Each situation has been treated as if it were to
last forever. Because of some unemployment between 1980 and
1984, a number of elderly workers were invited to leave the

labor market forever. To call them back would certainly be
regarded as a sort of reneging on promises created by the state
itself. If such early utilizations of one's pension rights had been
instead regarded as an individualized arrangement to be applied
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for a short or a long period, or even forever, according to one's

own choice, the nature of the situation would have been
different - not an admission by the individual, in agreement
with the state, that he or she should be deck,- red forever unfit
for productive work, with a permanent duty to leave the labor

market, but rather a temporary matter in a temporary
situation - that could be altered and lead to new (selfdetermined) decisions later on. Many of those who, during the
slack period, had left working life could have come back and
alleviated the inflationary shortages.

Now, on the other hand, we are probably going to push
everybody in the direction of working longer, making it a
general moral duty to stay on because the country needs you.
Some are even talking about moving the normal pensionable

age to its previous level (67) - an act which would also be
regarded as a breach of faith.

I think a long-term solution should include the abolition of the
concept of "normal pensionable age" both as a duty and as a
right.
The pension rights everyone has acquired by
participating in their financing should instead be regarded as a
basis for income maintenance during non-work periods

determined by the individual, but influenced by the state

-

sometimes in one direction, sometimes in the opposite direction,
sometimes in one sector or area, sometimes in another or all
over the economy, sometimes with strong, and sometimes with
milder incentives, depending upon the specific situation.

This carries us back to the idea of free drawing rights, valid for
something like one-third of the value of everyone's assets in the
old age insurance system, a part which individuals would have
the right to utilize at any time for purposes of their own choice.
They would thus, for example, receive a temporary or part-time

pension for a period of time, but not withdraw permanently
from the labor market. If this were combined with the
possibility of receiving a premium, either for choosing to make

temporary withdrawals during slack periods or in an area of
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low demand for labor, or for coming back or continuing work
after a free period or a certain age, we would have a chance to

move beyond the

old

rigidities and moral pressures

on

individuals. We could create a situation where some people
would move in and out of work in accordance with variations in

the demand for labor on the basis of free choice in the
utilization of their drawing rights and appropriate incentives
from the government.*

Of course we should continue to permit persons with real
disabilities to receive a full pension according to the traditional
pattern (only modified by any earlier utilization of their
drawing rights).

Next on the list of reforms under discussion in Sweden is the
possibility of increasing the flexibility of systems which

regulate hours of work and vacations. Hours of work were
already amended in 1957 (in connection with a reduction of the
normal work week) so as to make it a right but, not (as before)
a duty to go down to the stated level. Local unions, which

might regard higher income as more important than more
leisure, received the right to make special agreements with
employers about any number of hours desired. Because many
trade union leaders at that time believA that "the workers do
not know what is best for them", the national unions obtained
the right to control local agreements. This has largely led to
everybody toeing the line. Some unions, particularly that of the
engineering industry, have, however permitted their local
branches to make agreements about so-called "planned
overtime" (well-paid). They have also introduced a system
Some members of the current commission on old age questions have
already made known their view that a new order should permit everybody

a freer utilisation of their pension rights all through life, i.e. a sort of
drawing right mentioned above. This view is particularly supported by
the central federation of professional and academk trade unions,
SACO/SR.
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called "hours of work bank", whereby individuals can vary their

input of work over longer periods of time within a given
framework.

In connection with the introduction of the fifth week

of

vacation in 1976, workers were also given the right to
accumulate this fifth week over a maximum of five years with
one and the same employer, so as to permit longer "sabbaticals".
This right, however, has had a rather limited application (only a
few percent).

Now, a government commission on work-time questions has

begun to prepare for a flexible combination of the laws on
hours of work and vacations. In connection with an intended
increase of the normal vacation period to six weeks, workers
would get the right, within the framework of a total number of
hours per year, to use part of their vacation hours as reductions
in the work week or vice versa. Such a law, if approved, would
open the way for all sorts of elastic arrangements e.g., to meet
seasonal and other variations in the demand for labor, at the
same time as meeting individual wishes of workers.
Finally, we can note that "flexitime" the right of workers to
vary the daily arrival at, and departure from, the work place
has become rather widespread in Sweden, as in many other
countries. Roughly 60% of white-collar workers and 2% of
blue-collar workers now have the right to apply flexitime. The
appEcation of flexitime seems to have a positive influence on
absenteeism and productivity. It should also be regarded as
contributing to the quality of working life, or simply of life.

There was a time when trade unions were against flexitime
because it could imply stronger control by employers of total
presence at the work place, but such attitudes have largely
disappeared.

We now come to what is perhaps the most important element in
the reshaping of life schedules spreading out education over
the lifespan. (Under education I include vocational training
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under special arrangements demanding income maintenance
other than ordinary wage payrne.nts.)

Unfortunately, the educational explosion, which occurred in
many countries during the 50s and 60s, was very strongly
concentrated upon schools for the young. When economists
began to talk about schooling as "the fourth factor of
production", they, and those who took action in this field, were
in most cases solely thinking of secondary and higher education

in schools and universities. I remember at the first OECD
conference on this matter (1961), it was practically only we
Swedes who spoke up against this one-sidedness. We meant that
governments should not create a cleavage between older
generations, of which only very few had gone beyond more than

a few years of elementary school, and a young generation,
among whom the majority would have received high school
diplomas or other more advanced degrees. With the help of
these degrees they could soon outcompete their predecessors in
working life. It would be better to let opportunities for
improved education, for which economic progress had created a
financial basis, also reach those who were already experienced
in working life. This could create a more balanced situation in
the labor market.

This strategy was also motivated by another reason: To
upgrade some persons who already had some years of work
experience to a higher step on the ladder of skills, or help them

to obtain retraining for another occupation in order to meet
structural changes in demand for various sorts of labor could be
done much more rapidly than steering unexperienced
youngsters through the years of schooling they would need to
arrive at a similar level. The labor market would function much
better if people at all age levels had access to "training,
retraining and further training".

As a m..tter of fact, all through the 1960s the OECD gradually
reinforced its advocacy of adult education and training, first by
stressing "training for labor market reasons" as an element of
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labor market policy, but later widening its recommendations to
other elements of the educational system. The slogan
recurrent education" was, however, not launched until 1969 (by
Olof Pa lme in an OECD meeting of ministers of education).
44

I shall not pretend that Sweden differed too much from the
general pattern, but it is fair to say that we applied a recurrent
education program relatively early, in the 60s. This occurred
parallel to a real explosion in the school system, particularly in
the increase in the number of students in the age bracket 16-19

and those entering universities. In connection with 1975
university reforms, parliament declared that "the Swedish
educational system should apply the recurrent education
principle". This implied, inter alia, that "work experience"
(income earning or participation in organizational activities, e.g.
in trade unions or sports clubs) should be credited along with
grades where competition for places in university courses or in
high schools compelled the rationing of admissions.

This had led to the student population of universities becoming
rather dispersed with respect to age levels. A great part come in
at 25-30 or even older to take special courses which they feel
would be useful in their work careers. They are not seeking to

complete a university degree.

To some extent, a similar

phenomenon occurs in the upper secondary schools.

Also, the principle of recurrent education is widely applied in
other respects. Since the mid-60s, a system of municipal
schools has existed for adults, particularly directed to those
who discover that they reed to make up for deficiencies in their

primary or secondary schooling through either full day or
evening courses (with or without state-financed subsidies). This

movement has been stimulated by a law of 1976 that gives
workers a right to educational leave of absence from their
employment. Employers only have the right to influence to
some extent the timing of such leave.
Finally, there is

an important system of "labor market
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training", particularly for persons who experience employment

difficulties (unemployment or the threat thereof), hut also
persons willing to leave their jobs in order to obtain training for
skills in short supply all to promote a better functioning of
the labor market and to increase the general level of industrial
skills.

In fact, this part of the adult education and training

system was the first to be developed as an important element of
the "active labor market policy" from the late 50s onwards.

The total number of persons who at any given time participate
in any one of the three adult education systems after having
been in income-earning work for at least some years is
estimated at around 4% of the active population. This means
that, over the years, a considerable proportion of the Swedish

population deviates from the old pattern of rigid separation
between the period of schooling au.d that of income-earning
work.

training and
supplementary school education already reached their present
The

two

programs

for

labor

market

level of participation during the 60s. The fact that many
persons, particularly in the age bracket 25-40 years obtained
some extra education/training during that period may partly
explain why the drive to squeeze out relatively unqualified
workers around the age of 60 (the age these people had reached
around 1980) has been less strong in Sweden than in most other
countries in the industrialized world.

Sweden has arrived at its present situation - incorporating
several

elements

of

"fiexilife"

without

any

general

proclamation about the need for breaking up the rigid three
stages of life scheduling, but in a rather pragmatic piecemeal
fashion. Both our government and the people have seen the
need for increased adaptability in the economic system and
acted accordingly. Maybe we should not be too pessimistic for
other countries either.
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DOES FLEXIBLE LIFE SCHEDULING
IIAVE A FUTURE?
Fred Best*

Throughout the 1960s and 1970s there was growing interest in
adjusting public and private sector policies to allow individuals
more flexibility in the scheduling of education, work and leisure
over their lifetimes. Beyond its apparent humanistic virtues,
this idea was also viewed as having the potential to reduce a

variety of social problems in the areas of education and
training, family life, retirement, and unemployment. Despite
these promising potentials, the concept of flexible life scheduling
has all but dropped from the arena of American policy
discussions in recent years.

At this point, those who have championed the notion of
increased life scheduling flexibility must ask themselves some
soul searching questions. Has the movement toward flexible life
scheduling ceased, or has it become less visible? Did the life
scheduling flexibility concept reach a takeoff point, only to be
exposed as impractical? Did advocates misunderstand or ignore
key factors influencing the scheduling of life's activities? Have

social and economic conditions shifted in ways that are no
longer conducive to increased flexibility? Indeed, is the flexible
life scheduling idea still worthy of serious attention?

This paper will re-examine the factors which are thought to
support or hinder increased life scheduling flexibility in order to

assess why expected changes did not occur, and whether
widespread flexibility is still possible in the future. While this

assessment is based primarily on the American experience,

much of it should be pertinent to other nations. The first
*

Fred Best is President of the Pacific Management and Research Associates
in Sacramento, California.
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section will provide a cursory definition of flexible life
scheduling, a summary of factors believed to support its
emergence, and a general assessment of prevailing life
scheduling patterns. The second section will focus attention on

a number of new or under-assessed factors which present
significant barriers to life scheduling flexibility. The third
section will assess whether flexible life scheduling continues to
deserve serious attention, and the types of activities that might
be most productive in the future.

The Flexible Life Scheduling Concept
This section will provide background and a framework for a

more detailed assessment of the barriers to life scheduling
flexibility. The idea of flexible life scheduling will be defined
and contrasted to prevailing conditions. Key factors believed to
support the emergence of widespread life scheduling flexibility
will be briefly reviewed. Finally, an overview will be provided of
prevailing conditions and trends concerning the lifetime
scheduling of education, work and leisure.

The concept of flexible life scheduling is best defined as an
alternative to prevailing conditions. For most persons in
industrial societies, the activities of education, work and leisure
are arranged in what might be called a "linear life plan". Stated
briefly, most

persons progress in linear fashion through
schooling during youth to about 40 consecutive years of work or

child rearing in mid-life to retirement in old age. Over the last

several decades, the time given to schooling in youth, and
retirement in old age has grown, thus compressing the
proportion of life spent in work activities during the middle
years of life.'

A number of problems associated with this pattern raised
questions a. to whether it might be better for individuals and
society if education, work and leisure were more flexibly
scheduled throughout life rather than "compartmentalized" into
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Figure 1: Lifetime Distribution of Education, Work and Leisure
for U.S. Males, 1900-1980
Age in Years
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Source:
Worklife expectancy figures (number of years in labor force) obtained from
Howard N. Fullerton and James J. Byrne, "Length of Working Life for Men
and Women,1970", Monthly Labor Review, February 1976; Howard N.
F\illerton, "A Table of Expected Working Life for Men, 1968", Monthly Labor
Review, June 1971; and Statistical Abstracts of the United States, 1988, Bureau
of the Census, 1988, Table 606. Life expectancy figures (at birth) obtained from

Statistical Abstracts of the United States, 1974 (Washington, Bureau of the
Census, 1975) and Statistical Abstracts of the United States, 1988, Bureau of
the Census, 1988, Table 107. School years (completed for persons over 25)
obtained from Digest of Educational Statistics for 1975 (Washington, U.S.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education, 1975) and
Statistical Abstracts or the United States, 1985, Bureau of the Census, 1985,
Table 216.
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three distinct phases of life. The alternative, it was reasoned,
was to provide options for individuals to schedule life's major
activities more flexibly in ways that met individual needs. As

one of many possible combinations, some persons might
prolong formal education by mixing it with varied work
experiences, work part-time and take extended leaves during
mid-life, then work part-year as a transition between
employment and full retirement. Most persons supporting
increased life scheduling flexibility proposed no prevailing

pattern or set of programs, but rather a variety of options
giving individuals greater choice in the way they iialance the
time given to work and no-work activities.2 Among the variety
of public and private policy proposals for accomplishing this
goal were sabbatical programs, increased opportunities for parttime work, "job-splitting", options for voluntarily foregoing pay

for varied forms of free time, extended vacations, and a
number of tax and regulatory adjustments to reduce barriers to
life scheduling flexibility.3

Factors Supporting Life Scheduling Flexibility
Throughout the 1960s and 1970s there appeared to be a host of
social and economic forces pushing American society toward
widespread life scheduling flexibility. Foremost among these

forces were changes in the nature of education and training,
unemployment,
resistance to retirement among an aging population, changing
values, and assumptions about the adaptability of institutions.
realignment of

1.

family

roles,

growth

of

Changing nature of education and training

A number of changes occurring within education and training
institutions supported moves to schedule formal and informal
learning more flexibly over the total life cycle. Moves toward
"non-traditional" education with individualized curriculum and
flexible scheduling indicated that instructional institutions were
increasingly compatible with overall life scheduling flexibility.
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Technical

and

social

changes

were

fostering

increased

occupational change and the need for retraining during the
middle years of life, and hence time away from work.' Others
suggested that educational attainment was outdistancing
employment opportunities, and that it might be necessary to
share or rotate attractive jobs.5 Still others noted that the
financial cost of extended education during youth without
income-earning

work

prevented

many

from

pursuing

aspirations, or produced significant debt obligations for many
young people,

thereby indicating a need

to intersperse

employment with education.6 Emerging social needs, most
notably for "recurrent education" throughout the work life, and
increasing flexibility within instructiunal institutions was seen
as paving the way for overall life scheduling flexibility.
2.

Time pressures and financial discretion of' dual earner families

The growth in the number of female workers and major
departures in the nature of family roles became one of the
major forces fueling the push toward flexible life scheduling. As
job-holding women became the "rule rather than the exception",
the time pressures on spouses in dual earner households and on

single parents to simultaneously hold a job and fulfill family
responsibilities became tremendous.7 At the same time,
declining household sizes and increased family earnings created

the financial discretion to forego earnings Tor time away from
the job.' Thus, increasing portions of men and women

ev idenced a desire to trade income earnings for more "free
time".9 The demands of child rearing for such households also
fostered a need for scheduling flexibility? Thus, trends toward
increased employment among women, growing time pressures

among dual earner families, and greater financial discretion
were expected to progressively intensify the push for life
scheduling flexibility.
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2.

Unemployment and pressure to share work

The steady rise of unemployment during the 1970s led many to
believe that it would be necessary to reduce work time in order
to spread jobs among a larger number of workers." Attention
directed to this possibility caused some to question whether the
desire

for more free time among some workers might be

harnessed to create jobs for those in need of employment.12 It
was reasoned that if ways could be found to make it easy for

those desiring less work to reduce the:r hours, the foregone
work time might create needed jobs. As a result, the notion of
voluntary work time reduction programs became an alternative
to proposals mandating reduction of the standard work week.'

It was assumed that the persistence of high unemployment
would encourage flexible lik scheduling by fostering options for
voluntary time-income tradeoffs.
4.

Resistance to retirement among aging workers

Growing resistance to earlier retirement among many older
workers coupled with the increasing problems of financing
pension systems also pointed to a need for more flexible life
scheduling. Long-term trends concerning the increasing health
and longevity of older workers, combined with reduction in the
proportion of jobs requiring physical exertion, was making it
possible and desirable for many persons to work long beyond
the traditional retirement age of 65. At the same time, inflation
and questions about the viability of public and private pension
programs were making it financially advisable for many to
work later into life." Moreover, different individuals pursuing
varied forms of work had different needs concerning the timing
of retirement, and many wished to phase into retirement with
part-time or part-year employment.'5 These developments were
also viewed as long-term pressures for more life scheduling
flexibility.16
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5.

Prevailing values and political philosophy

Through the 1960s and the 1970s ascending values and political
philosophies also seemed to support more flexible life
scheduling. While all evidence indicated a commitment to

work", preferences were also emerging for new balances

between job and non-job time and for making other
improvements in the quality of working environments.'

Prevailing political philosophy within both leading political
parties also supported the development of public policies for
addressing these issues. While consensus and clear policy
direction was lacking, the climate of the times appeared to
support providing individuals more options in scheduling
education, work and leisure over their lifetimes.
6.

Cost effectiveness and organisational adaptability

Discussions about flexible life scheduling commonly assumed
that work organizations could adapt their operations to allow
more scheduling flexibility, and that such changes might even
be co..t-effective for both the private and public sector. It was
recognized that the tremendous variation of operational
constraints facing the multitude of American work organizations would not allow every option for increasing flexible life

scheduling to be applied in every firm. However, it was
generally believed that much could be done to expand work
time options."

Correspondingly, it was believed that these measures would
have little or no cost, and that they might even be cost-

effective. Private sector organizations were expected to receive
benefits in the form of greater recruitment options, work forces
with more diverse skills, increased flexibility for scheduling
operations, improved worker morale and productivity, capacity
to retain work forces during economic downturns, and lower
compensation expenditures.
The public sector was expected to gain by reduced expenditures
and social problems resulting from unemployment, improved
solvency of pension funds resulting from loriger working lives,
223
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more effective and self-supporting education and training, lower
need for publicly supported family services, and possibly higher
tax revenues resulting from reduced joblessness.

Fledgling research efforts provided preliminary support for
many of these assumptions. However, cost-effectiveness and
organizational feasibility remained more assumptions than
empirically proven realities.

The Current Status of Flexible Life Scheduling

-

Why

Hasn't it Happened?
While it is premature to say that the flexible life scheduling

issue has died in America, it has certainly not become a
burning issue of the 1980s. In recent years the issue has been
the subject of few political speeches, legislative hearings,
scholarly or popular articles, or editorial attention. Nor does
the topic appear to be "on the lips" of the general public. At the
same time, a number of innovations have occurred, and the life
scheduling patterns of the mid-1980s appear to be more flexible
than they were during the previous decade.

Most changes have occurred at the individual and organizational level rather than as a result of overarching public
policy initiatives. However, the extent and nature of flexible life
scheduling within the United States is mixed, complicated and
frequently unmeasurable. Flexitime has grown rapidly and
become reasonably commonplace, but is still far from a

prevailing work time pattern. The incidence of part-time and
part-year work have increased steadily, but large portions of
this increase have been caused by involuntary limitation of
work time." Phased retirement and other work time options for
older workers have increased, but are not yet widespread.21
Policies allowing employees to make voluntary exchanges of
income for more time have been tried, but have not grown
rapidly." "Job sharing", two people sharing the same job, has

become a common concept but a relatively rare practice.
Similarly, modified work weeks, such as the 40 hour four-day
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work week, gained considerable attention but remain relatively
rare.23 Predictions of mid-career education have materialized,
but most of these activities appear to be occurring on-the-job or
after full-time job hours. Most sabbaticals in academic and
other institutions have been curtailed or fully terminated.
While the incidence of flexible work and life scaecluling devices
has grown, overall trends suggest a continued compression of
work in a smaller proportion of lifetimes. Specifically, the most
recent data show that 55.4% of the average male's lifetime was
spent on work in 1980 as compared to projections of 57.3% from
the mid-1970s.24 ThE:se figures may overstate the compression
of work into the center of life because they exclude women, who
have a greater likelihood of pursuing alternative work patterns.
However, they do not, under any circumstances, suggest reversal
of the trend toward an intensified "linear life plan".

In sum, the last tyll. decades have evidenced progress toward
more flexible life scheduling, but these gains have been mixed
and the notion of life scheduling flexibility has certainly not
become the dominant American pattern.
Tho failed emergence of widespread life scheduling flexibility
during the 1980s can be traced to a number of factors. First,
many barriers to such flexibility were not fully understood and
acknowledged. Second, and most important, the 1980s brought
radical realignments of social and economic conditions, public
policies and values. Most of these changes have proved to be a
hindrance to the growth of flexible life scheduling.
At the risk of being glib, th e! combined forces of the worst
recession since the 1930s, intense international competition, and
widespread disillusionment with government have fostered a
popular political will to increase the performance and
competitiveness of the American economy by encouraging
private sector activity. In short, American society ,o longer
," and
takes past success for granted. It has "tightened i'us
has placed high priority on reinvigorating its economy.
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Priorities have changed and concepts like flexible life scheduling
have simply fallen from attention.

Needless to say, the rise and fall of any social issue cannot
simply be attributed to prevailing political themes. A multitude
of factors determines whether issues are assimilated or
dismissed. Key factors which have hindered major movement
toward life scheduling flexibility include (1) concern over

economic and employment security, (2) orientation toward
savings and investment, (3) demographic and life cycle shifts,
de-emphasis

equity issues, (5) limits of
organizational adaptability, and (6) diffusion of the issue. Many
(4)

of

social

of these factors represent reversals of earlier trends; some are
relatively new developments and others represent previously
recognized barriers that require re-examination. While the
impact of these factors cannot be rigorously quantified, some

elaboration of their presumed impacts may be helpful

in

assessing the barriers to widespread flexible life scheduling.
1.

Concern over economic and employment security

Concern over economic and employment security represents a
barrier to flexible life scheduling that was underestimated in
earlier years and has grown in importance in recent years. It is
important to recognize that employees, particularly those in the
middle and later portions of their careers, may be willing to

give up income for more free time, but would be extremely
reluctant to jeopardize the long-term security and promotion
potentials of their jobs. Among other things, a job is a "political
accommodation" between an individual and his or her

superiors, peers and subordinates. Such positions are defined
and stabilized by contracts and job descriptions, but they are
held together on a day-to-day basis by the activities of the job
holder. Even in the most benign circumstances, absence of the
job holder due to one form or another of work time reduction
can cause the loss of promotional opportunities ur important
work decisions to be made without the involvement of the
worker on reduced work time. In less than benign conditions,
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absence from work environment opens the possibility of
competitive "back stabbing" that can be disastrous to those
working less than full-time. These concerns grew progressively
more threatening as employment opportunities worsened and
finally led to the devastating "Great Recession" of 1982." The
millions of American workers who either lost their jobs, felt
their jobs threatened, or could not find entry level jobs during
this period led to an intense concern over job security.

Few examples more vividly demonstrate this trend than
American steel workers. During the 1960s and 1970s U.S. Steel
Workers Union boasted the first 13 week "blue collar" sabbatical,
a program that was held up as an example for other American
workers. However, as economic conditions worsened, this
Today, t he
sabbatical program was quietly cancelled.
tremendous pressures of international competition find

members of th:' U.S. Steel Workers preoccupied with job
security. Thus, even those who earn high incomes and would

welcome opportum ,t:s to trade income for more time are
extremely reluctant to jeopardize the security and potentials of
their career by reducing their influence at work.
This concern over job security has also affected students and
potential retirees. Current trends at American colleges and
univ.!rsities indicate a tendency to take courses that have job
value and progress "straight-arrow" through school without
delay in order to get jobs "while they last". Similarly, potential
retirees know that once the retirement decision is made, there
are few opportunities to go back to similar work.
Orientation toward productivity, savings and Investment
The desirability of flexible life scheduling has also been
undercut by growing concern over savings, investment, working
2.

harder, and becoming more self-reliant. The traditional "work
ethic" seems to have been regalvanized. While wording varies
from place to place, the themes are echoed by politicians from
both political parties, media and persons of all walks of life:
The American economy is not to be taker for granted. There is
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general agreement that it is necessary to retool machines and skills,
to work harder, and save more to finance needed recapitalization
and become more self-reliant as individuals." The message has also

been sent "loud and clear" from public leaders that government
will not be responsible for many of the services that have been

taken for granted. Tax incentives have been put into place to
encourage business capitalization and private saving for
retirement and other needs." Work, rather than reduced work
time, is the dominant theme. The value of leisure is not denied,
but private discussions and public policy debates do not place it

high on the American social policy agenda. Amid this social
and political climate, there seems
discussion of flexible li 3cheduling.
Demographic and life cycle shifts
Demographic and life cycle forces,

to be little

room for

8.

originally viewed as

contributing to life scheduling flexibility, have proven far less
powerful in the 1980s than they were in the 1960s and 1970s.
The large post-World War "baby boom" provided impetus for
many educational reforms and expressed values conducive to
flexible life scheduling." As this generation approaches middle
age,

along

with home mortgages and other committed

spending, it has become somewhat more traditional.

More

important, major portions of this large generation have already

passed the early years of child raising. Thus, the urgency of
easing time pressures on working households through the
adoption of flexible scheduling options has been lessened.
Similarly, most of this generation has been assimilated and
socialized into the work force, thereby attenuating pressures for
employment opportunities and youthful resistance to the

demands of work life.
Although demographics remains
important and is likely to become more important in the near
future, it has become less important during the 1980s as a force
pushing American society toward flexible life scheduling. It

should be noted that demographic trends may once again
become a powerful force supporting flexible life scheduling as

the large post-World War II "baby boom" generation nears
retirement, and begins pressuring for more retirement options.
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4.

De-emphasis of social equity issues

Reduced priority for social equity issues has undercut another
force believed to be fostering movement toward flexible life
scheduling. Increased emphasis on goals such as economic

growth and job security have lessened social and political
commitments to reducing problems associated with
unemployment, underemployment, old age, and the failure of

youth to complete minimal schooling. In a nutshell, there
appears to be a broad consensus that economic rejuvenation
must come before attention can once again be focused on the
problems of the less fortunate. This viewpoint, which is
frequently shared by advocates of programs to address social
injustice, is predicated upon the assumption that failure to
regalvanize the economy to better face international

competition will ultimately result in serious economic decline

and even greater losses for the less fortunate.

It is also

noteworthy that a significant subgroup, some of whom include

former advocates of social programs, have come to doubt
government's capacity to effectively combat social problems.
This same subgroup has come to believe that private sector job
creation brought about by a healthy economy is the only real
solution to many social and economic problems.

It is also likely that preoccupation on the part of the average
American with personal economic and job security has diffused

the popular will to address social problems. Given that those
directly affected by social programs

the unemployed, elderly,
represent
handicapped and economically disenfranchised
relatively small minorities which are frequently competing with

each other for fewer and fewer resources, there is little in the
way of an effective coalition to force greater attention to the
needs of less fortunate portions of the population. Declining
attention to social problems has forestalled public policy
initiatives to find new ways of dealing with unemployment,
retirement and the elderly, working families, education for the
young, and mid-career retraining. This has, in turn, all but
nullified fledgling initiatives to explore and develop flexible life
229
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scheduling as a means of solving social problems and fostering
greater social equity.
6.

Limits of' organisational adaptability

Efforts to initiate a variety of work time reforms over the last
decade suggest that early advocates of flexible life scheduling
underestimated or misunderstood many of the organizational
barriers to such arrangements. Experience to date suggests that
the major barriers to organizational initiatives have been more
pressing

organizational

priorities,

resistance

by

middle

managers, and concern over unknown impacts. Organizations,
be they private or public, are typically preoccupied with issues
other than work time arrangements. This has been particularly
true in recent years, during which major recessions,
international competition, technological realignment, market

shifts, and countless other challenges have dominated the
concerns of organizational policymakers.

Cases where work

time reforms have been introduced have been the result of
support from top leadership or by firms which have used such
innovations as mechanisms to attract and maintain work forces
in areas with critical labor shortages.* However, in an era where
most employers are experiencing labor surpluses, such factors
rarely stimulate work time reforms.
hiacruitment and maintenance of scarce labor has always been a major impetus for
innovative work time arrangements. Fkxitime, for example, started in response to labor

shortages within the German airline industry (Dennis Weintraub, 'Starting the Work
Day When You Want", Sam Frandeco Chronicle, June 23, 1972, p.23). Other work time
innovations, including sabbatical leaves, have emerged within areas in which clusters of

"high technology" industries have experienced critical skin hortages (Arthur B.
Shostak, 'High Tech, High Touch, and Labor", Social Policy, Winter 1983, pp. 20-23;

"Employee Leave Program Started at Rohm Corporation", uncited newspaper article
provided courtesy of New Ways to Work, San Franscisco, California; "When Jobs Go

Begging', Aaiun Week, Tune 6, 1978, pp.48-50;

and Amal Nag, 'Skilled Labor

Shortages Plague Many Firms", Wall Street Journal, October 16, 1978, pp. 1 and 23.
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The second major barrier has been resistance from middle
managers and supervisors. For the most part, such first line
supervisors view such innovations as yet another complication

in the endless list of day-to-day problems that must be
confronted to orchestrate work groups. While many have
observed benefits, most see new problems and added personal
burdens. As a result, many efforts to develop work time options
have been discouraged and even sabotaged by those who must
bear the daily yoke of administering them."
A third related barrier has been concern among managers at all

levels over the unknown and possible negative impacts of
alternative work time arrangements. While many organizational decisionmakers and union leaders are convinced that

such reforms will entail added costs, lost productivity and
organizational chaos, most are simply unsure of the overall
costs and benefits that might be realistically expected. In the
absence of reliable information or a pressing need for action,
little is done to develop policies that support flexible life
scheduling. While some efforts have been made to assess the
economic and organizational costs and benefits of alternative
work patterns30 examples of functioning innovations and "hard

data" on impacts remains scarce.

The absence of such

information, commonplace working examples or irresistible
pressures for reform, has resulted in a perpetual postponement
of work and life scheduling initiatives.
6.

Diffusion of the issue

The last and most amorphous barrier results from difficulties in
focusing debate and practical action. Flexible life scheduling

appears to mean all things to all people, yet rarely the same
thing to everyone when it comes to agreeing upon need and
feasibility,

practical policies, and establishing
responsibilities for implementation. These complications are
discussed below:
isolating

a) Agreeing upon need and feasibility
Developing agreement on the need for flexible life scheduling
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has proven to be increasingly difficult. As suggested above, both
public and private decisionmakers seem perpetually confronted

with issues of higher priority. Thus, the short-term and
reactive dimension of most real policy decisions has so far
precluded major action concerning flexible life scheduling. Part

of the reason for the persistent "second priority" status of
flexible life scheduling stems from the fact that no major
interest group or groups have defined the issue as a pressing
priority. Countless groups representing women, the unemployed,
older workers and other constituencies, have proposed increased
However, none have placed
life scheduling flexibility.

meaningful force behind the goal of "doing it now". In many
ways it appears that everyone wants more flexibility, but no
one wants it as much as they want others things.* Problems
with consolidating significant support over the need for action
are complicated by the existence of a number of alternatives
for solving many of the problems addressed by flexible life
scheduling.**
This lack of immediacy may reflect the views of the general population.

Available

studies al worker preferences indicate that many employees state that they would like to

have options for work and life scheduling flexibility sometime during their lives, big less
than a majority want this flexibility immediately (Fred Best, Exchanging Earning. for
Leieure, op.cit.).

**

Some examples include purchasing goods and services which reduce the time pressures

felt by members of dual earner families and others (Staffan Linder, The Harried Leieure

Clam Columbia University Press, New York, 1970); working harder in the present in
order to amass enough wealth for early retirement or reduction of work; realigning life
for more self-sufficiency and less dependence on the employment 'rat race' (Ernest
Callenbach, Living fbor With Style, Bantam Books, New York, May 1972; and Bernard
Lefkowita, Breaktime: Living Without Work in a Nine to Five Wortd, Hawthorne Books, Inc ,

New York, 1979); self employment; use of microcomputers and other resources to allow

flexible location of all or part ,)f employment responsibilities (Frank Schiff, 'Flexiplace:
An Idea Whose Time Has Come,' IEEE Drarmactions, F-bruary 1983; and Alvin Toffier,

The Third Wave, Bantam Books, New York, 1979);
accon qodAtions made between employees and employers.
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Additionally, as previously noted, there has been a lack of data
and examples which have documented the success of flexible life
scheduling as a viable means of meeting varied needs in a costeffective fashion. Finally, flexible life scheduling is a radical and
novel idea. As in the case of all new ideas, the inertia of current

thinking can obscure its potential value to those who might
need it most.
b) Isolating practical policies
Even in cases where there is common agreement of need, there

are no clearly obvious policies. The pursuit of flexible life
scheduling does not lend itself to one simple program. A
number of different approaches are necessary to provide the
variety of life scheduling options needed to meet the needs of
persons with highly individualized needs. Thus, it is not
possible to "wave the flag" of one simple, all inclusive solution.
Further, movement toward flexible life scheduling will result in
costs as well as benefits, and there is still no clear consensus as

to how these costs are to be distributed among workers,
employers and the public sector.

c) Establishing responsibilities for implementation

Finally there is no clear fuicrum from which initial action
might be taken. Essentially this is a problem of whether action
should initiate from the private or public sector.

There are two dimensions

to this problem.

First, the

prospective interplay between the public and private sector are

Initiatives to increase life
scheduling options must clearly be implemented within a wide
range of work organizations facing a variety of different
constraints. Even the boldest of public policymakers would
have to move with great caution. Conversely, most private
initiatives would ultimately require some support from public

complex and yet to be defined.

tp
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policies.*

Clearly, initiatives to encourage widespread
opportunity for flexible life scheduling would have to be worked

out carefully among business, organized labor and government.

Recently, this task has been further complicated by a second
development.
Prevailing political leadership generally has
resisted any type of tampering with the prerogatives of
management. Given that managers are a diffused and largely
unorganized group, this provides few forums for discussion of
prospective actions.
While

the barriers outlined above clearly illustrate the
difficulties in moving American society toward widespread life
scheduling flexibility, they do not unto themselves fully explain
the lack of progress in recent years. Political leadership and
philosophies can change, but good ideas should retain some

credibility under most circumstances. Some advocates of life
scheduling flexibility might claim that lack of broad exposure
has stifled progress. While there may be some truth to this

viewpoint, it must also be recognized that there should be
enough persons with access to media to push a promising idea
forward. While this has happened to some degree, the exposure

has been limited. Thus, one is forced to concede that there
simply has not been enough interest on the part of American
leaders and the A merican public to keep the issue of flexible life

scheduling at the forefront. Whether this suggests that the
"time is not right" or "the idea is not viable" requires some
serious soul searching.
Aside from the obvious issue of costs, there are many statutory barriers

which complicate private sector initiatives to create more work time
options. As one of many examples, many efforts to develop modified work
weeks such as the four-day, 40 hour week have been frustrated by overtime
regulations in the Fair Labor Standards Act.
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What are the Future Prospects?
It is clear that major initintives concerning life scheduling
flexibility are not likely to occur within American society for
some time. While this prospect may frustrate and disappoint
advocates, it also provides a moratorium to reassess the value

of the concept to current and future conditions and an
opportunity to isolate the most viable course of action
concerning further exploration of flexible life scheduling. All

indications suggest that the existing political climate and
prevailing social forces do-not support major movement toward
life scheduling flexibility. However, there are indications that
conditions may once again support serious discussion of life
scheduling issues.
Impact of political philosophy
Over the long-run, prevailing
1.

political

leadership

and

philosophy may not be averse to life scheduling flexibility.
Whether the existing conservative political leadership prevails
or is replaced by some yet to be determined alternative, flexible
life scheduling may become increasingly acceptable. However, it
is likely that the idea would be altered under the stewardship of
different political establishments and that life scheduling

programs would be developed ?.nd implemented by different
actors.

There are numerous reasons for the attractiveness of flexible
life scheduling to conservative leadership. Its appeal crisscrosseall social strata; it is not limited to the "haves" or the "have
nots". At the same time, there is evidence that flexible life
scheduling would be a cost-effective means of combating many

social problems, and could possibly replace some existing
programs which explicitly redistribute resources. However,
success under conservative leadership would probably require
more voluntaristic participation on the part of private sector
management, and some type of linkage between life scheduling
flexibility and economic performance. This might be readily
accomplished by using time off as an incentive for
productivity.'
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It is likely that flexible life scheduling would also be acceptable

and atti active to liberal leadership. It could provide a new
approach to address social problems in a way that does not
provoke polarization on the basis of fiscal redistribution and
class interests. In many ways, it appeals to all the key
constituencies of the traditional liberal coalition while
providing benefits to those outside that coalition.
In an ideal world, leadership from either side of the political
arena might champion the flexible life scheduling concept for all
the reasons stated above.
2.

Underlying social and economic forces

Ultimately, the promotion of flexible life scheduling and its
acceptability to political leadership of any persuasion will
depend upon whether underlying social and economic forces
make it -v iable. A number of factors suggest that American
conditions may once again favor initiatives to support life
scheduling flexibility.

Key elements that may make this

possible include a strong economy, improved job security,
increasing problems with retirement, continuing time pressures

on dual earner families, and increased information about the
costs and benefits of life scheduling policies. If current
American economic growth persists, it is likely that the
American public and its leadership may feel that it is possible
to once again address attention to other social issues, one of
which could be flexible life scheduling.

Sustained economic performance is more likely than not to
improve employment opportunities. Further, smaller cohorts
among generations following the post-World War II "baby
boom" generation may contribute to labor shortages. Thus,
workers may feel more secure about creating new balances
between job time and personal time, and employers may view
work time reforms as one of the more attractive mechanisms
for attracting and maintaining workforces.
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Also, as older workers live longer and the post-World War II
"baby boom" generation moves closer to collecting pensions,
pressures for developing more flexible approaches to retirement
will also support life scheduling reforms.

The increase in the number of female workers can be expected
to persist into the foreseeable future. Along with this increase
there will also be an increase of dual earner families and ever
present time pressures. Such conditions will continue to exert a
powerful force pushing American society toward more flexible
life patterns.
Finally, if conditions once again open the door for initiatives to
encourage flexible life scheduling, there may be more viable

examples on how to operationalize such conditions, and
possibly some empirical data concerning the economic and
social costs of flexible life scheduling to employers, workers and
the government.
a.

What actions should be taken?

At this point in time, there appear to be two areas of action
which might build a better foundation for future exploration of
life scheduling flexibility. First, efforts should be made to
interpret the value of flexible life scheduling in ways that have
pertinence to all leading political philosophies. Such efforts
would not only preserve the concept's viability regardless of
political shifts, but would create a base of understanding and
cooperation among business, labor and government that is a
prerequisite for any successful effort to implement widespread
life scheduling programs. Second, key research and exploratory
programming need to be done to obtain "hard" information

about the impacts of work and life scheduling

flexibility.

Particular attention should be paid to the task of developing
working models within large and reputable work organizations
and assessing their financial and organizational impacts. In
some cases, this latter task can be accomplished through
computer simulation using basic organizational data.
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The course of history winds through many unexpected turns.
What may be possible at one moment, may be totally infeasible
at another. There are times when social, economic and political

forces converge to open the door to ideas that have been
previously met with stone-faced resistance. If the concept of
flexible life scheduling has merit, much can be done in coming
years to test and document its value. If this can be done, the
next opportunity to increase the flexibility with which
individuals can schedule education, work and leisure over their
lifetimes might meet with greater success.
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EMERGING CHANGES IN THE STRUCTURE OF
THE EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP AND THEIR
PROJECTED EFFECTS ON THE DISTINCTION
BETWEEN WORK AND RETIREMENT
Dan Jacobson*

By definition, the research literature on work and retirement
assumes the existence of a work force which is relatively
attached to a given organization, with a clear-cut boundary
between those who are inside the organization and work within
its physical setting, and those who are not. However, recent
research in many Western and developed countries shows that
this assumption concerning a stable, attached group of
employee "insiders" is not necessarily consistent with some
current employment trends. The direction of these trends is for
workers to become less attached both locationally and
administratively to specific organizations. The purpose of this
paper is to describe those trends and to suggest that should

they materialize in the future on a larger scale, then the

continued conceptual and real-life dichotomy between work and
retirement would have to be called into question.

The Restructuring of the Employment Relationship
Pfeffer and Baron have recently observed that the modern

employment relationship involves a trend toward "taking the
workers back out of the organization".1 In their systematic and
updated analysis of this trend toward the "externalization of
work", they state that it manifests itself in diminished
contractual, temporal and/or locational attachments between
people and organizations. Major forms of this trend are shorter
*

Dan Jacobson is a Senior Lecturer at the Department of Labor Studies,
Tel-Aviv University, Tel-Aviv, Israel
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tenure, limited duration contracts in a given organization,
temporary and part-time work, subcontracting, home work and
a general reduction in the organization's administrative
responsibility for the employee.
There are two ways of assessing the importance of these trends
by the number of workers or the number of organizations
affected.

Pfeffer and Baron report that on both counts,

although still comparatively small in terms of the total work
force, the numbers are impressive and growing in the United
States, Western Europe and Japan. According to Carey and
Hazelbaker2, there are clear indications that rapid growth in
both the absolute and the relative proportion of workers who
perform most of their tasks while remaining at home or who
work for a firm on a temporary or contract basis will continue
through the 1990s. Similar growth will take place in the number
of firms who are removing more of their task activities from

their own administrative control by hiring temporary or
contract workers. Pfeffer and Baron cite a number of studies
that illustrate the growing prevalence of two distinctive work
forces within firms across various branches of the economy: the
core (presumably permanent and relatively secure employees
who are provided with a clear career path consisting of training,
advancement and eventually retirement), and the periphery
(growing numbers of buffer employees who are given little "inhouse" training, offered few opportunities for advancement and
given hardly any promise of job continuity). The emergence of
these two work forces has been described as the (tJapanization"
of employment.3 While most of the available research literature
on the subject is ;, sed on the American scene, there is evidence
that the introduction of employment flexibility is gathering
momentum in other countries as well.' A similar trend has been
noted in multinational firms.5
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Employers' Interest in Externalization
In

the past, one of the important considerations behind

employers' support for on-site, long-term employment relations
at a given organization was rooted in the perceived necessity to

guarantee the supervision of employees' work.

However,

monitorability is partly a function of the technology employed.

With the advent of less expensive computing power and
communication facilities, this technology has changed rapidly.
In particular, computer monitoring

of work quality has

increased dramatically. These advances in computerization
clearly have implications for home work. When coupled with

piece rate systems, they not only potentially reduce worker
interdependence, but they also provide greater assurance that
the quality of work performed by employees at home, or by
freelancers who conduct their professional activities outside the

organizational boundaries, does not shrink in the absence of
personal supervision.

The main reasons for externalization through the reduction of

administrative control and through the limitation of the
duration of employment are manifold and vary across
countries. Certainly, pension arrangements in some countries
provide incentives to get employees off the payroll in order to
avoid making large retirerr %tnt plan contributions on the
employees' behalf!'

A second and probably more frequent motivation

is to

streamline the organization as a preventive work force reduction
During times of economic uncertainties, many
measure.

organizations may be under pressure to adant to leaner times
and to keep their personnel allocations down so that the costs
associated

with

new

positions

do

not

simply

become

permanently incorporated into the base budget. Greenhalgh7,
for example. has recently described externalization through the

use of temporary or part-time workers as one of the least
costly exit strategies. It is employed by organizations faced
with potential resource scarcity, or wishing to re .ice the
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economic burden of paying employees who are no longer
needed, while wishing at the same time to avoid layoffs or
expensive monetary inducements for early retirement.

The benefits of limited duration employment for the employer
are also being increasingly recognized in the public sector in

many countries concerned with problems of manpower
budgeting. In most public sector agencies there must be
authorization to hire someone; positions are allocated to
departments, which are not permitted to exceed these

authorizations. However, those same departments often have
budgets which are subject to fewer constraints. The government
agency that is facing extra work and cannot hire staff on a
permanent basis may have financial resources at its disposal
that can be used to hire professional or technical staff working
on a contract basis for higher pay. Academic departments, for
instance, without the authorization to hire permanent faculty,
may, nevertheless, frequently have resources to hire staff on
fixed term appointments.
Another closely related benefit of externalization, which
explains its growing popularity among employers, comes from
the flexibility it provides. This applies to both forms of
flexibility - numerical flexibility (where workers are hired on
contract), and functional flexibility (where workers engage in a

wide range of skills). Numerical flexibility is of particular
importance precisely in those settings where the dominant
culture objects to layoffs and emphasizes a social welfare ethos
toward the work force. Such a culture would be undermined
severely by the need to add, and later subtract, employees to
cope with fluctuations in work loads, an inseparable feature of
the highly competitive modern economy.

Organizations today also require flexibility in terms of the skills
those employees possess. When new skills are required, the

tendency is to contract a different set of temporary workers,
rather than confront the costs of retraining the permanent.
work force. The need for flexibility through externalization ie
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particularly evident if there are difficulties in adapting the
permanent work force to changing conditions of the market
demand or in retraining a work force made obsolete by new
technologies. This may be precisely the situation of many
countries. As pointed out in a recent article by Pion', existing

work rules and implicit employment guarantees or union
pressure do indeed hamper management's ability to modify
employment levels and change work assignments. Hence, an
additionat inducement for externalization and the greater
flexibility it provides.
According

to

and Baron, another benefit of
externalization, as perceived by employing organizations, is its
effect on wage equity. Thus, companies committed to excellence
through a high-wage compensation strategy may be induced to
externalize lower-paid activities which, if left within the firm,
would have to be compensated at a relatively high level because
of pzessures to diminish internal wage inequality. Similarly,
firms trying to economize on wage costs, while at the same time
Pfeffer

mobilizing excellence, might wish to externalize highly-paid
activities in order to avoid pressures to upgrade the prevailing
wage scale.

Pfeffer and Baron point to another possible advantage of
externalization from the employers' point of view it might
help them resist unionization. When virtually all or most work

is contracted out, as it

for instance in some publishing
companies or software producers, or when the greater part of
is

the company's work force consists of temporaries or freelancers,

union pressures can easily be avoided.

If

there are no

employees, then there is no-one to organize. But even before
this extreme state is reached, the organization's only partly
realized option to contract out may limit both the employees'
willingness to organize and the power of the union.

9
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Changing Orientations Among Workers
From the workers' perspective, factors potentially facilitating a
changed pattern of work-life in the direction of externalization

relate to the way people view work, its importance in their
lives, and how they view their attachment to a specific

organization for an extended period of time. Relatively recent

surveys in the United States, West Germany, the United
Kingdom and Israel have consistently detected a shift in the
orientation to work
no 'longer viewing jobs as providing
meaning and significance, but rather simply as providing a
living and the means to look elsewhere in life, to non-work
areas, for ultimate purpose.° It has also been suggested that

there have been changes in the relations of people to
organizations, and that the day of the "organization"1° may

have passed. There seems to be growing acceptance of the idea
of changing employers at all organizational levels." As
Applebaum has shown in a 1985 manuscript", at least in the
United States, relatively frequent job transitions and working
on a freelance basis are gaining respectability not only among
traditionally self-employed doctors, lawyers or accountants, but
also among more organization-bound high status occupations
such as engineers or computer programmers who prefer the
convenience of the flexibility in work schedules and location.
Clearly, there is less social stigma attached today to a work
style that does not involve lifelong loyalty and dedication to a
single employer.

For a growing number of people for whom externalized work
has become a way of life, making a long-term commitment to a
single organization is not perceived as a central feature of the
work role or of an occupational career track. All this means
that the concept of retirement from an organization at a given
age for such workers loses its very meaning. They may well
choose to "retire" several times along their individual careers,
return to work, again take extended leaves and resume work for
another employer or at another place irrespective of the
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conventional retirement ages. This implies a very different and
much more flexible scheduling of work and non-work activities
throughout the life cycle to meet individual needs, rather ..,han
the clear-cut division into distinct work and retirement phases
that life permits.

Of course, one should be cautious about attributing the
acceptance of unstable work styles to the genuine a priori
desires of all those involved. It has been pointed out by scholars
cited by Pfeffer and Baron' that workers who are only offered
the opportunity to hold jobs with no promise of continuity may
come to terms with this situation by "choosing" not to desire a

permanent attachment to a given employing organization.
Clearly, an externalized work style is not chosen by the many
millions of workers who belong to the secondary labor market
ethnic
immigrants;
minorities; older workers including those who have retired from
full-time jobs; and to a lesser extent women, particularly those

(foreign workers or "Gastarbeiter";

with small children at home). Many in this category are
employed as seasonal workers or as part-time or temporary
help. Often they are "leased" from temporary help service firms
or labor contractors. To a large extent, their externalized status
reflects their peripheral position in the labor market
opportunity structure." Workers belonging to this segment of

the work force, in contrast to many of the professional or
semiprofessional freelancers discussed above, are also likely as a

whole to be lower paid, with little or no financial resources to
see them through periods of involuntary disemployment. The
grave social, economic and political implications of their
marginal status in the labor market has long been a
cornerstone of research on prejudice and discrimination in the
industrialized world.' For these workers, forced into the

situation by labor market constraints and their low social
status, a long-term attachment to a single organization is in no
way a realistic prospect. Hence, for them too, there is the

inevitable irrelevance of retirement as a major structuring
component of their work life.
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Conclusion
In principle, the employment relationship can be conceived of
as a continuum of organizational inclusiveness patterns from
lifetime employment through employment in more specialized

roles with expectations of shorter tenure, to other kinds of
part-time or ad hoc externalized employment relationships. The

suggestion here is that in the volatile enviroament of fierce
competition, deregulation, organizational restructuring, cutbacks

and constant technological innovation, the need to respond
quickly to changes and to contain costs is likely to intensify
explorations

with

labor-saving and

flexibility

enhancing

Under such circumstances, organizations may be
inclined to interpret long-term employment arrangements as a
particularly serious liability and, therefore, become more
policies.

receptive to externalization in structuring employment.

On the externalization side of the continuum, the very concept

of (age-related) retirement may be losing its validity. To be
sure, the term "retirement" as used here refers to an
institutionalized and structural component of the intraorganizational employment relationship and not to the
voluntary withdrawal from the worker role-set as such.

Retirement of an employee thus defined can take place only if,
prior to the date of its occurrence, the organization wielded at
least some measure of administrative control over the employee

in the course of a period of employment of considerable
Where there is no administrative control over an
employee, that is to say no relatively long-term previous
duration.

employment relationship, retirement as an organizational
practice is a contradiction in terms. In the case of freelancers or

limited tenure workers, it leaves the decision to work or to
"retire" entirely up to the individual, implying an increasing
element of choice about whether to work, where to work, when
and how much.
In the case of workers belonging to the secondary labor market,
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"retirement" does not differ much in social substance or in its
negative symbolic meaning from other involuntary non-work
periods in the course of the life-cycle. Consequently, to the

extent that market-mediated exchanges of personnel will
become more prevalent as an alternative to administratively
structured long-term employment arrangements within a given
organization,

ideas concerning the meaning of work and

retirement and the relationship between them will have to be
revised.
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LEISURE AND THE STRUCTURE
OF OUR LIFE WORLDS*
Jon Hendricks** and Stephen J. Cutler***

The Nature of Leisure
There is a growing debate about the centrality of work
throughout the life course. Without entering into the debate
over work's centrality up to the point of retirement, it is still
possible to claim that the work role is ultimately surrendered.

In the years following withdrawal from labor force participation, leisure may become the nexus around which life turns.
Despite wide recognition that leisure is an important component
of the lives of older people, the social organization of leisure has
long been neglected.
It is our contention that to make sense of what constitutes

leisure or free-time, analysts must consider both individuallevel changes over the life course and societal-level shifts in the
structure of opportunities to pursue whatever it is that

constitutes leisure. On the one hand, patterns of leisure and
free-time must be cast in a life course perspective, interpreted in

terms of an individual's movement across life and from one
membership category to another. On the other hand, leisure is
more than just an activity in which individuals, of whatever
age, participate. It is also a social institution in industrial and
post-industrial societies and, as such, part of a larger set of
*This paper is derived in part from the authors' contribution to the
Handbook of Aging and the Social Sciences, Third Edition, forthcoming,
and will also appear in Ageing and Society, 10, 1990.
** Jon Hendricks is Chair, Department of Sociology, Oregon State University
in Corvallis, Oregon;
*** Stephen J. Cutler is Bishop Robert F. Joyce Distinguished University

Professor of Gerontology and Professor of Sociology, University of
Vermont, Burlington, Vermont.
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social, cultural, economic, and political institutions.' Changes in

any of these institutions can be expected to affect leisure
participation through shifts in values, role opportunities, and
the distribution of enabling characteristics in the population.

In the first part of this paper, we discuss trends in some of
these larger contexts and the implications of these trends for
leisure participation. In so doing, we want to draw attention to
the likelihood that population aging, the changing
characteristics of older cohorts, and other dimensions of social,
economic, and cultural change will place increasing demands on
societal role structures to provide greater opportunities for
socially and psychologically meaningful involvement.2 One

probable source for the expansion of role opportunities is leisure
participation. In the second part, we discuss implications of the
life course perspective for future research on leisure.

Factors Affecting Leisure
1.

Demographk changes

Although we will not dwell on them here, two immediately
apparent demographic factors are growth in the population of
older persons and changes in their physical well-being. Our
point need only be that improvements in age-specific mortality
and morbidity in developed nations are likely to alter
traditional patterns of leisure participation by extending
"active life expectancy" even further into the later years.3
Also, the characteristics of future cohorts will differ appreciably

from those of their predecessors.

For one thing, level of

educational attainment will increase in developed countries and
substantially higher proportions of the elderly will have

completed at least some college.' Second, it is probable that
future cohorts will enjoy a greater degree of economic security.
In the United States, for example, the increased labor force
participation of females, the expansion of pension programs
other than Social Security to a greater portion of the labor
force, and incentives to save for retirement5 may lead to a
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steady improvement in the overall economic status of older
persons. Patterns seen in the U.S. are becoming equally apparent in England and other industrial countries.'
Still another factor to be considered is the migration of the
older population. Elders are considerably less likely than
younger persons to make long distance moves, yet recent
decades have witnessed, at least in industrial countries, an
increasing propensity by older persons to move to retirement
communities, to migrate from the "frost-belt" to the "sun-belt",

and to engage in seasonal migration.' These trends are of
significance for two reasons. First, such migration streams tend
to be disproportionately comprised of younger, healthier, and
economically secure segments of the older population.' Because
elders with these characteristics will bec )me more prevalent, it
can be anticipated that steadily increasing numbers of them
will make such "amenity" moves. Second, if these moves lead to
growing concentrations of older persons in retirement areas and

retirement communities which place a high value on leisure,
recreation, and activity, this should facilitate the process of
"cohort norm formation". Riley and Riley note that
"...as members of the same age cohort respond to shared
experiences, they gradually and subtly develop common
patterns of response, common definitions, and common
beliefs, all of which crystallize into shared norms about
what is appropriate, proper, or true."'

Bulten . and Wood have already pointed to the occurrence of
this very process in regard to leisure in retirement
corn mu ni
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2.

Economk changes

Beyond these demographic changes, there have been several
important economic and employment trends with implications
for leisure. Foremost among these has been a steady decrease in
age at retirement, especially among males, in countries
throughout North America and Western and Eastern Europe."
Not only are persons living longer, leading to an increase in the
period of retirement, but recent decades have also been
accompanied by a dramatic decline in age of exit from the labor
force. Indeed, early retirement may become more feasible and

more attractive with the growth of dual-earner households.
These trends, even if they continue at diminished rates, suggest
that a still greater portion of the lifetimes of men
and
increasingly of women will be spent as retirees.

The expansion of time spent in retirement and its problematic
status as a life stage in societies traditionally dominated by the
"work ethic" has led one observer to speculate that a new set of
norms and values has emerged the "busy ethic".' Promoted
by a variety of interested parties, it "legitimates the leisure of
retirement, it defends retired people against judgements of
senescence, and it gives definition to the retirement role".
Further investigation is needed to determine how pervasive this
ethic is and how it articulates with and influences leisure
activities. For present purposes, however, it serves as a
suggestive illustration of the formation of new cohort norms
for a period of the life course where some degree of normative
ambiguity previously existed. As the pattern continues, we may
well expect a quickening of the pace with which leisure norm
formation affirms and extends emerging types and forms of
leisure and their prospect for self-validation for older segments
of the population.
Just as the distribution of time spent in work and in retirement
has changed, so too have other aspects of employment. The

average number of hours worked per week has declined,
permitting more aggregate tirne for leisure." To the extent that
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flexitime or four-day work week programs are adopted by
industry and chosen by employees, this should produce larger
blocks of time to participate in leisure activities", though some

of the time made available

is

likely to be devoted to an

expansion of other obligatory activities.' Increasingly, major
industries are choosing sites for their operations with an eye to
the amenities, including leisure and recreation, available in
those locations.

At the same time, there have been important structural

changes in the organization of national economies. The shift in
composition of the labor force from blue collar manufacturing
and production jobs to clerical, service, and white collar
occupations, and the transformation of the workplace from one
requiring intensive physical labor to one based more on
automated technology may leave workers with more energy to
engage in leisure.
A relatively new research focus in the area of occupational
involvement revolves not around occupational status as such,
but around the way work is organized. The broad implications
are that the organization of the economy portends qualitatively
distinct social realities for individual actors.' In this way, the
issue of leisure becomes a structural question. How does the
social patterning of the workaday world color leisure
involvements? To quote Estes, Swan, and Gerard,
"-the structural view of aging starts with the proposition
that the status and resources of the elderly, and even the
trajectory of the aging process itself, are conditioned by
one's location in the social structure and the economic
and political forces that affect it.""

The point, is quite simple: the way work is structured affects
many other aspects of the way life is lived. The daily lives of
older persons are a result of their systematic location during
their working lives. To speak of factors delimiting their leisure,
we need to consider macro-level patterns evident in the
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economic realm
involvements.

its influence extends well beyond mere work

The service sector of many national economies has also shown

considerable growth and is deserving of attention in its own
right. In the United States, between 1970 and 1986, employment

in service industries in general, and in entertainment and
recreation services in particular, grew at approximately twice

the rate of total employment.'9 Bureau of Labor Statistics
projections show a continuation of this trend in the U.S.

through the end of the century." Whether the past and
projected growth in the service sector represents a response to
the demand for leisure and recreation, stimulates that demand,
or both, is a relevant question, but perhaps less important for
present purposes than the existence of these markedly
differential rates of growth. It is our contention that economies
with large investments in service industries will witness
qualitatively different patterns of leisure due tc the nature of
the work experience.

More generally, Ward has pointed to a number of other
economic trends which may lead leisure to become increasingly
valued in ivdustrial and post-industrial society.' Among these
are "growing humanistic criticism of technology, the promotion
of leisure through the marketing of leisure goods and services,
the fragmentation of work which lessens its intrinsic
meaningfulness, and democratization of economically free
time."
3.

Role or governmenta: action

Governmental bodies have taken an active role in providing
leisure opportunities and in facilitating the leisure participation
of older persons. Though the rate of growth has slowed in
recent years, federal, state, and local expenditures on parks and
recreation amounted to $9.9 billion in the U.S. in 1984.22 Several
benefit programs, designed to reduce financial barriers te
recreation and leisure, are also available. Still another example

is the opportunity to take courses on a tuition-free basis at
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many state-supported (and private) institutions of higher
education. If anything, the U.S. has probably been slower to
respond to the needs of its elderly citizens than the nations of
Europe, which do even more to promote leisure involvement.

Perhaps the major direct thrust of governmental involvement in
discretionary time activities of older persons has been in the
area of voluntarism. Due in part to limitations in expenditures
for direct services to frail and needy populations and in part to
a conviction that voluntary service benefits both recipients and

providers, governmental programs in the U.S. have been
developed to promote voluntarism by the older population.
Although some involve not only reimbursement, but also

modest stipends, programs such as the Retired Senior Volunteer
Program, the Foster Grandparent Program, and the Senior
Companion Program provide opportunities for elders to

contribute to the delivery of essential community services.23
Programs and demonstration projects drawing upon volunteers
are funded by the Administration on Aging under the Older
Americans Act, and some of the larger voluntary associations

composed of, or advocating for, the elderly (e.g., American
Association of Retired Persons, National Council on the Aging) play
an important role in recognizing and supporting the

contributions of the voluntary sector.

To return to the theme set forth earlier, the aging of

populations will doubtless place demands on social and cultural
systems to develop new normative definitions and expectations
about the use of the increasing discretionary time available to
older persons. Given the changing characteristics of future
cohorts of elders and other trends we have noted
characteristics and trends consistent with predictions of
these emergent norms will
increasing leisure involvement
likely have as a central focus the meaningful use of leisure roles,
at both the personal and societal levels.
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New Directions for Research
In view of these trends, the obvious question is where do we go
from here? A number of diverse but interrelated research issues
are worthy of consideration. Certainly, there is a general need
for more appropriate methodologies", but we wish to make one
particular point in this connection. No small hurdle in
investigating leisure is the question of relevant time intervals.
A first step is the formulation of strategies to identify

appropriate time frames in the realm of leisure. Fox", Light"
and others" have called for the dev2lopment of a sociological
calendar, a means of capturing socially relevant qualitative and
quantitative units of time that structure the times of our lives.
If the variables involved in leisure patterns change only in a
linear manner, arbitrary intervals may be decided upon. If,
they do not follow a linear trajectory, then
theoretically defined intervals must be utilized.
however,
1.

Conceptual developments in leisure research

Leisure research has adopted a number of social-psychological
models from social gerontology. Beginning with discussions of
disengagement and, later, activity theory, leisure scholars
examined how well older men and women adapt to changing
circumstances in their lives.28 Following the formulation of
continuity theory, attention focused on the identity-sustaining
relevance of activities retained from earlier periods. Regardless

of the potential applicability of the latter, each of these
approaches places the onus of adjustment on the individual
independently of other events going on in his or her world.
Opponents of one or the other perspective customarily point to

artifacts of a particular research protocol to explain away
variance in the significance of leisure. In contrast, the type of
life course perspective alluded to earlier is capable of bringing
together individual adaptation and societal transitions which
call fofth that adaptation. By adopting a life course perspective,
the artificial distinction between work and leisure may be
breached and the identity-affirming aspects cf leisure seen for
what they are.
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2.

The symbolic value in leisure

As is apparent, the entire area of leisure research often neglects
the symbolic dimensions of leisure. One way to begin to rectify
this shortcoming is to treat leisure as an independent variable.
While this is not universally the case, all too frequently leisure

is viewed merely as a consequence of other aspects of life's
involvements. If we are to examine seriously the symbolic
value of leisure, it is imperative to see it in a broader fOcus.
Koh li, among others, has contended that "the centrality of work
may be getting less pervasive."" Whether by virtue of declines

in labor force participation or changing values, it stands to
for
reason that leisure may be getting more important
individuals and for society. Work roles are customarily
designated as predictors of many outcomes but, interestingly,
leisure is seldom cast in an analogous manner. If the focus is on
persons who are no longer involved in the paid labor force, it

seems eminently sensible to examine whether leisure roles
function as work had previously. Perhaps this lack of attention
can be traced to the value preferences of researchers

themselves, rather than to the absence of leisure as a salient
component of one's world view. Certainly if Havighurst3° and
Atchleyn are correct, that in the years after retirement, leisure
is the functional equivalent of work, it makes sense to examine
its role in a way that parallels the traditional view of work.

As Tinsley et al.,32 and others have pointed out, there is an
unmet need to investigate the psychological benefits older
persons derive directly from leisure. Dating back to the Kansas
City Studies33 gerontologists on both sides of the Atlantic have
wondered about the role of leisure in maintaining the identities
and self-concepts of older participants." Kelly et al., go so far as
to say leisure is indeed a central life focus, one deser ving of

more attention.'
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1.

Leisure as a form of consumption

Leisure is one of those areas in need of investigation as both a
consumer good and as a form of consumption with important
symbolic significance. Despite Marx's nod to commodification,
Veblen's to the symbolic role of consumption in identity
formation, or Simmel's attention to the social bonds our "goods"
create as an abstraction of both money and our identities, social
science as a whole has been slow to move beyond discussions of
the social relations of production to those implicit in patterns of
consumption. Leisure, as consumption, among older persons has
been investigated even less. The question is, what is the imp.ort

of being able to "spend" leisure? Does it make real our
aspirations by externalizing, like some Ozymandian process,
wherein we invite others to look on our "works" - as an
objectification of our selves in order that they may know us? If
so, then the next step in the process is likely to be some form
of manipulation of individuals or groups, by a manipulation of
consumerism. Indeed, there is growing awareness that there is
"gold in gray".36

In light of the symbolic relevance of leisure as a source of
affirmation, it stands to reason providers are well on their way
to developing appropriate marketing strategies. At least two
distinct facets of leisure as consumption are deserving of
investigation. First is the "person object" synthesis that takes
place between the durable goods if leisure participation and the
identity or status of those who posser,s the goods." Producers of
the durable symbols of leisure have long recognized what Marx
and Veblen maintained - that to own something is to vest one's
self in the object. To illustrate: The boat becomes my boat; the
sense of selfhood blurs to encompass the representation of the
boat. Like other boat owners we realize ourselves in our objects
and belong to what feels like an identil:able social circle at the
same time.
Another aspect of leisure consumption deri ves from
involvement in the activity itself. Identities are augmented by
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participation for both actor and observer, as the perception is
that the meaning of an endeavor is consumed and thereby
incorporated into the actors identity. Here, too, marketing
strategies designed to appeal to older consumers of leisure

opportunities are based on the status defining qualities of
particular activities. Leisure, as a status symbol, has become
"big business" for the private sector. In the mid-1970s, Parker
reported expenditures in Britain as approximately £45 million
and likely to continue on an upward trend." Estimates for the
United States place personal expenditures for leisure in 1986 at
just under $200 billion." As a consumer item, leisure yields
significant economic gain for vendors able to package it to
appeal to potential consumers. Consumption is a necessary

extension of the productive process, and perhaps no less

important if the cycle is to remain unbroken. Applied to leisure,
the dimensions of its importance begin to become apparent. We
as social scientists, and as gerontologists, have yet to address
the reasons why leisure over the life course has such potential.
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